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“A CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM:” Shown here is
8-year-old Leonardo Raymundo of Saloma, Guatemala,
whose prayers have pierced the apathy of an Indian
village noted for its religious indifference. After lis-
tening to an American Maryknoll missionary urge his
third grade class to be “young apostles,” Leonardo set
out for the remote Indian village. When the villagers
ignored the boy’s invitation to join him in the Rosary,
he knelt down in the plaza and prayed aloud by him-
self, and then returned each week to pray. Today, 17
villagers are studying the catechism.
InLatin America
Cardinal Discloses Red
Plan to Subvert Church
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (NC)
—Communists arc carrying out
an eight-point program designed
to subvert the Church in Latin
America, Cardinal dc Bardos Ca-
mara of Rio dc Janeiro warned
in a radio address.
The Cardinal said the cam-
paign stems from a secret di-j
rectivo given by the Chinese
Communist Party on Feb. I, 1960.!
The plan calls for Communists
to infiltrate the Church while im-
ploring “Clod’s help in their
propaganda,” the Cardinal stat-i
Cll.
HE SAII> THE directive calls
on communists to:
1. Become agents in Catholic
educational institutions.
2. Participate in apostolic ac-
tivities.
3. Spy on the lergy by asso-
ciating with then
4. Dominate directors and pro-
fessors in Catholic schools.
5. Infiltrate Church administra-
tive organizations. ,
6. Stir up talk of peaceful co-
existence between Christianity
and communism.
7. Persuade priests to visit the
“Catholic” church in Red China.
8. Use weak points in ecclesias-
tic organization to further Red
aims.
All pf these activijics are in-
tended to weaken the Church and
make her look like an "ally of
imperialism,” Cardinal Camara
warned.
lIE SAID THREE recent events
show how the Reds are pursuing
their objectives:
• Some communists were ex-
pelled from Catholic organiza-
tions in the Rio dc Janeiro Arch-
diocese.
• A communist document la-
mented the fact that Reds were
not able to infiltrate the Sao Joa-
quim palace, scat of the archdio-
cesan chancery office.
• Communist delegates from
Brazil’s National Union of Stu-
dents passed themselves off as
Catholics at the Latin American
Student Congress in Caracas,
Venezuela, in September, 1959.
TIIE CARDINAL said the com
munist secret directive specifi-
cally calls for women commu-
nists to “provoke internal dis-
sensions in the churches” and to
pit religious organizations against
each other.
“They [communists] know that
linked to the high moral stand-
ards of the Church, woman rep-
resents a strong obstacle against
the infiltration of evil in fam-
lilies and society,*! the Cardinal
asserted.
“However, once this barrier
has fallen, once woman’s noble
mission is weakened and she is
directed toward evil, who can es-
timate how low the moral, reli-
gious and social judgment of a
people could descend?" he em-
phasized.
Cardinal Camara said the se-
cret directive considers the
churches an ideal field for in- I
filtration, “in accord with the
principle, 'divide and con- i
quer’.”
I The order calls for militant
comrades, he continued, "to be
9aflje_jnombcrs of the Church
through baptism, to join the Le-
gion of Mary, to carry out an
intense activity •. . . to touch and
attract the faithful, to try and
separate them in accordance with
their different ranks, also to
make use of Move of God and
the cause of peace'.”
According to Cardinal Camara,
the communist directive says it
must be made clear that- “the
Catholic Church is in the service
of imperialism . ami ... it is
necessary to cut it down and
destroy
...
its very roots.”
Bolivian Communists
Attack Cathedral
LA PAZ, Bolivia (NC)—Communists and fellow-trave-
lers threw tear gas bombs into La Paz cathedral and stoned
the offices of this capital’s daily Catholic newspaper in a
well-organized rampage of anti-Catholicism.
They attacked the cathedral first. Catholics rushed to
.the cathedral square and drove
them off in a sharp, free-swing-
jing struggle.
The, communists regrouped tnd
marched to the offices of Pres-
cncia and unloaded a shower of
■ stones shattering windows and
even damaging furniture In the
newspaper’s offices.
Police stationed nearby to pro-
tect the U. S. Embassy made
no attempt to stop the attack.
CATHOLICS who had driven
the communists from the cathe-
dral marched to the Hotel Crillon
where a group of Soviet officials
were staying.
They then staged a demonstra-
tion there.
Then, learning of the commu-
nist attack against the newspa-
per, they rushed to the offices
and drove off the attackers a sec-
ond time.
They' "then also rescued an
editor of the newspaper from a
group of communist women who
had cornered him in the square.
Secular newspapers attribute
the communist demonstrations to
a desire by local Rbds to im-
press the visiting Soviet delega-
tion.
The .newspapers rebuked the
government for its failure to fore-
stall the outbreaks of communist
violence.
Newark Woman Named
Member of NCCS Board
WASHINGTON - Edward P.
llanify, Boston attorney and civic
leader, has been named chair-
man bf the executive committee
of the National Catholic Commu-
nity Service, a USO member!
agency.
His appointment was announced
here by-Archbishop Karl J. Al-
ter of Cincinnati, president of the
NCCS board of trustees. Arch-
bishop Alter also announced the
naming of three new members of
the executive committee, includ-
ing Mrs. Henry liarkhorn of New-j
ark. •
llanify graduated from Holy
Cross College and Harvard Uni-
versity Law School, lie is a di-
rector of several firms and has
been active in civic groups, lie
, is vice president of the Catholic
1 Lawyers’ Guild. -
-
Mrs. Barkhorn has been con-
nected, with a number of Church
and civic groups and serves as
NCCS representative on the.USO
National Council, an advisory
group. She is chairman of the
National Council of Catholic
Women's Committee on Interna-
tional Relations and the NCCW
observer at the United Nations.
The National Catholic Commu-
nity Service conducts programs
for military personnel and their
dependents through USO opera-
tions. It functions in communities
adjacent to major military bases
in this country and abroad. It
also conducts a program for pa'-
tients in 171 VA hospitals.
Pope John Plans Document
On Leo’s Labor Encyclical
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope John has announced
he will issue a document to commemorate the ,70th anni-
versary of the publication of Pope Leo XIII’s encyclical
on labor, “Rerum Novarum.”
Tope John made his announcement at an audience
for diplomats'at the Holy See
who had come to extend New
Year’S ~greetings. The Pope, in
return, extended his greetings to
their countries and to all the peo-
ples of the world.
Among the diplomats present
were the envoys from thre'e Latin
American countries where the
Church has recently been under
government attack: the ambas-
sadors of Haiti and the Domini-
can Republic and chargfc d’af-
faires of Cuba. Also attending
were the diplomatic represents-j
tives of the Lithuanian and Polish
governments-in-exile.
THE POPE noted that there is
anxiety for peace in the world
and told the diplomats that the
“Church ardently desires this in-
comparable benefit of social and
international peace.” He then re-
vealed “somewhat ahead of time"
his plan to commemorate “Rer-
um Novarum;” He said:
“We propose to celebrate the
70th anniversary of an event
which was historically of great
! importance, the publication
I (May 15, 1891) of the encycli-
cal, ‘Hcrum Novarum,’ on the
workers’ problem by Leo XIII.
This is a document judged so
important by Our immediate
predecessors, Pius XI and Pius
XII, that they wished to cele-
brate respectively the 40th and
50th anniversaries.
. . .
“We ‘shall therefore promul-
i gate to. celebrate worthily the
I great encyclical of Pope Leo XIII
—a document which will con-
firm, by adding Our voice to
those of Our great predecessors,
the constant concern the Church
has now not only toward one part
or another of the social orders,
but toward all together, accord-
ing to the needs of the time in
which we live.”
The Pope did not specify the
date his document will be issued
or the form it will take. Pope
Pius XI issued an encyclical,
“Quadragcsimo Anno,” in 1931 to
mark the 40th anniversary of
"Rcrum Novarum,” and Pius XII
gave a radio address to celebrate
the 50th anniversary in 1941.
In his famous encyclical on the
condition of the working class,
Pope Leo XIII rejected social-
ism as a solution to the workers’
plight. He said that all men haVe
a right to a living wage and rea-
sonable comfort and that thoy
should be enabled to acquire pri-
vate property. He upheld the
right of both workers and em-
ployers to organize and negotiate
wage settlements by free agree-
ment. He emphasized the duty
of the state to maintain justice
■and the responsibility of the
Church in the moral aspects of !
employment.
POPP JOHN said the present
time “is not without uncertainties
or reasons for anxiety.” But, he
said, he prefers to concentrate
on those things which “invite
confidence and hope.”
He recalled his days as Apos-
tolic Nuncio to France, when as
dean of the diplomatic corps in
Paris he delivered its traditional
New Year’s greetings to the
French President. He said he had
always tried to find a measure
of hope for the future, no matter
what the events of the year had
been. He then quoted from the
last address he had given on
such an occasion New Year's,
1953 when he said:
“We follow daily political
events in all countries of the
universe. Sometimes they give
rise in the heart to trust, other
times they generate fear. They
invjlc Us to reflect and to find
in them i\ teaching that frees
Our spirit from anguish and
the help to prepare better
days.
. .
.
“Every nation has its destiny,
hidden in the designs of Provi-
dence, and nations should help
each other to realize their destin-
ies. Preserving a firm faith, an
invincible optimism and a heart
open to the sincere outpourings
of human and Christian brother-
hood, all have the right not to
fear anything and to have trust
in the help of God.”
The Pope said these sentiments,
arc even stronger in him today
and added: “We are happy to
icpcat then) to you as an expres-
sion of joyful expectation and of
the firm hope which animates all
souls of good will on the thres-i
hold of the new year.”
Maryknoll Makes
105,150Converts
MARYKNOLL, N.Y. About
105,150 persons were baptized
in missions conducted by the
Maryknoll Fathers during 1960.
Another 33,348 arc under in-
struction and will he received
into the Church at Easter.
Bishop John W. Comber,
M.M., Maryknoll Superior’ Gen-
eral, reported the figures after
a three-month visit to the so-
ciety’s missions in Latin Ameri-
ca.
He warned of growing commu-
nist strength in Latin coun-
tries.
Spiritual poverty and doc-
trinal illiteracy leave too many
Catholics in Latin America pow-
erless to answer the .arguments
of materialists and communists,
he said.
Pope Thanks
Sodality
VATICAN CITY (NC)
The Holy See has thanked
the World Federation of So-
dalities of Our Lady for the
approximately $15,000 it has
contributed to help pay for the
coming ecumenical council.
Thanks were expressed in the
of Pope John in a letter written
by Cardinal Tardini, Vatican
Secretary of State, to Archbishop
Joseph Gawlina, director.
The decision to contribute mon-
ey as well as prayers to the ecu :
menical council was made at the
second World Sodality Congress
held at Scion Hall University in
1959. Delegates to that congress
subsequently raised the 515.0U0
which they turned over to Arch-
bishop Gawlina for the Pope.
Calls Cure
Miraculous
FRIBOURG, Switzerland
—Bishop Francois Charrierc
lof Fribourg has officially
recognized as miraculous the
cure of Brother Leon Schwa
jeer", 0.5.1L, at Lourdes on Apr.
[3O, 1952.
; The Swiss Benedictine Brother
was a 'victim of multiple sclcro-
| sis. In 1951 doctors declared he
was incurable.
BROTHER SCIIWAGER went
i to Lourdes with a Swiss pilgrim-
age. Unable to walk, he was tak-
'en to bathe in the Lourdes
spring. Subsequently, during the
procession of the Blessed Sacra-
ment, he felt himself cured and
was able to return to the hospital
without aid.
In 1959 the International
medical committee at Lourdes
declared the cure inexplicable
by natural causes.
Since his cure, Brother Leon
has returned to Lourdes every
I year to cook for the sick.
Cardinal Wendel, 59,
Dies in Germany
MUNICH (NC) Cardinal Wendel of Munich and
Freising, 59, died suddenly at his residence here on New
Year’s eve. His death reduces membership in the Sacred j
College of Cardinals to 81.
On the evening of his death the Cardinal presided at
traditional St. Sylvester’s Hay
services at the Cathedral of Our
Lady. Shortly after returning to
his rooms he collapsed and died.
Death was attributed to a lieart
attack.
JOSEPH WENDEL was born
May 27, loot, at Blicskastcl in
the Saar district.' The son of a
tailor, he entered,the minor sem-
inary at Speyer after finishing
high school and in 1920 moved to
the German seminary in Rome.
He earned a doctor of philosophy
degree with highest honors and a
doctor of theology degree. He was
ordained Oct. 30, 1927.
After ii year as a curate in
a parish church, he took charge
of a center for Catholic students
and then was named head of
Catholic charities,. ‘“TTe was
named Coadjutor with the right
of succession to the Bishop of
Speyer Apr. 4, 1941, was conse-
crated two months later ami
became Ordinary of the diocese
' on June 4, 194.1.
lie quickly became noted for
his aid to war victims, once tak-
ing a family of 10 persons' into
his own home. After the war he
rebuilt 120 ruined churches and
: helped build more than a thou-
sand homes.and apartmcnls.
lie' w;rs named Archbishop of
Munich and Freising on Aug. 9.
1952, and became a Cardinal at
Ihe consistory of Jan. 12, 1953.
'ln 1950 he became Vicar for Cath-
jelics in Germany's armed
forces.
The crowning achievement of
the Cardinal's career was the or-
ganization of the International,
tlSueharislic Congress held last,
summer.
Vatican Radio
Raps Sliding
Work Week
VATICAN CITY (NC)
A work week that makes Sun-!
day just another day in the'
week is bad for society, Vati-
can Radio warned.
A Vatican Radio commentator
said the so-called elastic week
is a victory for the technical con-
cept of life. He said that on the
basis of such a week “the rest
ot workers is distributed in cy-
; cles for the exclusive purpose of
having a constant rhythm of pro-
i duction."
i "Sunday is sacrificed also to
| technical distribution of material
and human energy for the pur-
pose of maximum production,"
he continued. "The justification!
| given for this is the economic I
I demands of business and the con-1
jsiderable profits and benefits that!
workers and all society derive
from them.”
BUT THE elastic week "dis-
regards too many cultural, moral
and religious necessities of
man," the Vatican Radio com-
mentator stated. \ "Man has a
natural right to not only as
an individual who has to recoup
his physical energies but also as
; a member of society. 1
"The protection and strength-
ening of family links'./. of the
responsible and noble duly of
the education of children de-
mand a contemporary and pe-
riodical gathering of the mem-
bers of the same family who
are separated during the week
■ because of work or study.”
The Vatican Radio speaker said
men should have a common day!
of worship "because natural law
imposes on man not only inter-
-1 ior private worship but also pub-
lic and collective worship."
A state which pursues as Its
ultimate aim the genuine and
| complete welfare of man and not
i a technical and economic goal
| along," the commentator con-
I eluded, will always side with
the Church in the defense of Sun-
day as the day of rest for all."
Give 300 Vehicles
To Missionaries
! I.INZ, Austria (HNS) Three
hundred cars, motorcycles and
special vehicles have been given
to missionaries by the "Company
for Mission Traffic" during the
paSt 12 years, it Was reported
here by Dr. Franz, Viohboek, its
president.
Dr. Viehboek reported on the
company’s activities during the
blessing of a special car fo’r the
Catholic mission handicraft
school on Timos, Indonesia.
Urges Laity to Play
Active Role at Mass
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope John began the New
Year by renewing his appeal to the laity to take an active
part m the Mass.
He also suggested a New Year’s resolution to the
Catholics of the world: “Dare all and do all for God and
for the Church.”
The Pope spoke on liturgical
participation after offering the
Mass of the Octave Day of Christ-
mas in St. Peter’s Basilica. Nine-
ty American choristers were
among 4,000 white-robed “Little
Singers” from 13 nations who
sang during the Mass.
POPE JOHN told his lively
young listeners that their func-
tion as “Little Singers” brings
them closer than most other peo-
ple to the splendors of the liturgy.
Then he told the congregation
in the crowded church that one
of his greatest and most con-
stant concerns is “the partici-
pation of the Christian people
in the most solemn act of the
whole liturgy, the Mass.”
Pope John continued:
“How great is our wish that
the priests and the faithful should
always attend to the preparation
and perfect execution of this di-
vine act!
“Nothing should be wanting
and everything should be in per-
fect order at the altar: well in-
structed, devout and attentive
servers; the priests’ sermons:
brief but penetrating and well-
adapted to the congregation, with
the congregation listening with
the attention and respect due the
word of God; active participation
with dialogue and chant, but with
the insight, however, which takes
the place of personal and silent
prayer, and last and above all.
reception of Communion as often
as possible, so that the partici-
pation in the Sacrifice may be
really complete.”
THE POPE remarked that it
was fitting for him to be with
the boys on the first day of the
year.
"You are also a beginning,”
he told them. “You are the
dawn and the promise of life
| . . . You are the future hoads
of families, ‘somroT you are
future priests of the Lord, and
all of you will be the witnesses
of Jesus in the world of to-
morrow, the sentinels and the
defenders of our great and only
wealth—the Faith.”
| In, the Mass which preceded
his discourse, the entire congre-
gation gave the responses to the
[Pope in unison. The Pontiff of-
fered the low Mass at the high
altar which is reserved to him,
j beneath the great bronze balda-
jehin of Bernini.
AT THE CONCLUSION of the
j Mass, as the Pope was removing
his vestments, a throne was set
before the altar, on the Gospel
I side, facing the choir boys. Pope
[John took his scat there and ad-
jdressed the boysin French, con-
cluding his discourse with the
j following prayer:
! “Oh Lord Jesus, who became
a child out of love for us, we
continue to contemplate You in
the scene of Bethlehem, and wc
gather close to You at the side
of Mary, Your Mother and ours,
at the side of Joseph the just
man, and the simple and good
shepherds. Wc gather there to-
gether with these flowers of our
Christian families who have come
here from all over the world,
and we offer each one of them
to You for our exultation and
encouragement. We offer You
their melodious chant, their pure
hearts, their fervent and vibrant
intention to do honor to the Holy
Church and to the beautiful tra-
ditions of the peoples of the vari-
ous nations which they so bril-
liantly represent.
“Bless them, O Jesus, as We
bless them in Your Name. Ac-
company them on the path open
before them so rich in prom-
ises. May they bring joy and
beauty everywhere. May they, in
Your example, grow in age, in
grace and in wisdom before God
and men.”
ON NEW YEAR’S Eye. Pope
John made his last public speech
of 1960, stressing again for thous-
ands of Roman streetcar workers
the need for “truth and peace
m our time.” Pope John came
to the window of his private
study to greet the workers who
had massed in St. Peter’s Square
after special services at the
Church of the Gesu in downtown
Rome. They had walked in pro-
cession across Rome to pay their
respects to the Pontiff.
( Pope John told the group:“In these last weeks of i960,
We have invited men to con-
template the star of truth over
the cave of Bethlehem. We con-
sidered it a duty to refer again
to this matter. So long as Wc
have life and voice, We shall
repeat it without tiring: truth
and peace in our time.”
The Pope said he was repeat-
ing this message, which was the
substance of his Christmas dis-
course and of several other
speeches he made during the hol-
iday season, to “those people who
in every nation constitute the
basic fabric of society— parents
and children, workers of every
category, the humbl<*,and the suf-
fering.”
Truth and peace, the Pope told
the streetcar workers, are “the
acme of human and Christian
values.” He added:
“Be heralds
... of truth and
peace, for a future of greater
serenity, of more ordered coex-
istence and of brotherly collab-
oration of social classes. Truth
and peace in every hour of the
new year, in every walk and
aspect of fife!”
ON DEC. 28, in his last regu-
lar Wednesday afternoon aud-
ience in St. Peter’s Basilica, Pope
John saluted 1961 as a “new year
of spiritual thanksgiving, of har-
mony between heaven and
earth.”
The Pope paid special tribute
to the Pontifical Association
for the Holy Childhood, world-
wide children’s organization de-
voted to fostering baptism and
Christian education for chil-
dren in mission countries.
The association has “had an
extraordinary growth and is a
true reflection of heaven, an ex-
ercise of charity throughout the
whole world,” Pope John said.
“In .this work, children them-
selves give much and are blessed,
already exercising their charity
for those of their own age."
The Pope recommended that
to meet the challenges of the new
year, all look to God: “To Him,
Principle and End of the uni-
verse, goes recognition, for Ho
has given us and preserved for
us this year, despite human con-
flicts, a certain peace which is,
however, always in danger, if
men are not truly of good will.
We shall say the Te Deum in
thanksgiving shortly, and We
pray that the peoples will be
saved from evils on earth and
that they might follow the way
marked for them by God.”
6 Vocations in First
Family of the Year
WASHINGTON (NC) The 10-rriember family of a
rural Missouri public school teacher has been named the
first National Catholic Family of the Year.
It is the family of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard L. Hotze of
Leopold, Mo., who have been married 53 years and have
six of their eight children in
religious life. Three arc over-
seas.
The parents will receive a
plaque in St. John's church,
Leopold, Jan. 8, Feast of the
Holy Family, from the Family
Life Bureau of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference.
Presentation of the new
award to the llotzes was an-
nounced here by Bishop Chris-
topher J. Weldon of Spring-
field, Mass., episcopal adviser
to the NCWC Family Life Bu-
reau, which has headquarters
in Washington.
Bishop Charles H. Helmsing
of Springfiold-Cape Girardeau,
Mo., in whose diocese the fam-
ily lives, will present the
plaque.
HOTZE, 7(1, has been . a
teacher in Leopold for more
than 50 years, lie has taught'
his own eight children.
A familiar figure in the area,
he is called “Teacher Hotze."
Hotze has rung the Angelus
at St. John’s Church for many
years, lie and his wife arc
daily communicants and do
sacristry work at the church
because there are no nuns at-
tached to the parish.
BOTH MR. AN!) MRS. Hotze
have received Papal honors. He
was named a Knight of st.
Gregory in 1950 and she was
awarded the cross Pro Ecclcsia
et Pontifice in 1959.
The couple’s three sons arc
Divine Word missionaries: Fa-
ther Alphonse John, S.V.D.,
secretary general of Nanzsn-
University, Japan; Father
Clement, S.V.D., headmaster at
St. Peter’s College, Accra,
Ghana; and Father Leo Fran-
cis, S.V.D., superior of the Di-
vine Word Seminary in Perrys-
burg, Ohio.
Three daughters arc nuns:
Sister Clarea, principal, Notre
Dame School, Kioto, Japan;
Sister Mary Angele, Notre
Dame College, St. Louis; and
Sister Bernard Ann, librarian,
Catholic High School, Burling-
ton, lowa.
The two other daughters have
seven children between them.
BISHOP WELDON said the
award was established because
“The family must be recogniz-
ed as the true foundation of
society.;’
“This award is one way of
focusing national attention on
effective Catholic life," he said,
adding that “Wc want to under-
line the fact that most mar-
riages arc successful.”
Msgr. Irving A. Deßlanc, di-
rector of the NCWC Family
Life Bureau, said the "divine
love” within the Hotze family
has spread from their home to
three continents. “Christian
family love,” he said, “is not
content to sit’hy its own hearth
It carries out Christ’s determi-
nation to set the world on fire.”
Rev. Henry V'. Sattlar,
C.SSiR., assistant director of
the bureau and head of the
committee which selected the
llotzes, said the large number
of “apparently obscure” fami-
lies nominated for the award
shows “how much the simple
hidden life of good families pro-
vides the only real social sta-
bility.”
Recollection Day
The monthly day of recollec-
tion for priests will be held at
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary on Jan. 12. Giving the
series on "The Priest, Another
Christ” will be Msgr. John L.
Kenney, pastor, Our Lady of
the Assumption, New York.
BEFORE BLOODY BATTLE: A Union Army chaplain, Rev. William Corby, C.S.C.,
of Notre.Dame University, is depicted by the artist as he stood upon a boulder and
raised his hand in general absolution to troops of the New York 88th “Irish
Regiment,” about to engage in the famed Battle of Gettysburg. This painting, and al-
so a statue of Chaplain Corby at the university, commemorates his three-year serv-
ice in the Civil War. (See story on Page 9.)
Fatima Survivor Explains
Why Message Was Secret
LISBON, Portugal (NC) Fatima’s Lucia-dos Santos
says that God did not want her to be a prophet in the sense
of predicting future events, but rather to warn the world of
the evils of sin and the need for prayer and penance.
Sister Lucia, sole survivor of the three peasant children
to whom the Blessed Virgin ap-
peared at Fatima in 1917, is
quoted in anew book on the
Fatima message published here
by Portuguese Catholic Action.
THE 100-PAGE volume de-
votes a chapter to the “secret
of Fatima,” the third part of
the message written down by
Sister Lucia in 1941-42. Sister
Lucia, then a Religious of the
Congregation of Sisters of St.
Dorothy, gave the manuscript to
the late Bishop Jose Alves Cor-
reia da Silva of Leiria, the dio-
cese that includes Fatima. She
gave instructions that the third
part of the message was not to
be opened until after her death
or in 1960, whichever came first.
There has been no indication
that the contents of the docu-
ment are to be made public
this year. Bishop Joao Pereira
Venancio, who succeeded Bish-
op Silvia as Bishop of Leiria
in 1958, announced last year
that the sealed envelope would
be opened in 1960. But he did
not say where or by whom,
and did not say whether or not
its contents would be revealed
publicly.
The new Catholic Action publi-
cation has this to say:
“The last part of the secret,
which has been so much spoken
of, ■ has already been written
down by Lucia, but it will be
revealed when the ecclesiastical
authorities judge it opportune,
as happened in the case of the
first parts of the secret of Fa-
tima. In the meantime, we can-
not be far from the truth in
supposing that it recounts new
graces from heaven for those
who persevere in carrying out
the message of Fatima more
fully.”
" SISTER LUCIA, since 1948 a
nun in the Carmelite cloister at
Coimbra, is quoted as giving
this reason for not making the
“secret” public in advance:
"It might seem to some peo-
ple that I should have said
these things some time ago.
According to such people, they
would have had greater value a
few years ago than they have
now. This would be the case if
God had wanted me to face the
world as a -prophet. But I do
not think that this was His in-
tention. If it had been, He
would have told me to speak in
1917 instead of telling me not to
—an order that was confirmed
by His representatives on earth.
“I therefore think that God
only wanted to use me to re-
mind the world of the need
to avoid sin and to make rep-
aration, by prayer and pen-
ance, for offences against God.
"Not finding the exact words
to explain myself, I would have
said one thing at one time and
another at another time. By
wanting to explain myself but
without being able to do so, I
would perhaps have caused such
a confusion of ideas that it might
even—who knows?—have ruined
the work of God.
“Silence has been a great grace
for me. For this I give thanks
to God and I believe that all. He
does is good.”
Rome Court Rules Against
Pope Pius XII’s Physician
ROME (NC) A Rome court
of appeals has rejected a plea
by Dr. Riccardo Galeazzl Llsi,
physician of the late Pope Pius
XII, to block proceedings against
him by the Rome Medical Asso-
ciation.
The Rome Medical Association
removed the doctor’s name from
its professional listings in 1958 on
charges that he had engaged in
unprofessional actions pi publish-
ing articles and pictures on 'he
death of Pius XII.
In May, 1959, the Central Coun-
cil of Professional Health Work-
ers ruled that the Rome Medical
Association had erred in its rea-
aons for expelling the doctor nnd
instructed the association to re-
hear the case and submit a de-
cision again.
Attorneys for the doctor have
sought to block action by the as-
sociation for a second hearing,
arguing that the association’s
first hearing was in effect a trial
and that a second hearing would
place the doctor in double
jeopardy.
The Rome court refused to con-
sider these arguments. The pub-
lic prosecutor called them "unac-
ceptable and absolutely unfound-
ed.”
The case will go before the
Italian Supreme Court for a hear-
ing.
Cardinal Returns
From Arctic Trip
NEW YORK Cardinal Spell-
man returned home from his 10th
annual Christmas visit . with
American armed forces personnel
overseas on Jan. 1. His 17-day
trip took him to far-flung, iso-
lated Arctic bases in Canada,
Alaska and Greenland.
One of the highlights of his
trip was a tour of the Arctic
Survival School at Thule Air
Force Base, Greenland. There re-
alistic survival training for fly-
ing personnel is conducted in the
shadow of the Greenland ice cap.
Each "student” is required to
spend one night on the ice in an
igloo he builds himself.
Also at Thule, the Cardinal
was invited to telephone Combat
Operations Center in Colorado. |
Chatting briefly with Colorado
personnel over the “hot line"
serving as a direct link between
the giant radar base and the op-
erations center, he closed by ex-
tending his blessing.
23 Young Women
Make Debuts at
Presentation Ball
NEWARK Twenty-three young women from various
sections of the ecclesiastical Province of New Jersey made
their formal debut Jan. 2 as they were presented to Arch-
bishop Boland.
The occasion was the third annual Presentation Ball.
held at the Hotel Robert Treat.
The presentation ceremony cli-
maxed an all-day series of ac-
tivities, when each of the young
women was presented to (he
Archbishop by Rev. Paul E.l
Lang, moderator of the presen-
tation committee. Also taking'
part in the ceremony were 24
ladies-in-waiting.
THE YOUNG women presented
were: Kathie Ann Adams, Mont-
clair; Carol Ann Bectc, Saddle
Jlrook; Louise Bozzuffi, West New
York; Marie Cale, Short Hills;
Patricia Donnelly, Elizabeth; Di-
ane DiSalvio, Rahway; Lynne
Gardincer, Spring Lake; Eliza-
beth Ghcghan, Irvington;
Julia Harrison, Short Hills;
Mary Theresa llubach, Bloom-
field; Kathryn Jeanneret, Short
Hills; Margaret Mary Johnson,
Wayne; Marilyn Kunzier, Mont-
clair; Nancy Magncr, Linden;
Mary Ann Noto, Palisades Park;
Tina Palmeri, Newark;
Judith Rcnaud, Paramus;
Georgianna Sala, Montelair; An-
gela Scllitto, South Orange; Susan
Jane Stoldt, Hackensack; Ellen
Trewhclla, Montclair; Sandra
Walsh, Elizabeth; and Kathleen
Wegner, Paterson.
THE DAY’S activities started
with a Pontifical Mass in Sacred
Heart Cathedral celebrated by
Archbishop Boland. The sermon
was delivered by Msgr. William
J. McDonald, rector of Catholic
University and honorary presi-
dent of the International Federa-
tion of Catholic Alumnae.
This was followed immediate-
ly by a Communion breakfast |
at the Hotel Robert Treat with :
the Archbishop as principal
speaker.
In the evening the young wom-
en were guests at a foimal din- j
ner at which Archbishop Boland
presided and spoke. The young,
women and other guests were al-
so addressed by Msgr. Thomas
Gillhooly, dean of Paterson Col-
lege, Seton Hall University. The
presentation ceremony then took
place followed by dancing.
The activities of the Presenta-
tion Day are sponsored by the
Suburban Essex Circle of the In-
ternational Federation of Catholic
, Alumnae. Proceeds of the event
benefit the Archbishop Thomas
A. Boland Scholarship Fund.
Magazines Warn
On Collectors
NOTRE DAME, Ind. The
George A. Pflaum Publishing Cos.
of Dayton and the Holy Cross
Fathers here have warned that
unauthorized attempts are being
made to collect funds for bulk
subscriptions to their publica-
tions from Catholic schools.
The Pflaum Cos. publishes the
Messengers and Treasure Chest.
The Holy Cross Fathers publish
Catholic Boy and The Catholic
Miss. All are publications sold
through schools and used in class-
room work.
The Pflaum Cos. said a man
using the name "Peter Shelton"
has made unauthorized collec-
tions from nuns in Miami, Tam-
pa and New Orleans. "Peter
Shelton," “David R. Moore”
and other names have been used
by the man attempting to collect
subscription funds for the Holy
Cross Fathers. Ho has befen op
erating in Louisiana, Florida and
Canada.
None of the publications in
volved employ subscription
agents. The publishers have
asked that anyone posing as an
agent for these publications be
reported at once to local police!
authorities, diocesan school au-'
thorities and to the publishers. |
Two Bishops Named
To NCWC Positions
WASHINGTON Two Bishops
have been named to posts with
NCWC agencies.
Bishop Richard 0. Gerow of
Natchez-Jackson, Miss., has been
named ' episcopal advisor for
scouting in the Youth Depart-
ment and Auxiliary Bishop Leo
R. Smith of Buffalo was named
episcopal moderator of the Apos
tleship of Sea; Bishop Gerow has
been serving as cpis’eopal moder-
ator of the Catholic Committee
on Scouting.
CONSECRATION: Auxiliary Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of New York (standing right)
national director of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, watches Irish-
born Bishop Joseph B. Houlihan (holding crozier) being enthroned by Archbishop
Guido del Mestri (second from left), Apostolic Delegate to East Africa, as the first
Catholic Bishop of Eldoret, newly-created diocese in Kenya. The new prelate who
was Assigned to Eldoret as its first Prefect Apostolic in 1954, was consecrated by
Bishop Sheen assisted by two African Bishops. In 1953 Bishop Houlihan was sent
from Ireland to Camden, where he established the first American house of the So-
ciety of St. Patrick for Foreign Missions.
Pope Orders Special News
Office for Vatican Council
ROME (NC)—Pope John XXIII
has ordered establishment of a
special news information office
for the coming ecumenical coun-
cil.
This was revealed by Archbish-
op Pericle Felici, secretary of the
Central Preparatory Commission
for the Second Vatican Council,
in a speech to members of the
I Catholic Union of the Italian
; Press meeting in Rome.
The announcement was wel-
come news to correspondents and
news agencies concerned about
press facilities for the coming
general council. Indications had
already been given that the coun-
cil's secretariat for communica-
tions media primarily a body
designed for studying questions
and submitting recommendations
to the council fathers—would not
serve in the function of an infor-
mation office.
It was understood that the ex-
isting Vatican press office, which
normally limits its news releases
to activities of the Pope and the
congregations and offices of the
Holy See, would not, at least f6r
the time being, be equipped to
process information from the
preparatory commission of the
ecumenical council.
ARCHBISHOP FELICI said
that although a press office for
the preparatory phase of the ecu-
menical council does not now ex-
ist, the establishment of one is be-
ing studied carefully and Tope
John has expressly ordered that
there he one.
Archbishop Felici outlined a
number of “positive and negative
duties’’ for journalists reporting
the ecumenical council. In sum-
mary, he made these points to the
newsmen:
POSITIVE:
1. Acquire a thorough back-
ground knowledge on the nature
and history of the councils. Writ-
ing background features on this
material would be of service to
the coming council.
2. Assure in yourselves a good
appreciation of the teaching role
of the Church and of its doctrines.
3. Keep in gontact with the of-
ficial and semi official informa-
tion offices which either exist
now or will be Instituted In the
future.
4. Learn how to wait: In mat-
ters of such importance and deli-
cacy, one cannot be in a hurry.
5. Exercise reserve. The pre-
paratory phase of the council, ac-
cording to the Pope’s own insis-
tence, should be characterized
by reserve.
NEGATIVE:
1 Don’t invent false news stor- 1
ics.
2. Don't create false sources of
information.
3. Don’t present inferences as
facts.
4. Don't hinder or impede
works which are reserved to th(*
council by carrying reports on
them in the press. Certain proj-
ects of the First Vatican Council
(90 years ago) never reached a
successful conclusion because of
the interference of the press.
Archbishop Felici, one of the
key figures in the preparatory
phase of the council, as he was
in the ante-preparatory phase,
said that “in following the works
of the council, I can see that it is
truly the work of the Holy Spirit
... The hand of God is here."
Msgr. Dougherty Talks
For First Friday Club
NEWARK Msgr. John 'J.
Dougherty, president • of Seton
Hall University, will be (he speak-
er at the January meeting of the
Essex County First Friday Cluh.
The meeting will be held Jan
6 at the Down Town'Club.
Credit Possible
Miracles to
English Martyrs
LONDON (NC)—Three possiDle
miracles, attributed to the inter-
cession of the 40 Martyrs of Eng-
land and Wales, have been re-
ferred to Rome.
The 40 Martyrs were chosen
last year by the English Bishops
as the most likely to be canon-
ized of England s several hun-
dred martyrs of the Protestant
Reformation. ,
Reports on the three possible
miracles were taken to Romo for
investigation by the Sacred Con-
gregation of Rites. No details
were announced.
Unity Octave Service Listed
In Washington, New York
' PEEKSKILL, N. Y. Services
in the National Shrine of the Im-
maculate Conception, Washington,
and St. Patrick’s Cathedral, New
[York, will highlight the annual
observance of the Chair of Unity
I Octave, Jan. 18-25.
j THE OCTAVE, begun in 1908,
is a prayer campaign for reli-
Igious unity. Each of its eight
days is dedicated to a different
intention concerned with unity.
The observance Is promoted
by the Society of the Atone-
ment, founded here along with
the unity octave by Rev. Paul
James Francis, S.A., a convert, i
This year the society Is urging i
that prayer for success of the
ecumenical council be coupled |
with the unity intentions.
Three North Jersey priests will
be among the preachers at the
unity services.
Rev. Ambrose Schaeffer, j
0.5.8., of St. Paul's. Abbey, New-
ton, will preach at a Mass at the
National- Shrine on Jan. 24 when
tho intention is "That the Jewish
People Come Into Their Inheri-
tance in Jesus Christ.”
THE SAME DAY, Msgr. John)
M. Oesterreiclier, a convert from
Judaism and director of Seton!
Hall University’s Institute of
Judaeo-Christian Studies, will talk
at St. Patrick’s.
Msgr. John J. Dougherty, Se-
ton Hull president, will speak i
at a Mass on Jan. 22 when the |
intention is "That American
Christians Become One in Un-
ion With the Chair of Peter.”
Cardinal Spellman will preside
at the Mass to be offered by
Rev. Angelus F. Dclahunt,
S.A., superior general of tho
Society of the Atonement.
Other speakers in Washington
will be Father Dclahunt; Auxili-
ary Bishop Stephen J. Kocisko of
the Byzantine Greek Rite Exar-
chate of Pittsburgh; Rev. Gordon
B. Wadhams of St. Thomas Sem-
inary, Bloomfield, Conn.; Rev.
Gustave Weigel, S.J., of Wood-
stock (Md.) College; Rev. Robert
J. Slavin, 0.P., president of Prov-
idence College; Msgr. John K.
Cartwright, rector of St. Mat-
thew's 'Cathedral, Washington,
and Rev. Frederick A. McGuire,
C M, executive secretary of the
Mission Secretariat.
Bishop John F. Wright of Pitts-
burgh will speak at the opening
services in St. Patrick’s Cathe-
dral Jan. 18.
Places in the News
The government of Pakistan Is
reported to have decided to intro- !
duce voluntary family planningJ
in its health service program.
According to two charitable or-
ganizations in Vienna, hundreds'
of children in the Congo are dy-
ing daily because of lack of food
and medical treatment.
The Knights of Columbus in
Puerto Itlco ere marking their
50th anniversary. *
A number of missionaries from
France have been named to the
Legion of Honor.
Special demonstration tdams
have been organized in Peoria,
111., to aid parishes in carrying
out the Holy See's directives on
the liturgy.
Sixty-six professors in medical
schools throughout the country
have filed a friend of the court
brief with the Supreme Court in
Washington attacking Connecti-
cut’s birth control laws.
Church-goers in Atlanta, (la.,
during the holidays heard an ap-
peal from leading clergymen ansl
laymen for. a continuation of
“give and take" conversations
between racial groups.
Holy Cross College in Wor-
cester has been given a $107,500
! federal grant to conduct two sum-
j mer institutes for teachers,
j A parents’ suit against distribu-
tion of Gideon Bibles to pupils in
Orange County, Florida, public
schools will bo retried at the
order of the Appeals Court.
I City officials in Houston will
begin enforcement of Sunday
j cldsing laws on Jan. 8.
f The Law Commission in India
has rejected a plea by Catholics'
i that divorce laws not apply to
them.
Ecdesia, art and cultural mag-
azine published in Vatican City,
has been absorbed by a Similar
publication of the Pontifical Com-
mission for Sacred Art in Italy.
A $600,000 home for the aged
and infirm has been dedicated in
New- Iberia, 1.a., as part of a
diocesan development campaign.
The Brooklyn Diocese has given
$5,000 to a fund to aid needy
fumllies left homeless by the re-
cont air crash. ,
The Apostolic Delegate to thfe
Congo lias assured people there
that in this period of turmoil the
Church “is yours now more than
ever." .
People in the News
Rev. Constantine Klukowski,
0.F.M., of Sturtevant, Wis., has
been elected president of the
Polish-American Historical Asso-
ciation.
Frederick D. ltoVsinl, dean of
the college of science at Notre
Dame University, has been elect-
ed president of the Albertus Mag-
nus Guild, national organization
of Catholic scientists.
Rev. John M. Positano, 0.5.A.,
pastor of St. Mary’s Church, East
Vineland, N. J., will be given an
award by the Jewish Welfare
Board of Philadelphia on Feb. 23
for his work among servicemen,
VA hospital patients and prison
inmates.
William D. Tavares of Hono-
lulu, Hawaii, has been awarded
the Vercelli Medal for 1961 by
the national headquarters of the
Holy Name Society.
Rev. William Mahony, S.M.A.,
has bceii, appointed first Prefect-
Apostolic of the newly-created
Prefecture of Ilorin, Nigeria.
Rev. William M. Beck, former
seminary teacher in Little Rock,
has been named diocesan super-
intendent of schools there.
Albert Hilger von Scherpen-
berg, Undersecretary of Foreign
Affairs in Germany who was
once jailed for his opposition to
the nazis, has been named Ger-
man Ambassador to the Holy
Se.e.
Cardinal Doepfner of Berlin
has been named a member of the
central preparatory commission
for the ecumenical council.
Rev. Segundo Llorente, S.J.,
has agreed to serve in the Alas-
kan legislature after being elect-
ed by write-in votes as a result
[of a campaign about which he
[did not know.
Brother Daniel Bemian, F.S.C.,
president of La Salle College,
Philadelphia, . has been elected
chairman of the eastern regional
executive committee of the Na-
tional Catholic Educational Asso-
ciation.
Cardinal Cushing has been in-
vited to preach in Dublin next
March at the opening of a cele-
bration marking the 15th centen-
; ary of the death of St. Patrick,
j Cardinal Doepfner of Berlin has
jasked Catholics in Germany to
pray for the reunification of the
I country.
Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel
of New Orleans, 85, is still' hos-
i pitalized as a result of injuries
suffered in a severe fall Oct. 9
i and hospital spokesmen say it
will be “several months” before
he is fully rrecovered.
Msgr. Felix N. Pitt, executive
secretary of the Louisville (Ky.)
archdiocesan school board and a
member of the executive board
jot the National Catholic Educational Association, will he given
an honorary degree when Bcllar
mine College, Louisville, marks
its 10th anniversary Jan. 15.
Prof. K. E. Skydsgaard, head
of the Lutheran World Federa-
tion’s new institute for research
on Catholic theology, will confer
in Rome in January with officials
for the Second Vatican Council’s
Secretariat for Promoting Chris-
tian Unity.
Hishops
. . .
Most Rev. Garabcd Amadouni,
a member of the Mechitarist
Order of Venice, has been con-
secrated a Bishop to serve ak
Exarch of Armenian Rite Cath-
olics in France. He becomes the
first Eastern Rite member of the
French hierarchy.
Causes
.. .
Rev. Cam mile Costa de Beau-
regard of France. Born Feb. -17,
1841; ordained May 26, 1866, and
became known as the Father of
Orphans, spending all his income
on a refuge for orphans he found-
ed in 1868. Sacred Congregation
of Rites received his beatifica-
tion cause.
Rev. Timoteo Giaccardo of Nar-
zole, Italy, a member of the Pious
Society of St. Paul. Bom June
18, 1896; became first member
of the society to become a priest,
later became its director and
vicar general. Died Jan. 24, 1948.
Congregation of Rites studied re-
ports of writings in beatification
cause.
Sister Marla Gucll of Velle,
Spain, founder in 1899 of the In-
stitute of the Sisters of Charity,
Daughters of the Immaculate
Heart of Mary, dedicated to help-
ing the sick and domestic serv-
ants. Bom June 28, 1848; died
June 14, 1921. Congregation of
Rites studied reports of writings
in beatification cause.
Anastasia Ilario of Naples, a
lay woman who despite her own
illnesses spent her life caring for
the poor and needy. Born Sept.
28, 1859; died Apr. 20, 1934. Con-
gregation of Rites studied reports
in beatification cause.
Died
. . .
Sister Mary Loyola Power of
Elm Grove, Wis., 18, founder and
executive secretary of the Cath-
olic Renascence Society.
Mrs. Marla Lochenes dall Torre
of Vatican City, 79, wife of Count
Giuseppe dall Torre, editor emer-
itus of Osservatore Romano, Vat-
ican daily.
Aurelio Mistruzzi of Vatican
City, 80, for more than 40 years
Iho designer of pontifical medals
and Vatican City medals and
coins.
Rev. Alberto de Agostini,
5.D.8., 77, famed Italian explor-
er-geographer particularly noted
for -opening up a mountainous
region in an Argentine desert
area.
Msgr. Thomas ji. Quigley of
Pitsburgh, 55, president of the
National Catholic Music Educa-
tors Association.
Rev. Francis J. Boland, 64, for-
mer Navy chaplain and presi-
dent of Stonehill College, North
Easton, Mass., from 1951 to 1955.
Missioners, FAO
Study Cooperation
ROME (NC) More than 100
1representatives of men’s mission-
ary congregations visited head-
quarters of the UN Food and
Agriculture Organization here to
study problems facing India,
Pakistan and Ceylon.
The study conference was the
first of five organized by the FAO
and the office of the permanent
.representatives of the Holy See
to FAO.' Each conference will
study the problems of different
Asian countries and projects to
solve them.
NATURAE) VIRTUES are vir-
tues acquired byTepcated acts of
the individual.
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Health Mag Visits
N.J .Missionary
NEWARK A story of how
the fishcrfoik of three islands
in the Yellow Sea have been
given hope and a better ufe
through the efforts of Rev. Re-
ward J. Moffett, M.M., appears
in. “Today’s Health” magazine
for December. Father Moffett
is the son of Mrs. Edward J.
Moffett of Newark. •
The article, “Between Two
Christmases ' A Miracle,”
describes Father Moffett’s suc-
cessful efforts to build a hos-
pital and secure a doctor and
nurses for the islanders, who
had previously had no hope of
recovery when serious sickness
struck. Father Moffett credits
the American Medical Associa-
tion News for enlisting help in
the form of monetary donations
and medicines.
Recently, Father Moffett
brought a planeload of dip-
theria antitoxin and vaccine
that headed off an epidemic.
The Korean Ministry of Health
supplied the vaccine which,
with medical equipment, wa3
flown in by a U. S. Army cargo
plane. American serviccm?h
helped administer the vaccine
and serum.
Father Moffett, formerly a
prisoner of the Chinese Reds,
is the only priest on the island.
In an earlier move he saved
the islanders from starvation
by getting emergency food sup-
plies from Catholic Relief Scrv-
iccs-NCWC and Church World
Service, an American Protes-
tant organization.
DEVELOPMENT PLANS: This is the comprehensive medical plant St. Michael's Hospital to erect in Newark if successful in its bid for
participation in the city's redevelopment program. The property sought by St. Michael's is that bounded by Burnet St. (on right), James St.,
Plane St. and Central Ave. The property is located to the rear of existing facilities (shown on top). Two hospital buildings now located at the
corner of High St. and Central Ave. (upper left) would be demolished for construction of the chapel and general hospital shown in the drawing.
The other existing buildings shown would be retained. The federal government has tentatively set aside $2.3 million under the housing law to
help Newark acquire and clear the needed land. Newark is now in the process of making formal application for the funds. Designation of the
area as a blighted area as defined in federal law and approval of St. Michael's plans must precede tehe actual allocation to Newark. The plan
shown here is a working drawing made for St. Michael's by the hospitl architectural firm of Schmidt, Garden and Eriksen and is subject to
revision. The main new buildings to bbe erected include the chapel, general hospital, a hospital for the chronically ill, boiler plant, residences for
interns, nursing school, boiler plant and sevice building (all shown). Burnet St., which now runs through to Central Ave., would become a
hospital service road as shown.
‘Tie-In’ Sales Measure Is Signed
TRENTON Gov. Robert B.
Meyner ha; signed into law a
hill increasing, the penalty (or
"tie-in” magazine sales.
The measure is another in a
series aimed at the newsstand
sale ot obscenity. Distributors
use tie-in sales to force unwant-
ed magazines on dealers.
Up to now such arrangements
had been punishable under *tbc
disorderly persons law. The new
law makes tie-in sales a misde-
meanor, an indictable offense for
which a prison sentence may be
imposed.
Cana Calendar
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Language Institute
NEW ROCHELLE lona Col-
lege here will hold a language
institute next summer under a
program sponsored by the fed-
eral government.
The institute will be for 60
French and Spanish teachers in
elementary schools. It will open
July 6 and close Aug. 23 with
no charge for tuition.
WILL START SOON: Abbot Charles V. Coriston, O.S.B., of St. Paul's Abbey, New-
ton, signs contracts for construction of the new monsatic building. Seated at left is
H. W. Jorgenson, general contractor. At right is Neil J. Convery, architect. Stand-
ing, Rev. Augustine J. Hinehes, O.S.B., (Abbey business manager), Lawrence E. Sut-
ton, secretary of the Jorgenson firm, and Very Rev. Kevin Barron, O.S.B., prior.
Regain Monasteries
LONDON (NC) - Catholic re-
ligious organizations arc buying
some of the many monasteries
that were closed during the Re-
formation and taken over by fam-
ilies of nobles.
Jan. 8 Testimonial Dinner
To Honor Mrs. Artioli
JERSEY CITY - Mrs. Zina
Artioli, mother of Msgr. Walter
P. Artioli, pastor of Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel Church, will be
guest of honor at a testimonial
given Jan. 8 by the parishioners.
Mrs. Artioli is being honored
by the friends she made during
the past 25 years when she serv-
ed as Msgr. Artioli's house-
keeper in the rectory. The oc-
casion will also mark her 75th
birthday. Another guest of honor
will be the pastor'.s sister, Elda.
At 11 a.m., Msgr. Artioli will
be celebrant of a Scoletnn Mass
cf Thanksgiving. He will be as-
sisted toy Rev. Eugene A. Fa-
nelli, Our Lady of Libera, West
New York: Rev. Salvatore P.
Citarella, St. Theresa's, Kenil-
worth, and Rev. Benedict Mill-
tcllo, St. Anthony's Northvale.
Fathers Fanelli and Citarella
served at Ml. Carmel for 13 and
10 years. Father Militcllo Was
the most recently ordained priest
from that church
After the Mass there will be a
reception by the parishioners in
the school cafeteria, followed by
a dinner at llvento's Restau-
rant.
Msgr. Artioli became adminis-
trator of Mt. Carmel upon the
death of Father Moseati. In
1935 when he was appointed pas-
tor he received permission from
the late Archbishop Walsh to’
have his mother as housekeeper.
This followed the death of his
father 35 ycqrs ago,
Sign Contracts for
Abbey Building
NEWTON Contracts for construction of the new
monastic building at St. Paul's Abbey here were signed
Dec. 21 by Abbot Charles V. Coriston, 0.5.8.
Ground will be broken on Mar. 19 and completion is
expected in about 18 months.
The new monastery- will bo of
contemporary design and will
provide accommodations for 38
priests, 17 clerics and Broth-
ers, 12 novices and six -Brother-
postulants.
In addition to sleeping quar-
ters and common rooms, provi-
sion has been made for a tem-
porary chapel, community li-
brary, monastic refectory, busi-
ness offices and guest parlors.
The, completed structure will
form the traditional monastic
quadrangle with the eventual ad-
dition of a seminary wing and
an Abbey church.
ACTUAL GRACE is a tempo-
rary help from God which' en-
lightens the mind and/or moves
the will to avoid evil and do good.
Knights of Lithuania
To Meet in Newark
NEWARK A meeting of the!
Supreme Council of (he Knights
of Lithuania will bq held here
at 1 p m., Jan. 15.
The meeting will be preceded
by a Mass at 10:30 a.m. in Holy
Trinity Church for deceased
members. Rev. Peter Totoraitis
will be celebrant, and the ser-
mon will be preached by Msgr.
Ignatius Kelmelis, Holy Trinity
pastor.
On Jan. 1-1, Larry Janonis, dis-
trict ( president,' will he honored
at a -testimonial dinner-dance
held by the New York and New
Jersey District in St. George’s
Hall. Joseph J. Sable of Jersey
City is chairman.
Historical Unit
Installs Officers
new YORK
- Robert F.
Byrnes, chairman of Indiana
University's history department,
was installed as president of the
American Catholic Historical As-
sociation at its annual meeting
here. He succeeds Paul Horgan,
1954 Pulitzer Prize winner, who
gave the presidential address.
Other officers arc Manoel Car-
dozo of the Catholic University
of America and Rev. Charles H
Metzger. S.J., of West Baden
(Ind.) College, vice presidents-
Msgr. John K. Cartwright of
Washington, treasurer, and Rev.
Robert Trisco of Catholic Univer-
sity, secretary.
At the meeting Rev. Maynard
Geiger. 0.F.M., of Santa Bar-
bara, Calif., was awarded the
1960 John Gilmary Shea prize of
$2OO for his two-volume work on
Father Junipero Scrta, noted
Franciscan missionary- to Ameri-
ca.
Two joint meetings were held,
one with the American Historical
Association at which the effects
of urbanism on Catholic and
Protestant life were discussed,
and the other with the American
Society of Church History, a pre-
dominantly Protestant group.
Voice Doubt About
New ‘Gospel ’ Find
WASHINGTON (NC) Two prominent Catholic Bib-
lical scholars are skeptical about the authentictiy of a pur-
portedly ancient letter which credits another gospel to St.
Mark.
I he letter’s author is claimed to be Clement of Alex-
andria, who wrote many work*
between 180 and 202 A.D. The
letter under question is a 17th or
18th century hand-written copy of
an alleged Clement letter.
Its discovery was announced by
Dr. Morton Smith, associate pro-
fessor of history at Columbia
University, at a meeting of the
Society of Biblical Literature end
Exegesis at Union Theological
Seminary.
Dr. Smith said he Jound 'the
copy of the alleged Clement letter
two years ago while studying an-
cient manuscripts at the Monas-
tery of Mar Saba, about 12 miles
southeast of Jerusalem.
ASKED FOR comment, Msgr.
Patrick W. Skehan, head of the
department of Semitic and Egyp-
tian languages and literature at
the Catholic University of Ameri-
ca, said he thought there is “no
genuine probability” that any
materially St. Mark is really
involved. The authenticity of the
letter has not been proven, he
added.
Msgr. Skehan also stated that
Prof. Smith noted the number
of Gnostics active in the second
century, presumably the time
of the alleged Clement letter.
Gnostics were heretics, he said,
“who were producing an abun-
dance of pretended Christian writ-
ings of this type.”
Also commenting were Rev.
Roland Murphy, O. Carm., of the
School of Sacred Theology at
Catholic University, and author
oi a book on the Dead Sea scrolls.
He described himself as “very
skeptical” about the new find.
"I hesitate to comment at
length," he said, "until Prof.
Smith has made the letter avail-
able and it can be subjected to
more historical research."
AN HEROIC Act of Charity is
the offering of all good works
and merits for the souls in
purgatory.
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Motion Picture Group
Arranges Breakfast
NEW YORK The 11th annual
Communion breakfast of the mo-
tion picture industry will be held
Jan. 22 at the Waldorf Astoria af-
ter 9 a.m. Mass ih St. Patrick’s
Cathedral.
Speakers will be Very Rev.
John A. Flynn, C.M., president
of St. John’s College, and Philip
Scharper of Sheed and Ward.
School Must Consider Natural,
Supernatural Aspects of Man
NEW YORK Education must
consider the natural and super-
natural aspects of man, Brother
J. G. McKenna, F.S.C.H., prin-
cipal of Catholic Memorial High
School, Roxbury, Mass., told the
18th annual educational confer-
ence of the Christian Brothers of
Ireland.
The conference, held Dec. 27
at All Hallows 'High School here,
was attended by 300 members of
the Order.
Brother McKenna, keynote
speaker, said that Catholic teach-
ers could not accept any defini-
tion of education that limited it-
self to academic and intellectual
development of a student with-
out regard to moral excellence.
"Secular instruction is sec-
ond only to the duty of reli-
gion,” Brother McKenna said.
"Unless moral as well as aca-
demic excellence is considered,
a teacher is not doing his Job.”
Brother J. H. Vaughn, F.S.C.H.,
of Bergen Catholic High School,
Oradell, convention general
chairman, defined excellence as
the degree to which a student
measures up to his potential. The
greatest untapped resource in
American education, he said, fs
the student:
After the general morning
meeting, the group was split for
morning and afternoon panel dis-
cussions. Each of the six
groups was led by a principal of
an Irish Christian Brothers High
| School.
; Brother F. I. Offer, F.S.C.H., of
i Essex Catholic High School, New-
ark, led a discussion on parent
information. The panel conclud-
ed that pre-opening school bul-
letins and freshman orientation
help parents know what the stu-
dents face. It also recommended
sophomore orientation, college
nights in junior year, with em-
phasis on college-financing, and
career nights for those student
not going to college.
Brother E. D. McKenna, F.S.C.
H., of Bergen Catholic High
School, led a panel on group
guidance. This discussion conclud-
ed with a call for closer co-
operation of parents and teacher
through parent-teacher organiza-
tions.
K. of C.
Newark Council Robert J.
Fastow, immediate past grand
knight, will he honored, at a testi-
monial dinncr-danco Jan. 14 at
the Hotel Robert Treat. The
speakers will be Msgr. Cornelius
J. Boyle, archdiocesan ACCM
director, and Essex County Sher
iff Neil G. Duffy. Charles P.
Doyle, district deputy, is chair-
man.
Bishop Wiggcr Council, Maple-
wood The major degree will
be exemplified for a class of 40
members at 2 p.m., Jan, 8, in
St. Joseph’s Hall, Maplewood.
The degree is in honor of PGK
Gerald X. Cotter.
Msgr. G. 11. Doane General As-
sembly In preparation for
Catholic Press Month in Febru-
ary, Rev. Titian P. Mencgus ad-
dressed this group Dec. 27 on
the status of writers and writing
in America. He discussed the im-
portance of writing in television,
radio and the theater and
stressed the need for Catholic
writers in these fields.
Holy Name
St. Anne’s, Fair Lawn Mem-
bers of this society will partici-
pate in a retreat the weekend of
Jan. 27 at St. Bonavcnturc’s Re-
treat House, Paterson. Retreat
captains arc William Gourlcy
(SW 7-1070) and Martin Petraitis
(SW 6-8176). Those wishing to at-,
tend are asked to get in touch
with one or the other as soon
as possible.
Spiritual Bouquets
For Camden Ordinary
WASHINGTON (NC) - Adults,
and children of the diocese pre- i
sented separate spiritual bou-
quets to Archbishop Celestine J.
Damiano of Camden to mark the
25th anniversary of his ordination.
The bouquets, encased in a
double silver frame, together
totaled nearly 100,000 Masses,
1 more than 80,000 Communions,
more than 90,000 Rosaries, and
more than 800,000 aspirations.
Course in Braille
NEWARK A 15-wcck course
in braille (or sighted persons who
wish to become .transcribers (or
the Mt. Carmel Guild Depart-
ment (or the Blind will begin
Jan. 12. The tuition-(ree course
will be given by Mrs. Leo V.
Norton, (ormer chairman of the
department, with classes set for
7:30 p.m. in the center (or the
blind, 99 Central Ave.
TREASURER: Lewis L.
Guarniert, a Warren, Ohio,
attorney, has been elected ;
treasurer of the Catholic
University of America. A
former president of the
Catholic U. alumni associa-
tion, he has been a member
of the school’s board of
trustees since 1944.
School Bill
Amended
TRIVANDRUM, India —!
Kerala’s Legislative Assem-
bly has amended the contro-
versial 1957 Education Act
passed by the former commu-
nist-controlled . government de-
spite bitter opposition by Cath-,
olics and Hindu Nairs.
The key change eliminates the
provision that private school
teachers must be appointed from
a list prepared by the govern-
ment. This and other oppressive
sections led to weeks of blood-
shed in 1959 and the eventual
downfall of the communist gov-
ernment.
UNDER THE new law. a com-
imission will be established to .-c-
-lect candidates for teacher train-
ing. This commission may choose
up to 80% of all teacher candi-
dates for private institutions.
School managers may choose the
other 20% to receive training nnd
may suspend teachers for just
cause.
Passage of the revised act by
a 52-23 vote (the communists
voted in a block against it)
evoked loud cheers and desk
thumping in the Assembly.
Plan Celebrations
For St. Paul Jubilee
ROME (NC) Center of the year-long commemoration
of the 19th centenary of St. Paul’s arrival in Rome will be
the Basilica of St. Paul Outside-the-Walls, which contains
the tomb of the Apostle to the Gentiles.
Bishop Cesario D’Amato, 0.5.8., Abbot of the Bene-
dictine monastery at St. Paul’s,
is head of a commission of 11
priests chosen by Pope John
XXIII to plan the centennial cel-
ebrations. They will include a
scries of Masses, conferences,
pilgrimages and other ceremon-
ies.
A number of commemorative
events and ceremonies have al-
ready taken place but the com-
mittee has reserved all major
projects for the coming year.
The first solemn commemora-
tion will take place at St. Paul’s
Outside-the-Walls on Jan. :*5,
Feast of the Conversion of St.
Paul, with the Cardinals in Rome
and officials of the Papal court
attending a Mass. It has not been
determined if the Pope will par-
ticipate.
Pope John is 'expected lo visit
the cl-urch on Palm Sunday, as
he has done in the past, to par-
ticipate in the procession of the
Palms and to celebrate Mass
over the tomb of St. Paul.
A week-long series of special
Masses and ceremonies will be
held from Apr. 23 to 30. Each
day special groups of Romans,
such as men and women religious
and members of Italian Catholic
Action, will take part In the ob-
servances. There will also be par-
ish pilgrimages from various
districts of Rome.
In May the committee plans to
organize a pilgrimage to follow
the footsteps of St, Paul from
Pozzuli, near Naples, where 4tc
first landed in Italy, to Rome,
where he arrived in 61 A.D.
The pilgrimage will halt at all
the places mentioned in the Acts
of the Apostles, and monuments
will be raised to commemorate
St. Paul’s visit. The route of 'he
pilgrimage will he along the Via
Appio,. one of the major high-
ways of ancient Rome.
On June 29-30, St. Paul’s Out-
side-the-Walls will be the center
of a folk celebration. The Ro-
mans who live around St. Paul's
are mganizing a fair with dancing
nnd entertainment in honor of the
Feast of SS. Peter and Paul,
which is on June 29.'
On June 30 there will also be a
Mass at St. Paul’s. All members
of the Papal court, expept Pope
John, will attend.
OTHER PLANS to honor St.
Paul’s arrival in Rome include an
art show, sponsored and organiz-
ed by the Italian art commis-
sion, and performances by the
Santa Cecelia Academy of Music
and bv the Italian Radio and Tel-
evision.
Also planned is a week of stud-
ies by leading scriptural scholars,
both Catholic and Protestant, to
be held under a'uspices of the
Pontifical Biblical Institute.
To make the world’s Catholics
aware of the 19th centennial cele-
brations in Rome, the committee
has sent out copies of the Pope’s
letter in 1959 in which he estab-
lished the centennial Committee,
and Bishop D’Amato’s accom-
panying letter recalling the his-
tory of St. Paul in Rome. These
letters have been sent to all Bish-
ops of the world and have been
printed in Italian, Latin, French,
German, English and Spanish.
Father Hourihan Named
Advisor to Workshop
NEWARK Rev. John P.l
HourihaH, director of the Mt.j
Carmel Cluild Apostolate for the
Deaf, has been appointed adviser
to the national Office of Voca-j
tional Rehabilitation’s workshop
on problems of the deaf for
clergymen and social workers, toi
be held Mar. 13-17 in Washing-
;ton. D.C.
Father Hourihan will attend a
meeting of the workshop’s ad-
visory board in Washington, Jan.
9. Presiding will be Powrie V.
Doctor of Gallaudet College, who
has been named director, of the
workshop.
The workshop will provide
training in the technical aspects
of the vocational rehabilitation
programs, including methods of I
referral, factors of eligibility* and;
scope of services available in vo-
cational rehabilitation, according
o Father Hourihan. It will be held
under sponsorship of a grant to
Gallaudet College.
Topics will include: employ-1
ment problems of the adult deaf, j
socio-legal problems of the adult
deaf, the aged deaf, the role of
religious workers in the vocation
al rehabilitation of the deaf, cdu-
t rational problems of the adult
[deaf, community life of the adult
deaf.
: The workshop's findings will
Ibe documented for use by the
Office of Vocational Rehabilita-
| tion.
Archbishop Ritter
Due in Rome
ROME (NC) Archbishop Jos-
eph E. Ritter of St. Louis, who
will be formally named a Cardi-
nal at the Vatican on Jan. 16, is
expected to arrive in Rome on
Jan. 11.
He will come by chart*>rcd
plane with a party of about 100
persons from his archdiocese, lie
and his secretary, Msg>\ Adrian
Dwyer, will stay at the North
American College, where he is
expected to receive official notifi-
cation of his elevation to the Sac-
red College.
Formosa Town Given
Land to University
TAIPEI, Formosa (NC)—The
township of Shihlin on the out-
skirts of this capital has given
225 acres of land to Formosa’s
new Catholic university.
Archbishop Paul Yu Pin, rector
of Fu Jen University, said col-
leges of arts, law, music and
drama would be erected on the
land. He said his university
would open its doors next Fall.
Farm Legislation
Reforms Asked
ST. LOUIS The American farm labor system is
“based on poverty and destitution” and must be reformed,
Msgr. George C. Higgins, director of the NCWC Social
Action Department, told the Catholic Economic Associa-
tion at its annual meeting here.
“American farm workers,”
Msgr. Higgins asserted, “are
among the least privileged of any
major occupational group in the
nation.”
Citing a 1959 Labor Department
study, he said 9% of the farm
workers in the north central
states and 7% in the South earn
less than 30 cents an hour. Fifty
per cent in the north central sec-
tion and 80% in the South earn
less than 70 cents hourly, iie said.
HELPING TO drive wage rates
down, he said, are migrant la-
borers imported from foreign
lands under public law and the
employment of 457,000 children.
The 'question facing govern-
ment, he said, is this: "Shall
we make it a matter of public
policy to perpetuate these con-
ditions, or shall we attempt
now to eliminate this social
blight from the American
scene?"
Msgr. Higgins called for legis-
lation guaranteeing a minimum
wage to farm workers, ending
child labor practices, providing
for registration of leaders of mi-
grant worker crews, and repeal-
ing laws under which workers
are imported from other lands.
ANOTHER speaker, Louis F.
Buckley, middle Atlantic regional
director of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, told the meeting there
is a need to provide better edu-
cation for Negroes so they can
take advantage of job opportuni-
ties.
There will be more job open-
ings for Negroes in professional
and technical fields in the next
decade, he said, but without
more training they will not be
' able to qualify for them.
“The basic reasons for the in-
ability of the Negro to qualify
for more skilled and higher level
jobs, even if he had complete
equality of opportunity," he said,
“arc related to low incomes, neg-
ative family influence for ad-
vanced education, inadequate
housing low quality and segre-
gated schooling, and inadequate
vocational guidance.”
A PARTIAL indulgence remits
part of the temporal punishment
due for sin.
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At Upper Hopatconf
Water front lot 78 foot front $3,800.
Another with at foot water frontage,
*4 acre homesite. paved road. $1,893.
acre 233 foot paved roadi $1,093.
Fully insulated 3-bedroom cottage,
$9,900.
For best buys ’on New Jersey's largcht
lake, atop at the Lake Forest Reserva-
tion Office Club plan.
Office Club plan.
Lake Forest Office
ARTHUR D. CRANE CO.
Houtt 15—8 miles north of Dover. N,J.
ENGLEWOOD
ST CECILIA'S H. s. vicinity. Engllah
tudor. 3 bedrooms, screened porch,
maids room, rec-room. IV* baths, slum-
rnffi*' I, lSS.lf 8*1372,"'' m,ns ' *xIrM-
LAKE MOHAWK
Iwo bedroom ranch home, living roowith fireplace, dining area, mode:
kitchon; lovely lake view, $18,500.
EMMA B. LA POINTE
Route 13 Sp.rt., N.
Open Dally and Sunday
• PArkway * 3730
MAHWAH
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
.i£ won 2. r *»nch. on landscaped pl<
73x130 Near parochial schools an
transportation. Planned by experts t
ifjvr maximum use tu a large famll;
Many extras. Owner transferred to Caf
fornia. Asking $14,930.
THE DATOR AGENCY
_
8 E. Ramapn Ave. Mahwah. N. J
Lafayette 8-:iOOO
MORRIS PLAINS
New 8 room split, large lot. *20.000,
...
MABY A BERNHARDT
338 Rt. 10, Whlppgny TU 7-8070
MOUNTAIN LAKES
RITA B. MURPHY
237 \V. Main St. Boonlon. N.
DE 4d7Bs
MOUNTAIN LAKES & VIC.
New "lutings" complete with photi
KLINTRUP, INC., Realtor
180 Blvd. (Off Rt. 481 DE 4 0400.
Heal Eatj.lt »t "ISO” ,Slnco HUB
SI ACUiI S HIM. TOP HOME rumple
ly modern living with large living rot
including fireplace and built-in Hi
system. Meant if ul (lining room vvi
built-in cabinets and initial wall pain
New kitchen has 2 work center*, dn
washer, birc h cabinets, psntry, powd
room, paneled den. Ist floor carpetc
Large play room. 0 Urge bedroom*,
baths, enclosed porch, complete out.si
rcfinlshlnl done this summer.
3 car nnattac bed garage vv unfinish
apt. upstair* Property eonsideral
over an sere is fully landscaped, :
(hides clrculai driveway and arm
UN A. DOF
POMPTON LAKES
BRING THE KIDS
Mow the Kid* my fenced-in corner
vard with its picturesque playhouse, and
njy indoor play-room for foul weather.
. IoVB •Let •Mom admire my
20 ft. living room, dining room, knotty-
uine kitchen. 3 bedrooms and tiled
bath. Watch Dad beam at my covered
rear Patio with fireplace. Add my land-
leaping, gas heatl attached garage, and
mv excellent .condition and it all adds
up to a buy you shouldh’t miss at
$20,990 f
JOHN WEISS & CO., Realtor
I2()7 Mater
say Hamhurifc Tpk . Wayne
Operf to 7 3b—Sun. 1 to 3 OX 4 3300
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD AND VICINITY
WK CODDLE OUT-OF-TOWNERS
OVER 500 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
SITHENS REAL ESTATE GI 5-9000
159 Franklin Ave.. Ridgewood
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
SPARTA
LAKE MOHAWK
Superb 2 B. R. Ranch, garage, tile bath.
Ideal for retired couple or email fam-
ily. 118.500.
SUNSET LAKE
Slalnlesa atecl G. E. kitchen with built
In washer-dryer highlight* thin 3 B R.
ranch with finished basement, garage,
Mi acre. $18,500.
FOX HOLLOW FARMS
ter. Custom quality split-ranch in Sus-
acx ('minty's exclusive year round lake
community located opposite Our Lady
of the Lake Church and school on the
Sparta Newton Road.
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
Rt. 11 Sparta Ccnl.r PA 9-8181
FARMS - HOMES - ESTATES
MORRIS HIM KROON WARREN
rooN'i ir.s
JAMES V DUFFY Ai.ney
Main M. Chrm.t. N J TR B S3OO
Evsnlna. MOrray » woo
Juliet R. McWilliams, Realtor
Main Kt„ Cheater N. J. TR 8-Sl3l
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
EAST ORANGE
A FEW CHOICE
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
\ PRESTIGE LOCATION
COMBINING SUBURBAN CHARM
AND CITY CONVENIENCES
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED
All-electric kitchen with colored built-
In oven, counter-top range. 11 cu. ft.
rrfrlaerator with lop freezer, dish-
washer all In color. Doorman services
100 PER CENT FREE PARKING
4 ROOMS (ONE BERROOMV $lB3
5 ROOMS (two hdrms. 2 hatha) .. . $249
ALSO PROFESSIONAL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED
AT RENTAL OFFICE
Open 11 to 7 Including Sundays
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
EAST ORANGE. NEW JERSEY
ORange 4-7244
See Our Furnished Model Apt.
DIRECTIONS FROM NEWARK
BY CAR: Straight out Central Ave. to
Munns turn right on Munn Ave. half
block.
BY BUS: Take No. 21 to M unn Ave.,
walk south \\% blocks to property or
take No. 24
or 44 bus to Central and
Munn Avea., walk half block north to
property
ELIZABETH Modern Elevator Apts.
Pierce Manor
4 Rms. (1 bedrm.) frtlVn $123
I 5 Rms. (2 bedrms.) from $139
6 Rms. (3 bedrms, 2 baths)
from $169
One block to Immaculate Conception
Church St School.
„
Open dally otosP. M.
Tuesday and Friday until 8 P. M.
_ . Sunday 1-5 P.M.
Presidential Management EL 4 0483
APT. TO LET
ROSEVILLE area, available Feb. Ist.
rooms, heat, elec A gas furmMie
Reasonable. HU 4-4530.
(I
in the ADVOCATE
Classified
Market Place
Asks How We Can Make
The Decency Pledge Work
By William H.Mooring
Said the bright young Catholic
student: “I condemn indecent
and immoral motion pictures . .
and promise to unite with all
those who protest against them.”
“With whom am I supposed to
unite?” “How
do we go
about protest-
ting?” “We
know how to
recite the Le-
gion of Dc-'
ccncy pledge,
but nobody
tells us how to
make it work!”
This story,
related to me
by Rev. Raymond J. Judge, long
associated with the Catholic
press and youth organizations in
West Virginia, and now in Al-
buquerque, is typical of many I
get through the- mail.
The solution, it seems to me,
must be sought with (and by)
pastors, parents, teachers and
group leaders, especially of mov-
ie clubs. Not enough of these
are able and willing to inform
themselves about individual mov-
ies and organize local support of
the good ones.
IF OUR PLEDGE to patron-
ize and promote morally and ar-
tistically good motion pictures, is
to take on any practical mean
ing, Catholics must read their
own press. They must be given
by that press the information
they need in order to avoid bad
movies and support good ones.
On the local level, live Cath-
olic newspapers can organize
massive Catholic support for
films that deserve and need it.
One instance of how this can
be done arose in Denver re-
cently.
The excellent Paramount re-
lease “Conspiracy of Hearts,”
shown cold on a double bill with
‘ It Started in Naples,” was a
flop. Film ads which read: “Tor-
ture, killing and vicious pas-
s‘ons»" etc., were probably at
fault. Clem Zecha and Bob Ram-
sey of “The Register” later per-
suaded Fox Inter-Mountain Thea-
ters to give “Conspiracy of
Hearts” a “try-again” run, with
more suitable advertising. They
gave the film some honest pub-
licity. It was re-shown with com-
plete success.
Badly needed is more Catholic
action sucH as Zecha and Ram-
sey put over in Denver. At least
three other good movies I can
think of flopped everywhere ex-
cept in a few isolated places
where. Catholic support for them
was organized.
*
We arc to help promote good
movies as well as hit out at bad
ones. Such support ought to be
lorthcoimrjg’ everywhere, with-
out any question of profit-shar-
ing or special paid advertising.
Catholic patronage alone will
teach theater owners the value
of Catholic press and promises.
DID YOU notice how, this
year, the TV networks made
more room for Christ in their
Christmas programming? There
were so many fine programs it
is impossible to mention all, but
among the best, for my tastes,
were: Maureen O’Hara’s “Night
Before Christmas” (NBC, Dec.
23); Marc Connolly's “Christ-
mas, USA” (CBS, Dec. 25);
NBC's “Project 20” and the
“Perry Como” and “Lawrence
Welk” shows.
The Sundowners
(Excellent) Adults, Adolescents
Fred Zinnemann, who made
“The Nun’s Story,” now offers
this fascinating story of family
settlers in the Australian bush
country in the 19205. Although he
has little, to say about their
! ethnic or religious backgrounds,
! which neglects significant aspects
of Australian pioneering, you find
here real people, facing up to
life’s problems with fortitude born
of deep faith: refreshing change
[from the "chip-on-the-shouldcr”
movie characters so repetitious
these days.
An adventure-drama, beautiful-1
ly photographed in Technicolor-
against actual Australian back-j
grounds, this combines human in-
terest, suspense, romance, trage-
dy, humor, pathos, even some sex
and violence. The pattern, how-j
ever, is not designed for sensa-j
lional as much a„ inspirational
effect.
Deborah Kerr, Robert Mitchum
and young Michael Anderson are |
centrally depicted as settlers in
the vast sheep country. They ownj
no more than a horse, wagon
and movable tent, but the wife:
and son live (and work) for the
day when dad can get up enough
courage to start their own farm.
How they come out makes the
substance of the story.
Fights among sheep shearers
fizzle when all must unite to fight
forest fires that threaten the
flocks. Ambition and competition
must sometimes cede to the life
and death conflicts imposed by
untamed nature. The long cast
etches rugged, original character-
j izations. Only the racehorse,
‘Sundowner” himself, strikes a
| truly hackneyed note and lie is
I easy to forgive. If you are tired
of depressing problem films, see
this one. It lets fresh air and
honest drama into the theaters
again.
* Pepe
(Good) Family
For almost 3-1/2 hours the tenu-
ous story of a Mexican stable-
boy’s (Cantinflas) devotion "to a
favorite stallion he calls “My
Son,” invites comparison with the
late Mike Todd’s “Around the
World in 80 Days.” A similar
line-up of 20 or 30 stars appear
as themselves. It moves (when
not bogged down by superfluous
detail) against- colorful back-
grounds, principally Mexico and
Las Vegas. However, where the
Todd success turned every guest
star into a story-telling asset,
“Pepe” often converts celebrities
into time-absorbing liabilities.
The Cantinflas character is alive
with charm. Some musical and
dance numbers (Dan Dailey,
Maurice Chevalier and Cantinflas
for instance), logically injected,
serve the story welL although
others (notably a beatnik se-
quence starring Bobby Darin and
a long, wearisome piece of busi-
ness involving Tony Curtis and
Janet Leigh) might better have
been cut down or left out en-
tirely.
Siviss Family
Robinson
(Excellent) family
To a bleak winter releasing
schedule Walt Disney adds this
very welcome family show. It car-
ries the Legion of Decency’s spe-
cial recommendation for all. The
adventures of the shipwrecked
Robinson family cast upon a
primitive island are beautifully
told jn Technicolor. John Mills
and Dorothy McGuire are fine as
the devoted parents, with James
MacArthur, Tommy Kirk and tow
headed Kevin Corcoran as their
young sons. Disney docs not ask
us to believe this as clearly as
did the author of the original
book, but few youngsters (at any
age) will fail to enjoy it.
Marriage-Go-Round
(Fair) Objectionable in part
Written and produced from his
own stage comedy by young Les-
lie Stevens, this • ultra-sophisti-
cated trifle involves happily mar-
ried .college professors (Susan
Hayward and James Mason)
whose domestic tranquility is
threatened by a flashy blonde
(Julie Ncwmar), who briefly be-
comes their housegucst. At-
tempted moral conclusions arc a
mere sop for the rank suggest-
ivencss and boldly blurted "tit-
ter” lines.
Fuelsof Life
(Fair) Adults
Asa popular drawing card,
Bob Hope and Lucille Ball may
prove irresistible to many. The
screenplay docs not flatter their
talents. There are some hilarious
sight gags and a few very funny
lines.
The major premise, however,
seems to be that extra-martial in-
trigue is a washout because of
unfortunate consequences, not
because, in thought or deed,
adultery is a violation of the
Commandments.
MOVIES
Mersl rating bv thg New York office of th*
National kssion of Decency with coopers*
tlon of Motion Picture Department, inter*
netfonel Federation of Catholic Alumnae.
For further information call: MA S-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Adventure* of
Huckleberry Finn
Alamo
Battle of
Coral Sea
Battle in
Outer Space
Ben Hur
Behind Great Wall
Bijj Jceter
Big Night
Blood & Steel
Boy & Pirate*
Boy Who Stole
Million
Cindcrfella
Cinerama
Clrcu* Star*
Comanche Station
Conspiracy of
Heart*
Cossack*
Day They Robbed
Banjc of England
Dinoaaurus
Dog of Flanders
Edge of Eternity
Flame Over India
Flaming Star
Flute A Arrow
Freckles
Gallant Hour*
Great Day
Gunfightcrs of
Abilcno
Guns of Timber*
land
Hand in Hand
Heaven on Earth
High Time
Hound Dog Man
Hound That
Thought He Wu
A Raccoon
In Wake of
Stranger
Israel
Journey to Center
of Earth
Jungle Cat
Kidnapped
Last Angry Man
Last Day* of
Pompeii
Last Voyage •
Libel
I-ost World
Masters of
Congo Jungle
Man on String
Michael Strogoff
Mouse That Roared
My Dog. Buddy
Noose for Gunman
Oklahoma Terri-
tory
Operation
Amsterdam
Pope
Pollyanna
Pork Chop Hill
Raymie
Silent Enemy
Sink the Bismarck
Snow Queen
Story or Ruth
Swan Lake
Sword & Dragon
10 Commandments
Tarzan. Ape Man
—”3o”
3rd Man on Mt.
14 Fighting Men
13 Ghosts
30-Foot Bride of
Candy Rock
39 Step*
1.001 Arabian Nts.
3 Worlds of
Gulliver
Toby Tyler
13 Hours to Kill
12 to Moon
Under 10 Flags
Walk Tall
Warrior A Slave
Girl
When Comedy
Was King
Wizard of Baghdad
Would-Be
Gentlemen
Wreck of Mary
Deare
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
All Young Men
Angry Red Planet
As Sea Rages
Atomic Submarine
Babette Goes to
War
Battle’ of Sexes
Because They’re
Young
Bellboy
Bell* Are Ringing
Bride* of Dracula
Cage of Evil
Crazy for Love
Enemy General
4 D Man
Gazebo
General
Della Rovere
Giant of Marathon
Goliath Sc Dragon
Hannibal
Hell Bent for
Leather
High Powered Rifle
House of Usher
House of 7 Hawks
Ice Palace
I Aim at Stars
Jailbreakers
Journey to
Lost City
Magnificent 7
Man in Cocked Hat
Man Who Died
Twice
Marie Octobre
Mating Time
Midnight Lace .
Mountain Road
Night Fighter*
Othello
Prisoner* of Volga
Porgy and Bess
S.O.S. Pacific
Stent of Mystery
School for
Scoundrels
Secret >1
Purple Reef
Sergeant Rutledge
7 Ways From
Sundown
Song Without End
Sundowner*
Sunrise at
Campobello
Surrender Hell
Tarzan. the
Magnificent
10 Seconds to Hell
Thunder In Sun
Time Machine
Tormented
Trapped In
Tangier*
Unforgiven
Valley of Redwoods
Verboten
Village of Damned
Virtuous Bigamist
Visit to Small
Planet
Wake Me When
It’s Over
Walk Like Dragon
Walking Target
Warlock
Wild and the
Innocent
Woman Eater
Woman Obsessed
W'orld. Flesh and
the Devil
World of Apu
Morally Unobjectionable for 'Adults
All the Fine
Young Cannlbali
Angel Wore Red
Angry Silence
Apartment
Rack to Wall
Beat of Everything
Black Orpheus
Captain’s Table
Career
Caah McCall
Chance Meeting
College
Confidential
Cranes Are Flying
Crimson Kimono
Crowded Sky
Dark at Top of
Stairs
End of Innocence
Exodus
Fast A Sexy
4 Fast Guns
400 Blows
Gras* Is Greener
Hell Is City
llcllcr in Pink
Tight*
Heroes Die Young
Home From
the Hill
House of Intrigue
Hypnotic Eye
I Passed for
White
Ikiru
I’m All Right.
Jack
Inherit the Wind
It Started in Naples
Jayhawker*
Key Witness
Let No man Write
My Epitah
Magician
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Mirror Has 3 Face*
Murder. Inc.
Music Box Kid
North to Alaska
Nude In White Car
Ocean’s 11
Odds Against
Tomorrow
On the Beach
One Foot in Hell
Once More
With Feeling
Operation Petticoat
One Foot In Hell
Pillow Talk
Plunderers
Portrait in Black
'Purple Gang
Uue de Pari*
Seven Thlevea
Hound St Fury
Spartacu*
Rachel Cods
Sapphire
Subterraneans
Third Voice
Touch of Larceny
Unfaithful*
Upstairs St
Downstairs
Virgin Island
Virgin Spring
Why Must I Die
Wild Strawberries
Wind Cannot Read
Wonderful Country
Young Hava
No Tim*
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Alaska Passage
And Quiet Flows
the Don
Beat Generation
Beloved Infidel
Between Time and
Eternity
Blue Angel
*
Bluebeard’s 10
Honeymoons
Born Reckless
Bramble Bush
Breath of Scandal
Bucket of Blood
Butterfield 8
Can Can
Carry on. Nurse
Circus of Horrors
Crack in Mirror
Cry Tough
Daddy-O
Desire in Dust
Electronic Monster
Elmer Gantry
Entertainer
Esther A King
Temale A Flesh
3 Branded Women
Herod the Great
Last Mile
La Strada
5 Gates to Hell
Foolish Virgin
Forbidden Fruit
From Hell to
Eternity
From the Terrace
G. I. Blues
Girls Town
Goddess of Love
H-Man
Happy Anniver*
sary
Head of Tyrant
Hercules
Unchained
Hiroshima.
Mon Amour
Inside the Mafia
It Started Withs
Kiss
Leech Women
Let’s Make Love
Macumba Love
Mania
Marrlage-Go-Round
Missile to Moon
Never So Few
Night* of Lucretia
Borgia
Not as a Stranger
Platinum High
School
Portrait of
Sinner
Pretty Boy Floyd
Private Live* of
Adam St Eve
Psycho
Pusher
Rat Race
Rebel Breed
Riot *n Juvenile
Prison
Rise St Fall of
Leg* Diamond
Rookie
Rosemary
Storm
Sex Kittens Go
to College
Sign of Gladiator
Some IJke It Hot
Sons St Lovers
Squad Car
Strangera When
We Meet
Studs Lonigan
Squad Car
Subway In U\« Sky
Summer Place
Surprise Package
Tall Story
3 Murderessee
Too Soon to Love
Virgin Sacrifice
Where Hot Wind
Blow*
Who Was That
Lady?
Wicked Go to Hell
Wild River
World of
Suzie Wong
Young Captives
Separate Classification
\!nrsi r# nr lr!~Exp * r !,n—c * Thl * ">**•»*• which presents th. program of
qu»*l-reUglous movement, ihould be viewed by >
heavily
wlt .h ccruln . reservations became tha (Urn relic, too
it 5
*r«ument and became the religioua expreaalon whichit tsvea to peraonal reform la theologically amblguoua.
•
hi.
li!.°v h ' "IghJ Presented in the form of a .eriom quail-documentary
utl* m ?V
,
lt * abhJect matter (the analytical .tudy of the rehabllb
a-
p /LV lut * - '* oucallonable entertainment for the motion picturemedium. for thl. reason It la Intended for a specialised and mature audi-
ence and Ita exhibition ahoutd therefore be restricted.
Condemned
Come Dance With
.Me
Ecstasy
Kxpreaso Bongo
Flesh Is Weak
Garden of Eden
Green Carnation
Heroes A Sinners
La Ronde
Lady Chatterley’s
Lover
IJane. Jungle
Goddess
Love Game
Love la My
Profession
Lovers
Mating Urge
Never on Sunday
Night Heaven Fell
Oscar Wilde
Pan* Night*
Private' Uves of
Adam and Eve
Private Property
Port of Desire
Third Sex
Savage Eye
Trial* of
Oscar WUde
Wasted Live* and
Birth of Twina
Woman of Rome
Current Plays in Brief
By Jean ThellussonNourse Ph.D.
•"f ConMnt _ Complex, tome-»h*l disturbing political drama about high-level briber. and blackmail used to force
Senate confirmation of a queatlonablo Cabi-
net appointee.
All tba Way Homt Absorbing, compaa-
alooate ntudy of the effect* of a audden
death upon a cloae knlt mlddle-claaa Amer-
ican family.
Baikal Intereatlng and colorful. If
aomewhat cynical, drama of the context
liejween Britain'a Henry II and St. Thomaa
a Becket.
Tf* Baal Man— Fax! paced, adroit
political aatlre. who. a Preaidentlal choicela a high-minded liberal Intellectual of no
religion and pretty flexible domeatlc
morals.
. B * # By# “ Clever, brisk. light-hearted musical take-off on teenager rock
n roll fads.
.1
C f n,,l ° l . Splendid pageantry, cap-
[hating tune, and a likeably Ideallatlchook make this Lerner-Locwe Arthurian
* br*va and jovsome geste.
Critic s Choice Witty, adult comedy
about a conscientious drama reviewer as-
|signed to co\er his wife's atrocious first
play. Accepts divorce and remarriage but
otherwise agreeable.
. Drums Under the Window .Stirring
episodes with
a lyric lilt from O'Casey's
!early Dublin days. Includes his usual jibesat Catholicism in Ireland.
Emmanuel
-- Reverently beautiful re-
Itelling of the story of Bethlehem, with ad-
mirable portrayals of Our Lady and St.
;Joseph.
An Evening with Mike Nichols and
E,a . n# ~~ sophisticated satiricskits pointing up our current national foi-
lhies. One sketch on amorous youngsters In
dubious taste.
F ioreltol Brisk, sparkling musical
humorously charting the political rise
of an explosive young LaGuardia.
The 4fth Cousin - Amiable Jewish-
American comedy about an Irascible 1900
I’apa who scares off his daughters* suitors.
Oypsy The sorry spectacle of first-
rate stage talent wasted on the neglig-
ible memoirs of a burlesque queen.
Some highly suggestive numbers.
The Hostage Brendan Behan's mad
brouhaha of ribald quips, tavern ballads
and sentimental philosophizing. Heavy on
off-color Jokes, some treating holy things
with offensive flippancy.
Invitation to s March Dreary social
comedy blandly endorsing Illicit love as
protest against conformism.
Irms Is -Douce Paris atmosphere, i
sweet songs and a charming new star I
squandered on he sordid history of a
trench prostitute.
Miracle Worker—Tense, moving drama
ss mettlesome Annie Sullivan tames s
small but ferocious Helm Keller to teach
her the wonders of wonts.
The Music Man— Fresh, exhilarating
musical romance of 1912 lowa set to a
snappy Sou/a march beat. Fine for the
family.
My Fair Lady Brilliant melodic adap-
tation of Shaw's comedy about the Cockney
flower-girl transformed by the proud pro-
fessor of speech. .Some low, broad humor
in scenes featuring her raffish father.
Period of Adlustment - Rueful Williams
comedy about the personality clashes of
two young couples. Its humor harps pretty
steadily on Intimate marital problems.
The Plough and the Stars Frantic.
not ftlwaya audlbla vtralon oI O’Caaey’a
13l'?k "
mr
'ly ,b ° Ut ,h * ,ruh Troubl “
s.nd M. No Flowers Amuilnc lightcomrdy .bout (hr ahaurd wor. oi * ,5b-
U ,c?> nin* yPOt '
h° nC,rl * C und ' r th * d ' lu * lon h '
Th. Sound OS Music Knchantlnf
joni fMI with wiiuomo Miry Martin aa
5' U2S*» conv J,?‘ « lrl *lo launched
. Tranp children a choral career.
,T * k * Alonp—Mrlodlc O’Neill mu-
alcal, aetllns the amali town lovo proh*lerna o( convivial Uncle Sid (Jackie
Gleaaonl and hie booklah teenaged
tr
P a’
W
able
dub ou * hut general-
yVaT. Honay-Nalurallatle Brltlah
Play about a ahlltlras aging trollop and
her hitter wayward daughter. Objectionable
lor underlying cynlctam. aeamy altuatlona
and coarae dialogue.
Tenderloin Engagingly noatalgtc mo-
alcal about a plucky mlnlater out to cloae
up Manhattan ain apota at the century’aturn. Some rtaque bile, but value, general-
ly good.
The Tenth Man— Pleaaant romanticparable In aynagogue getting enlivened»llh wry Jewish humor. Oppoalng today’aakepGciam. aentlmentatly lauda all lallha,
rrgardleaa of baala (or belief.
Toya In the Atllc - CauaUc atudy of a
weak, amiable Southerner, wrecked by
sclfuh, meddling womenfolk. Soma raw
llnea and grnrrally rvnlcal outlook.
Under fha Vum Yum Tree Shallow,
auggeallye light comedy about a younggirl a allly plan (or a platonic trial mar-
rlage.
Wildcat Big. colorful braaay musical
with I-ucllle Ball In a 1912 bonmtown proa-
peeling lor oil and an oilman husband.
Family fare.
Dead Sea Scrolls
Setonia TV Topic
SOUTH ORANGE—Msgr. John
J. Dougherty, president of Scton
Hall University, will discuss the
Dead Sea Scrolls' on Seton Hall
Seminar Jan. 6 at 10 a.m., Chan-
nel 13. Special guest will be
Msgr. Patrick Skchan, head of
the department df Oriental Lan-
guages at Cptholic University of
America and a member of the
team that is translating the
Scrolls.
Seton Hall students participat-
ing will be; P. Robert Struck,
Maplewood; John F,. Patton,
Short Hills; Betty Oziniek, Bay-
lonne; and Grace E. Gallagher,
Tcaneck. »
Television
SUNDAY. JAN. t
D am. (4) "Let’* Talk About
God.”
10 ».m. <4> ’’lnquiry.” P*ull»t Fath-
ers. "Lov* St Marriage.”
10 s.m. <o> Hour of St. Francis.
10 a m. <l3» —.Scion Hall Seminar.
Msgr. John J. Dougherty.
130 pm. <4> Catholic Hour. Rev.
John Courtney Murray. B.J.
SATURDAY. JAN. M
12 30 p.m. ill) Christophers.
Radio
SUNDAY, JAN, •
6:13 a.m. WNKW Sacred Heart.
7 a.in. WNKW Hour of Crucified
7:13 a.m. WRCA—Hour of St. Francis
7:30 a m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour
7:30 a.in. WOR Marian Theater
8 a.m. Wi*AT tAM-FMi—Sacred Heart
Program
830 a.m. WafCA Ave Maria Hour
10 10 a in. WFHA-FM—"Our Spiritual
Molhei" drama Mary Productions.
1 p m. WFUV KM—Ave Maria.
1:30
pm. WFUV—KM—Hour of Cru-
cified.
2,30 p m. WRCA Catholic Hour.
830 p.m WVN’J l.ivtng Iloeary,
10 pm. W’ABC Christian in Action.
MONDAY, JAN. t
2 pm. WSOU (FM>—Sacred Heart.
10 03 pm WSOU .TUI Roaarr.
TUESDAY, JAN. 10
2 pin
WSOU <FM>—Sacred Heart.
10 00 pm WSOI tfU» Reeery.
. WEDNESDAY, /AN. 11
2 pin. WSOU (F.M»~,Sacred Heart
Piogram. •
030 p in. WHNX St. Stephen's
Church. Novena
10 06 pm .WSOU (f||) Roeery.
THURSDAY, JAN. 12
2 P.m WSOU JFllUSacred Heart.
» 30 p in. WSOU (FM> Ave Maria.
10 00 pm. WSOU tfM) Roeary.
FRIDAY, JAN. 13
2 pm WSOI (PM>—Sacred Heart.
2:13 pm. WSOU (FM>—Hour of St.
Francis.
330 pm. WBNX Perpetual Holy
Novena, \
9-90 pm. W’SOU (F.M> Hour of
Crucified "Church A Hill of Rights.**
Rev Robert O’Hara.
10 00 p m WSOU trio leearr
SATURDAY, JAN. 14
7 03 p.m. WOR Family Theater.
Book Reviews:
Most Remarkable Woman
LAY SIEGE TO HEAVEN, by
Louis dcWohl. Lippincott. $4.50.
St. Catherine of Siena’s story
could, easily be incredible, even
outlandish; in the hands of ex-
perienced hagiographer de-
Wohl it becomes a personal in-
troduction to one of the most re-
markable women who ever
lived
Actually, dcWoht docs not con-
sider himself a hagiographer
in the strict sense of the worn.
He attaches the term “novel”,
rather than biography, to this
book about St. Catherine", as he
did to his previous saint stories,
“Citadel of God" (St. Bene-
dict). “The Joyful Beggar”
(St. Francis of Assisi). “The
“The Glorious Folly” (St.
Paul), “Set All Afire” (St.
Francis Xavier) and “The Rest-
less Flame” (St. Augustine).
But unlike books which in-
dulge in ramblings far afield of
the source material when treat-
ing biblical or saintly subjects,
"Lay Siege to Heaven” con-
fines itself to the documented
facts of the saint’s life, novel-
izing only in the matter of
fleshing-out characters, peopl-
ing places, putting dialogue to
historical situations.
DeWOHL’S MASTERFUL
drawing of Catherine Benin-
casa is the key to the plausi-
bility of her story. Could a frail
pale girl of a nun have influ-
enced noblemen, theologians,
sinners, and Popes all over tur-
bulent 14th-century Italy, and
France as well? Could the pray-
ers of such a woman be the ap-
parent instrument by which the
dead returned to life, the living
joyfully faced death, and the
pleasure-mad sinner embraced
austerity?
Could she stand hold-
ing the head of a man executed
on the block and thank God for
his salvation as his blood
changed the color of her white
habit? Could she nudge a fear-
ful Pope back to Rome from
Avignon by "pestering him un-
til he gave in to the Will of
God”? Could she, a tiny wan
figure in the clutch of her
death-illness, stand up to an
angry mob of thousands press-
ing on the Vatican.
THE SISTER CATHERINE
Bcnincasa that deWohl gives us
is easily accepted as such a
woman. And the reason lies be-
yond his brilliant characteriza-
tion of Catherine Benincasa—-
dynamic and simple, gay and
meditative, sickly and indefati-
gable, and a dozen other para-
doxes—and probes poignantly
Catherine of Siena, the saint
St. Catherine, ruthlessly chop-
ping off her beautiful hair and
working as a serving maid in
her own household to win par-
ental permission to become a
nun. St. Catherine praying
through the night, renouncing
food and sleep, falling into ec-
stasy at.the Communion rail.
St. Catherine, in intimate con-
versation with God, giving her
heart to Jesus and receiving
.Ifis in return, rejoicing in the
agony of the stigmata.
IT WAS CATHERINE the
obedient, Catherine the humble,
Catherine the intense contem-
plative who gave the strength
to Catherine the soldier who lay
siege to heaven. It was Cather-
ine possessed of God.
A remarkable woman, here
remarkably well-met. A.M.B.
KNUTE ROCKNE, by Fran-
cla Wallace. Doubleday, $3.95;
KNUTE ROCKNE, FOOTBALL
WIZARD OF NOTRE DAME,
by Arthur Daley. Kenedy,
American Background Books,
$2.50.
The most important incident
In American football history did
not take place on the gridiron
or in a locker room. It was the
almost casual invitation made
by Johnny Devine and Johnny
Plant to Knute Rockne at a
Chicago track meet in 1910 to
come along to Notre Dame
with them next Fall. t
Itocknc had intended to use
his savings from four years of
work with the post office to
enroll at the University of 11-
linois. But he took the sugges-
tion of his two teammates and
another great American legend
was born. These two volumes,
issued just prior to the 30th
anniversary of Rockne’s death
this coming Mar. 31, vividly
re-create the life of the great-
est football coach of them all.
The Wallace tome is a very
personal story by a man who
40 years ago served as student
director of publicity under
Rockne and remained a close
friend until the latter’s untime-
ly death. Daley, sports col-
umnist for the New. York
Times, has written his book
as part of the American Back-
ground series and directed it
to the 10-15 year old reader.
BOTH ARE recommended
without reservation. Wallace’s
book must be rated among the
top sports biographies to ap-
pear in this country. It is the
result of intensive research
(chiefly through correspondence
with hundreds of Rockne’s for-
mer players), which comple-
ments the author’s thorough
knowledge of his subject. Each
of the major items of the Rock-
ne legend is explored and the
inaccuracies added by the years
of retelling stripped away.
Without exception, the myth
added to the truth proves
quite inconsequential. Rockne
emerges ks pretty much the
man the legend has painted:
a genius who could have been
successful in any field; a man
of quick and usually unerring
judgments; of unswerving loy-
alty to family, friends and to
the school he served as player
and coach for 20 years; a gen-
erous winner but a hard loser
(and he counted anything less
than victory as a defeat). Af-
ter reading this book, no one
doubts that all Notre Dame
needs to regain its former
place in the football world is
another Rockne —but try to
find one.
BOTH BOOKS pay glowing
tribute to two North Jersey res-
idents who played a large role
in the Rockne story. One is Jo-
seph M. Byrne Jr., whom Da-
ley credits with having kept
Rockne at Notre Dame when
Columbia tried to pry him
away in the late 1920’5. Wal-
lace tells one tale after an-
other of Byrne’s service to the
Notre Dame squads during their
early Easter trips in the 20’s
when the Army game was still
being played on the plains of
West Point.
The other local hero is Dr.
Paul (Bucky) O’Connor, who
starred in the last college
game coached by Rockne in
1930. Wallace paints this game
—and the use of O'Connor, a
halfback, as an emergency
substitute for the injured full-
back Dan Hanley in the 1930
Southern California game —as
the crowning touch of Rockne’s
coaching genius.
Together, these books make
a perfect gift for father and
son. But, mother, don’t wait
till next Christmas to get them.
E.G.
AFRICAN WOMEN SPEAK,
edited by National Catholic
Welfare Conference Office for
UN Affairs. World Horizon Re-
ports, Maryknoll, N.Y.
. This is absorbing reading for
anyone interested in Africa. It
discusses the problems of Af-
rican women today, from un-
schooled villagers to educated
city women, as told by the
women themselves.
In July, 1958, over 300 Afri-
can women met in a seminar
at Lome, Togo, to consider
their role in their rapidly
changing continent. This report
presents those discussions, .
summarized or abridged by the
NCWC Office Jor UN Affairs.
African women face problems
many of us have never real-
ized: those of the bride price,
the widow, the deserted wife,
the second wife, and so forth.
Well worth reading for a bet-
ter knowledge of one aspect of
fast-developing Africa. F.A.
Films on TV
Following Is a list of films on TV
Jan. 713 There may be changes In
aome due to cuts for TV use. but
generally the original Legion of De-
cency ratings may be accepted as
correct.
FOR TIIE FAMILY
Abductors *
Above Us the
Waves
Ambush
Alaska Highway
Babes In Arms
Crowd Roars
Fingers at the
. Window
Gallant Bess
I Bemembcr Mama
Life With Henry
Listen.. Darling
Patterns
Postman Didn’t
' Ring
Seven Were Saved
Stick to Your Guns
Story of Alexander
Graham Bell
Tarian Finds Son
10th Ave. Angel
liger A Flame
Tabor. Great
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Behind Green
Lights
Belle of Old
Mexico
Brasher Doubloon
Bullet for Joey
Claudia
Fdct* of Darkness
4 Jills In Jeep
4 Sons
4 Ways Out
Foxe • of Harrow
Guntightera
Insurance
InvMtJtfator
Love Crazy
Manila Calling v
My Sister Eileen
Ox bow Incident
Paris After Dark
Son of Fury
Stagecoach to Fury
Strange Triangle
Stranger at My
Door
Streets of
San Francisco
Talk of Town
Tin Pan Alley
Under 2 Flags
Undying Monster
Yellow Tomahawk• Viluw mmiiuwi
OBJECTIONABLE
Daisy Kenyon Boxle Hart
I y , Uninvited
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Palm Beach Plaza Hotel
Film Beach, Florida
Excellent location, pool. Beach Club,
coif, (itnina
room. bar. entertainment,
beautiful
looms. Some *ulte* with
kitchenette*. Reasonable rates. Spe-
cial rates for holidays. Free Parkin*.
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UP TO $lO,OOO 10th EARN FROM THE lit
Your Noighborhood Savings Institution
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249 KEARNY AVE. (Neon. Bergen) KEARNY, N. J
Hours. Doily 9 to 3; Fri. 9 A.M. to 7 P.M. Continuous!
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MAGICIAN
For any occasion
808 OWENS
621 Valley Rd.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Phone Pilgrim 6-6734
RECEIVE „hiie GIVING
Yes, we will mail you a check every six months for life if you invest through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
The rate of interest depends upon your age.
You will help the educational work, of our S.V.D. Catholic missionaries In
Japan and the Philippines.
You will receive an assured income for life and many spiritual
remembrances after death. *
An investment for LIFE and ETERNITY!
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
116 WASHINGTON STREET
MA 2-6071 NEWARK. N.J
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
(formerly the Sorrento Restaurant)
”Gracious Dining in a Continental Atmosphere"
4 Banquet Rooms
Church Functions Home and Office Parties
Communion• Breakfasts Wedding Receptions
Home of our Suburban and Metropolitan
Catering Service
HU 4-7200
BI 3-7000
.''V.
— "
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& -
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ANTICIPATED ANNUAL
DIVIDEND
EFFECTIVE JAN. 1, 1961
savings received
on or before JAN. 10
earn extra dividends from JAN. 1
HACKENSACK MUTUAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
STATE AND SALEM STS. HACKENSACK, N.J.
Hackaniack'i Olden Financial Inililution
Fro Parking Next To Our Offica
Op«n Monday Evaningi 6 to 8
Physician, Heal Thyself
It is quite common these days to see articles
about the medical profession in the daily news-
papers. Concern is expressed over the relatively
small number of qualified students seeking ad-
mission to medical schools. Still a need is felt for
more medical schools. The average medical
course is so long and costly, that there is a move-
ment to curtail it. The fees charged by many
physicians and surgeons -are considered exorbi-
tant, and there is a demand for sobialized medi-
cine. This, in turn, is opposed by the medical
societies. The central figure in ail these matters
is the physician. The image of the physician in-
tluences people favorably or unfavorably.
If physicians generally hold high the honor of
their profession, there will hardly be a dearth of
students eager to dedicate their lives to medi-
cine. If, however, the practice of medicine were
to degenerate into a business leading to riches
and luxurious living, young men and women
might wisely prefer to seek these ends in out-
and-out business careers.
no one an apology for
working five days a week and having the week-
end free. But when the treatment of patients in
hospitals practically ceases over weekends or is
left in the hands of interns and residents who
speak English poorly, and it is very difficult to
get a doctor to make a house visit, there is
reason for criticism.
The physician who seeks wealth may truth-
fully say that, it cost him thousands of dollars
and years of uncompensated study to become a
doctor. He must not forget, though, that he paid
only part of the cost of his education. He was
subsidized by his medical school because of the
public service which would be expected of him
later.
Consider the tremendous sacrifice made by
Seton Hall University to provide-a School of Med-
icine and Dentistry for residents of New Jersey.
It was the fulfillment of the lifelong loving dream
of its president, the late Rt. Rev. Msgr, John A.
McNulty Seton Hall University has spent mil-
lions of dollars on classroom and laboratory
equipment. It has spared no expense to form a
faculty of distinguished professors and techni-
cians. As the only medical school in New Jersey,
it has conferred great prestige on Jersey City
and made the services of eminent specialists
available to its poorest people.
Despite all this, Seton Hall School of Medi-
cine and Dentistry has been badgered, ham-
pered and threatened by small groups of religious
bigots, self-seeking politicians and, sad to sav,
envious physicians. Are these physicians desirous
of attracting young men and women to the pro-
fession of medicine? Do they wish to provide
more medical schools? Are they anxious to learn
from professors better methods of caring for the
sick?
What we have written of Seton Hall is com-
mon knowledge. We have referred to it here to
show why people see the physician in different
images —one of dedication to the public welfare,
the other of personal enrichment.
Catholic people like to see the physician re
fleet the image of Jesus Christ, the Divine Physi-
cian, Who cured the ills of body, mind and soul
out of pure love for men. Our Lord respected
Physicians and said that sick people needed
them (Matt. 9:12). He chose a physician, St
Luke, to write His Gospel and be the faithful
companion of St. Paul.
In Ecclesiasticus, a book which the Catholic
Church considers divinely inspired, physicians
are highly praised. We read: “Honor the physi-
cian for the need thou hast of him, for the Most
High hath-cheated him. For all healing is from
Hod and he shall receive gifts of the king. The
skill of thy physician shall lift up his heart and
in the sight of great men he shall be praised.”
Ecclesiasticus considers physicians as religious
men who “shall beseech the Lord, that He will
prosper what they give for ease and remedy”
(Ecclus. 28 - 1 ff).
As we would like to see physicians in the
image of Christ, we would also like people- to
give them the honor which God commands. If
Physicians, who are the instruments of God in
healing :11s of mind and body, were to receive
the respect, honor and gratitude which they de-
serve for their dedicated service, they might con-
sider themselves compensated in some degree.
If, however, people regard their relationship
"ith physicians as merely a business one, the
Physicians may feel justified in charging a quid
Pro quo.
Our Adult Youth
Our young people of today face problems that
•re new and foreign to our civilization, chal-
lenging to their imagination, and overwhelming
In weight and importance. They have been
touched and infected by the bold, reckless spirit
of aophisiication that is in the air. They are dar-
ing, combative, over-confident, and they consider
themselves capable of handling all difficulties,
•nd giving the right' answers to all problems.
Naturally they are making a lot of blunders,
many of them serious. They need advice and di-
rection which they do not always receive. And
very often they reject the help that is offered
them.
Writing to a columnist who tries to answer
the questions and heal the emotional wounds of
her youthful readers, Janice Langley in the
Young Catholic Messenger, many of our
Catholic young boys and girls are asking some
questions that almost belie their tender age:
"I am a girl of 11. 1 love a boy, but he
doesn't show much interest in me. Sometimes
I wonder, is it because I am ugly, or is it my
personality?"
"I am (or was) a popular girl. 1 helped
my ex-girl friend to become popular like I was.
Now she has stolen my boy friend. What shall
1 do?”
“What can I do? All the boys in my neigh-
borhood call me Cockroach."
“If a boy who is nice, polite, but not Cath-
olic, and he gives you a dog-tag, is it all right
to keep it till he doesn’t like you any more?"
“Our Sister is always breaking couples.
Will you please advise her that it is a Sister's
Job teach, and not be a couple-breaker?"
“Even my mother thinks seventh grade is
old enough for dates and parties."
“My father and J are sick of these priests
trying to run our lives after school."
Most of us smile at these •“problems” and
feel confident that time will solve most of them
Rut to these young people such problems arc
3f tremendous importance, and many of them
•re not solved by time.
What such children need is a strong hand
to le ad them "past the pitfalls that lie across
their path. If parents, and others, to whom the;
care of children is entrusted, become careless,
and indifferent, and refuse to face up to their!
obligations, these boys and girls will go off on
their
ow.i, and make hasty, intemperate and ir-
responsible decisions that might wreck their en-i
tire lives
From many of the complaints that come in
to the columnist in the Young Catholic Mrs 1
senger, it is evident that a goodly number of j
our parents show scant attention to the problems j
of their children, don’t try to Understand them,
or add to the confusion and chaos by giving bad
advice.
Father John L. Thomas, S.J., who writes
a syndicated column on such matters in The
Advocate and other papers, has condemned in
sharp language the “vicarious social triumphs
of the middle-class mother.” In her ambition
and desire to make her daughter acceptable and
popular, she has wittingly .or unwittingly exposed
her offspring to social dangers that might well
cause her moral downfall.
Since these young people face new problems
and situations, it is the duty of the parents to
acquaint themselves with the world in which
their children live. To laugh off the problems
and difficulties as minor hazards that will dis-
appear in time, to ignore them completely, or
to give advice and counsel that will aggravate
rather than diminish them, constitutes a grave
responsibility for which such parents will have
to give an account in the world to come.
The Addict Needs a Physician
The drug addict is a sick person. The fact
that he may also be a criminal is symptomatic.
To treat him as a criminal only is merely at-
tacking the symptom without touching the cause
of his criminal tendency which is his sickness.
His crimes merit punishment; his addiction,
treatment. There must always he a distinction.
The narcotic problem both addiction and
traffic is a serious one. It has been for over
40 years, and we might as well face the fait
that we’re losing the fight. The number of ad-
dicts Increases annually and the age of the vic-
tims gets younger. The traffic in drugs becomes
more widespread and the cost to the user higher.
Except in a few isolated cases, the treatment
of the problem is in the hands of law-enforcing
agencies from the Treasury agents to the local
police narcotic squad. In practice both fta addict
and the pusher are criminals to be apprehended.
Several states have made addiction a crime
per se.
It isn’t that we’re ignoring the problem. We
can’t very well since it is such a blotch on the
social fabric. Interested committees from con-
gressional level (Kcfauver, 1951) to the local
PTA have given it serious consideration and
study. It’s not that laws and resolutions haven't
been passpd in all sincerity, but cither they don’t
get to tne root of the problem, or there is no
follow up. For instance, New Jersey has a
“model" narcotics code, but no facilities to prop-
erly treat the addict.
Certainly gangsters who traffice in drugs
should be punished, and severely. But until we
distinguish between the addict who is a sick per-
son, and the pusher who is a criminal, the net
that tries to scoop up both at the same time will
be ineffective.
In spite of the fact that the Harrison Act was
passed in 1914 as a regulatory act ami upheld as
such by the Supreme Court in 1U25, the Treasury
Department continues to interpret It as a pro-
hibiting act.
If the addict is a sick person, and most will
admit that he is, he should have treatment from
a physician. But sincere doctors who have tried
to treat the addict's sickness have been appre-
hended by Treasury agents as criminals.
Why after 40 years have all attempts to wipe
out the drug menace resulted in failures?
Certainly the attitude of the Treasury De-
partment is one reason.
Both the legal and medical professions, since
they are close to the problem, could do more.
True, there are committees in both groups who
•re trying, but they don't represent the thinking
of tho majority of the members of both pro-
fessions.
The American Bar Association has been suc-
cessful in getting^fongress to pass legislation
which imposes more severe penalties on those
apprehended. However, the legislation fails sub-
stantially in distinguishing between the user and
the trafficker.
The apathy of the medical profession is due
In great part to the attitude of the federal
government. The physician treats the drug ad-
dict at his own peril. In 1924 the American Modi
cal Association concurred with the attitude that
the addict was a moral degenerate and a crimi-
nal who should be caught and locked up. That
concurrence is still cited by enforcement author-
•ties. If it is wrongly cited or exaggerated, the
Medical Association has remained strangely
silent.
Religious leaders will have tt»- exercise a
stronger influence on the thinking of all regard
ing the moral aspects of the problem. The ad-
dict may be a criminal, but he is also a person
who is sick. The sickness may be self-inflicted,
but that is no reason why he should be denied
his natural right to treatment.
The Civil Rights people might spend their
time and energies with profit by giving some con-
sideration to the evident denial of the addict'.'
right. Animal lovers would clamor if a dog was
given the same treatment as aii addict.
If there has been fault in the way the prob-
lem has been faced, we all share in it. Too long
have we looked to police authority to solve all
human and social problems. And they jealously
guard this overconfidence we have placed
Jn them.
As long as the physician will not treat or
will not be allowed to treat the addict’s sickness,
he will continue to commit crimes to get the
mtmey to buy "relief” from the pusher. As long
as the pusher finds a market, he will continue
hls illicit trade. Smuggling is a hazardous busi-
ness, bu*. it .will always be done if the rewards
are groat enough. And police nets will never
catch all of them. Others rise up to take tho
places of the ones caught.
After 40 years of sincere effort in a direction
that has failed to solvq the problem, it's about
time we tried anew course —and yet an old
one: Lgt the physician treat the sick.
Peter Speaks
The Motor Scooter
There will certainly be no lack of people
"hh a delicate hearing and. a dislike for any
risk, who will object to the unmistakable noise
announcing your presence in the streets, or that
whizzing agility that allows you to thread speed-
ily through the midst of vehicles and pedestrians.
And there will be those who are wont to bring
out the inconveniences which at times can fob
luw from this ease of transportation. But we de-
sire to stress the obvious progress .which all this
entails by raising the standards of those social
classes which cannot afford costlier vehicles.
•’ope Pius to Spanish niotor-sepoter riders. Sent
2, 1555.
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Uncle Tom’s Tent
Infallibility Means Pope
Can't Teach Error
By Frank J. Sheed
From what was said last week,
,it emerges that either there is a
jteacher now teaching upon earth.
'guaranteed by Christ as the Apos
ties were or there is no pos-
sibility of our knowing the truth
which He saw
to be so cssen
tint. Already,
well before His
death, He had
given men au
thority to teach
with His au-
thority: it was
to the disciples,
not to the Apos-
-les only that!
lie said, ‘‘He that hears you.
hears me.” That, extended to the
Church He founded that it might
teach to the end of time, is His
formula to ensure that we shall
receive His truth with no admix-
ture of error. There is no other
formula: The name for this one
is infallibility.
INFALLIBILITY is concerned
with teaching only. It is no guar-
antee of holiness. It simply means
i that the Church can tell us, nut
as its own best guess but with
certainty, the meaning of whut
Christ taught.
This, in brief, Is the way of
li. The successors of the Apos-
tles arc the Bishops. What they
are agreed in teaching as the
Revelation of Christ upon faith
and morals that Is, upon
truths to be believed and laws
to be obeyed Is Infallible.
God sees to It that it contains
no error.
The agreement referred to need
not be total, including every
Bishop that has been or now is;<
individual Bishops, even groups
of Bishops, in some time or place,!
may teach error. Hut a teaching
given by the great mass of the
Bishops of the world we may
call it a moral universality is
certainly Christ's.
THIS TEACHING by Bishops
is the normal way in which Our
! Lord’s revelation reaches the
[Catholic. We learn it from our
priests, who arc obedient to their
Bishop and who is in communion
| with the Bishops of the whole
Church. But situations may arise
| in which it is not easy to say
what' the agreed teaching of the
Bishops is on this or that point
ol doctrine,
j It may he that some new prob-
lem arises which has never met
Catholics in that form before, and
therefore has not had Uur Lord's
I teaching applied to it. It may he
that some new heresy arises call-
ing for a more precise statement
of the denied truth. The Bishops
1 may meet in a General Council
—as at Trent in the 16th cen
I tury and the Vatican 300 years
later. Then the questions at issue
can be fully discussed, and the;
Bishops arrive at the statement
of their agreement.
But there is another organ of
infallible teaching, what we
may think of as a court of lust
resort. In the words of the
Vatican Definition of IH7O, the
I’opc, the successor of Peter,
"is endowed with that infallibi-
lity with which It has pleased
God to endow Ills Church." If
the Pope issues a solemn defini-
tion of the truth of Revelation,
to be accepted by the whole
Church, then that too Is certain.
W’c that hear him, hear Christ.
Infallibility is not the same
thing as inspiration. In the lat
ter we find it ut work in the
writers of Scripture the Holy
Ghost may actually put truth into
the mind of the man who is to
utter it. But in infallibility. God
docs not fill the Pope’s mind with
truth by a direct act, he guards
the Pope's mouth that there may;
he no error in the definition, the
utterance of truth.
A LITTLE precision here may
save us a great deal of confusion
later. For the rest of men there
ar* three possibilities when they
are asked a question they may
give the right answer, or the
wrong answer, or no answer. For
the Pope (defining in the condi-'
tions already set out) one of these
possibilities vanishes: God will
not let him give the wrong ans
wer. That is what infallibility
means. For him there remain two
possibilities he may give the
rigid answer or no answer.
Which of these two he will I
give depends on whether he j
knows. And he acquires his ,
knowledge like any other Cath- J
olic he learns what the
Church has already taught, stu-
dies theology in fact; he con-
sults the best theologians avail-
able upon the special problem.
Let us say it once more, in-
fallibility does not give him
knowledge. It is not inspiration.
But what he does utter comes
to us with God’s guarantee, It
contains no error.
The exclusion of error is not
due to any human virtue; it is
solely the act of God. Examin-
ing it one may feel that God has
done the very minimum; but the
| minimum is wholly sufficient.
Battle Lines Drawn
Communism’s Survey
Of Battle on U.S.
By Louis F. Budenz
As life hurries us into 1961.'
we must examine the battle lines
ahead.
They arc made distinct by the
two mammoth documents which
emerged from the Moscow Con-
gross of the
81 Communist
Partier in No-
vember.
One of these
pronunciation •
tos, and the
most formid-
able in length,
is a survey
of the current
world in com-
munist eyes and the consequent
huge forward rush that must be
made by comrades everywhere
through infiltration and finally
open warfare to smash the United
States.
The second is "an appeal to
the peoples of all the world” to
join in the "struggle for peace,”
and thereby bring about wha' the
other document foretells the
world victory of socialism.
The two documents are so
arranged that the “people, Ir-
respective of political or reli-
gious creed, of nationality or .
race” to whom the “peace”
appeal is made will seldom
know that this appeal is solely
for the purpose of bringing (
about the universal Soviet slave
state.
When we take another look at
the fundamental document for the
communists themselves, we are
impressed with the-' irtn deter-
mination expressed to annihilate
the U. S. We have already shown
that it labels this country the
I "chief bulwark of world reac-
tion”'
HIT IT GOES further. We are
pursued as “the main force for!
aggression and war," a violent
conflict being waged against Us
everywhere in the name of
"peace," but ’often breaking out
in open warfare -as in Laos and
the Congo'. This erosion of the
U S. by sedition is to be topped
off by "non-peaceable means"
when it becomes necessary.
It is on behalt of ihis blueprint
for our conquest that The Dec.
18 Worker urged the comrades
to get everyone possible tp "tell
the new (Kennedy) administra-
tion that they -want a change, an
end to the cold war, they want
a policy of peaceful coexistence,
a policy of negotiation and peace-
ful settlement of all issues.
. In this drive the comrades are
I called upon to make special use
|of anti-anti-communists. A great
[section of the Moscow chief re-
port is given to “anti-commu-
nism." The Communist. Parties
and their allies are to engage in
"vigorously exposing anti-corn-
Imunism, a slogan under which
;the capitalist class wages its
[ struggle against the proletariat."
! The comrades arc also told spe-
cifically, after a historical re-
view of anti communism: "To cf-
ifectively defend the interests of
the working people, maintain
[peace, and realize the socialist
ideals of the working c'ass, it is
indispensable to wage a resolute
struggle against anti-commu-
nism."
THIS IS NOT the first time
the communists have made pup-
pets of sophisticated people who
put stumbling blocks in the way
of the anti-communist campaign.
But the very emphasis put upon
it in this Moscow call is of much
importance.
The anti-anti-communists, we
know, are those good people who
seek to merge the flaws in the
"lunatic fringe" of the ranks op-
posing communism into the fight
against this evil as a whole. Not-
ing that some obscure “anti-
communist” gives himself over
to anti-Semitism, the anti anti-
communist while justly criti-
cizing this defect—plays up this
characteristic as though it ap-
plied to the whole movement, in-
cluding Pope Pius XL
This new design for anti-anti-
Communists foreshadows seri-
ous Red moves—among them
new crusades to wipe, nut all
“witch-hunting” by abolishing
the House Committee on Un-
American Activities and the
Senate Subcommittee on Inter-
nal Security.
Intentions for January
The Holy Father’s general in-
tention for January is:
That the obstacles which pre-
vent the effective renewal of
Christian unity may be re-
moved by the truth and love of
Christ.
The mission intention sug-
gested-for the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the worthy liturgical
celebration of the Sacrifice of
the Altar may lead all peop'cs
to'the true Church, of Christ.
THE QUESTION BOX
Most Rev. Walter W. Curtis, 76 Broad St., Bloomfield, N. ].,
is editor of The Question Box. Questions may he submitted to him
for answer in this column.
Q. Will you give me some
guidance on the following of
the Legion of Decency code by
my family?
A. In his letter to the faithful
of the Archdiocese of Newark,
Archbishop Boland gave two sim-
ple reminders that can form a
Christian pattern of conduct and
an easy rule to interpret.
First he pointed out that pic-
tures approved only for adults
and adolescents are not approved
for children. Hence our first sim-
ple rule: your children arc to be
trained to see only pictures ap-
proved for children (i.e. for all).
If the theater features two pic-
tures, only the picture approved
for children is to be seen. A call
to the theater will give the show-
ing time of this picture.
When is the child an adoles-
cent? Here only a general rule
of thumb may be given. We
would suggest that the dividing
line be drawn at the midway
mark of high school. Ninth and
10th grade students are more
childish than adult in actions. We
suggest that you will not harm
your child by using this as your
rule.
Beyontl (he second year of high
school the name adolescent ap-
plies but the name adult is not
won until'(to our way of thfnk-
ing) high school is left behind.
In this there is not a hard and
fast rule but again we think you
will not harm your child at all if
you follow it.
The second point made clear by
Archbishop Boland was 'his: that
pictures classed as objectionable
in part are not' approved and
hence should not be seen. The
advice is simple and uncluttered.
If you wish to get away from
the too frequent question: Is it
a sin? or far worse: Is it a mortal
sin? we suggest that you take
as your guide the simple direc-
tion that you see only pictures
which are approved and that
those that are objectionable in.
part are not approved.
The direction also takes into
account the nature of the Legion
of Decency pledge as a crusade
action. It is no crusade just to
avoid mortal sin. Your crusade
supports good pictures and leaves
morally poor fare entirely alone.
Particular directions about sin
j we must leave to your confessor
and to the confessor of your fam-
ily. But as the head of your home
you are within your rights in set-
ting down for yoyr family the
above directives for their movie
’dewing. Your action will not hurt
them, even if it keeps them from
movies they otherwise might see
without sinning. It may help
them; and it will help the cause
of the crusade for improved
films.
Of course your copy of The Ad-
vocate should be kept available
so that the moral ratings of the
Legion may be easy to check.
A phone call to Market 3-5700
will also get you the ratings but
i' will cost you the price of the
call.
Vocation Indulgences
Members of the Apostolate
for Vocations can gain a plen-
ary indulgence under the ordi-
nary conditions on:
Jan. 6, Feast of the Epiphany.
Jan. 8, Feast of the Holy
Family.
A partial indulgence of 100
days may be gained for each
act of charity or piety per-
formed for the intention of fos-
tering vocations to the priest-
hood.
In Your Prayers
remember these, your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Newark
Rev. Umberto Donati, Jan.'7,
1943
Rev. Joseph Zablochi, Jan. 8,
1922
Rev. William F. Burke, Jan. 9,
1954
Rev. James A. Keough, Jan.
10, 1932
Rev. Perry G. DeWitt, Jan. 10,
1957
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph F.
Dolan, Jan. 12, 1959
Rev. Beneventus Rudolph, 0.
F.M., Jan. 12, 1960
Rev. Joseph Rolando, Jan. 13
1907
Rev. William J. Caffrey, Jan.
13, 1939
Rev. Richard E. Studer, 0.5.8
Jan. 13, 1958
Diocese of Paterson
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John J. Dauen-
haucr. Jan. 9. 1954 ■
Rev. John J. Duggan, Jan. 10,
1945
Rev. Didacus Roberto, Jan. 13
1951.
Forty Hours
Archdiocese of Newark,
Jan. 8, If4l
Feast of tht Holy Family
St. Benedict’s. 65 Barbara St.. Newark
Holy Angels Institute. Main St., Fort
I.ee
All Saints. 201 Pacific Ave.. Jersey
City
Holy Rosary. 344 Sixth St., Jersey City
2nd Sunday After Eplphanv
Jan. 15, 1841.
St. Genevieve’s, 204 Monmouth Rd.»
Elizabeth
St. Bridget’s, 372 Montgomery St..
Jersey City
St. Joseph's. Baldwin Ave., Jersey
City
St. Lucy's. 15th St Grove Sts., JerseyCity."
Diocese of Paterson
Jan. 4-8, 1841
Villa Walsh, Morristown
Jan.. 8, 1841
Ist Sunday After Epiphany
Holy Family, Lloyd Ave., Florham
Park'
St. Joseph’s. Lincoln Park
St. Joseph's, 399 Market St., Paterson
2nd Sunday After Epiphany
Jan. IS, 1841
St. Joseph’s Hospital, 703 Main St.,
Paterson , £*» v ■•••■*
Our Lady of Mercy. Whippany
Mass Calendar
Jan. 8 —«■ let Sunday after Epiphany:
The Holy Family. 2nd Clat*. White.
(No commemoration of lat Sunday af-
ter Epiphany). Gl. Cr. Pref. only of
Epiphany.
Jan. 0 Monday. Mas* of lat Sun-
day after Epiphany. 4th Claa*. White.
Gl. 2nd Coll. C (P). No Cr. pref. of
Epiphany.
Jan..lo -- Tuesday. Man of lat Sun-
day after Epiphany. 4th Claaa. White.
Gl. 2od Coll. C (P). No Cr. Pref. of
Epiphany.
Jan. 11 Wednciday. Man of lit
Sunday after Epiphany. 4th Clan.
,White. Gl. 2nd Coll. St. Hyglnus; 3 C
(P>. No Cr. Pref. of Epiphany.
Or: Man of St. Hyfinus. Pope,
Martyr. Red. Gl. 2nd Coll, of Ist Sun-
day; 3 C <P>. No Cr. Pref. of Epiphany.
Jan. 12 Thursday. Mass of Ist
Sunday after Epiphany. 4th Class.
White. Gl. 2nd Coll. C (P). No Cr.
Pref. of Epiphany.
Jan. 13 Friday. Commemoration of
the Baptism of Our I>ord. 2nd Class.
White. Gl. Cr. Pref. of Epiphany.
Jan. 14 Saturday. St. Hilary. Bish-
op. Confessor. Doctor. 3rd Class. White.
Gl. 2nd Coll. St. Felix; 3 C (P). No Cr.
Common Pref.
Jan. 15 Sunday. Second Sunday
after Epiphany. 2nd Class. Green. Gl.
Cr. Pref of Trinity.
KEY: Gl. Gloria; Cr. Creed; C from
the Votive Mass of Holy Ghost; N
Archdiocese of Newark; P Diocese of
Paterson; CoU. Collect; Pref. Preface.
AROUND THE PARISH
Having teased Mrs. O’Brien about her reluctance to
speak, Mr. O’Brien finds himself scheduled to intro-
duce a speaker—and is desperately searching for some
“off the cuff” remarks.
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Wife of Roving-Eye Guy Asks:
'Am I Jealous, or What?’
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant ,Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University
1 in deeply troubled and maybe you can help. You see.
Im wondering if I’m oversensitive or if my husband is
wionj; when it comes to good-looking givls. I thought a
husband should keep certain looks and desires only for
his wife. My husband gawks at every girl he sees and often
makes crude comments about other women in my presence.
Am I jealousor what?
One is templed to dismiss your
Problem with the caustic remark,
“Tell junior to grow up!" How-
ever, t receive a fair run of let
ters with similar complaints, sug-
gesting that the solution is not
that simple. Some wives arc
puzzled by the
slick "girlie”
magazines they
discover their
husbands read;
some arc em-
barrassed _ by
the way their
husbands “eye”
the girls in pub
lie; some pro-
test against the
objectionable stories they tell, the
remarks they make, or the langu
age they use.
I can point out several reasons
why such problems arise, and
you may be able to reach area
sonable judgment in your own|
case. Our first reaction on hear !
ing about such problems is to con
elude that the men just haven't
I grown up. There can be rm doubt
that some men never do develop
mature attitudes toward sex.
BECAUSE OF faulty training
in youth, they arc disposed to
treat everything related to sex in
a secretive, clandestine, prurient
fashion. Their curiousity remains
insatiable, and because they arc
incapable of appreciating marital
relations as an exclusive, mutual
manifestation of love, they con-
tinue to regard other women as
objects of desire or suggestive
comment.
On the other hand, it appears
that some husbands art foolish-
ly or use crude and suggestive
language primarily to irritate
or humiliate their wives. They
have learned that this is an
easy way to upset their partners
and they employ it whenever
they wish to "get even" with
| them. Husbands who for some
| reason feel insecure are prone
to take this approach. Often,
the only time they use vulgar
or filthy language in the pres-
I cnee of their wives.
Sometimes wives practically in-
vite such • treatment by showing
themselves to be easily hurt in
] this way, or through trying to
"reform” their husbands by mak
ing odious comparisons, such as
“My father never acted this
way,” or “My brothers never
used such language.”
In some cases, of course, there
are no just grounds for com-
plaint. Wives also can have quite
immature attitudes toward sex.
with the result that they regard
any mention of the subject with
prudish disdain. Because they
reject sexuality in themselves,
they tend to resent their hus i
bands’ normal concern and readi-
ly misinterpret even casual re-
marks or behavior.
IS YOUR CASE included under
any of these types? I feel there
are indications in your letter that
both you and your husband may
be, somewhat-immature in your
v lews.
From your account, he ap-
pears to have a roving eye,
though it is dilficult to judge
whether what you term his
“crude” comments are made
to antagonize you or indicate
an immature outlook. At the
same time, you seem a little
unsure of yourself, perhaps a
little too resentful and sensitive.
After a few years of marriage,
you should know your husband
well enough to judge whether he
really has the wrong attitude or
is merely trying to irritate you.
If he hasn’t grown up, you face
a difficult, perhaps impossible
Mask of re education, for his whole
I outlook is pagan rather than
| Christian.
IF HE'S MERELY being mean,
you might try to find out what’s
really, bothering him.
Is he trying to show off? To
get even? To cut you down to
size? To show his resentment
toward your viewpoint? Rather
than play the martyr’s role,
you might tell him you see
through what he is doing and
ask him what's back of it.
At any rate, it will do you both
some good to air your differences,
otherwise you'll have to go on
wondering, “Am I jealous or
what?”
Dr. Dooley Back
For Treatment
NEW YORK (RNS) I) r .
Thomas A. Dooley, noted jungle
physician of Laos, has returned
to the United States for treat-
ment of a spinal ailment that has
interfered with his work in South-
east Asia.
The 33-year-old American dop-
tor and co-founder of the Medical
International Cooperation Organi-
zation (MEDICO) said he was in
"excruciating pain' 1 as a result
of what specialists in Hong Kong
has termed "degeneration of the
bone structure of the spine.”
Dr. Dooley’s brother, Malcolm,
said the doctor's ailment had not
"officially” been diagnosed as
cancer.
STRANGE BUT TRUELittle-Known Facts for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY OorjrfllH. HO. N-C.W.a, N«n Berrle*
God Love You
Secret of Giving
By B shop Fulton J. Sheen
Wo know of someone who re-
cently visited a leper colony with
more than 400 patients. Some
were able to walk to greet him;
others had to be greeted in their
beds. The visitor gave to every-
one a medal of
Our .Lady. With
the first few,
he dropped the
medal into their
often fingerless'
hands or white-
pdssed palms.
Then he sud-
denly realized
that Our Lord
did not place
His
alongside our humanity as a king
might stand alongside a peasant.
Rather lie assumed our human
nature; He incorporated it to
Himself; He made the sins ami
sores, the sicknesses and the
sadness, the loneliness and the
leprosy of men one with Him-
self. He was, as it were, a leper;
one struck by God antf-afflicted.
After that quick meditation the
•visitor then pressed a medal in-
to the palm of each leper, then
took the other hand of the leper
and folded it upon the medal in
token of oneness and affection.
He afterwards said it was an
indescribable joy to be identified
with those whose bodies were so
disease-eaten, but whose souls
were glorious and radiant with
Hivine Grace.
IN OUR PHOTOGRAPHIC civ
ilization, till 1 press seems to de-
light in showing us pictures of
bleeding bodies in wrecked auto-
mobiles, of grief-stricken hus-
bands in morgues, of • strewn
corpses in an airplane wreck-
age. But to what purpose? To
aid them? To pray for them? To
console the bereaved?
l)o we not become the more
calloused in heart in passing
by the wounded travelers on the
road between Jerusalem and
Jericho? Do not the well-springs
of sympathy and the fountains
of mercy dry up in our con-
stant vision of misery and our
continual neglect of mercy?
Kvcry parched tongue, every
hungry child, every leprous hand
wo see, creates a duty or a re-
sponsibility for which we will
have to answer in eternity.
May you who know how com-
pletely the Son of God became
one with our bereavements at the
tomb of Lazarus, and with our
long illnesses at the pool of Beth-
saida, begin to imitate Him by
becoming one with the poor and
leprous and needy of the. world.
lIOW MANY years have you
been reading this "God Love
You” column telling you of
starving missionaries, the cow
dunged church floors of Sharp-
villc, the blind among the Suks?
Be not like a photographer, who
takes a picture of the wreckage,
but never lifts the victim from
it.'Take a coin, or a bill, or a
check and press it into the hands
of Christ. Fold one of Ills Hands
over the other. Clasp them to
get her with your sacrifice on the
(insiucT'On Judgment Day those
hands will open and you will find
that the dollar you gave now,
or the thousand, has turned into
a pool for your immortal crown
of glory.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director. Society for the Propao
gatiflffCof the Faith. 366 Fifth
Avc., New York, or to your dio-
cesan director: Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.. Newark,
or Hi. Rev. Msgr. William F.
Louis, 2-1 DeGrasse St., Paterson.
GIs Helped Build
Korean Chuch
TONUDUCHONG, Korea (NC)
—Bishop Paul Ho, Vicar Apostol-
ic of Seoul, blessed anew
church built with the help of sol-
diers from the U. S. 7th Infantry
Division.
The project was begun three
years ago when men of the divi-
sion started collecting money to
help Catholics build a church
here. Army trucks had hauled
sand and gravel from a nearby
river for construction.
Letters to the Editor
t (The Advocate welcomes letters to the Editor, for publication
in this column. They should be timely,' signed by the writer, and
brief wherever possible.)
Christmas Artwork
Called 'Exquisite ’
Benedictine Sisters,
Clyde, Mo.
Editor:
Permit us to congratulate you on the exquisite repre-
sentation oi the Christmas mystery on the outside of your
Supplement to the issue of Dec. 22. Virginia Broderick has
produced an outstanding portrayal of this mystery, in a
beautiful combination of symbol-
ism and realism. The three mem-
bers of the Holy Family are por
trayed with dignity, grace, nobil-
ity and reverence, and in a man-
ner that is truly worthy and in-
spirational.
We noted with pleasure beauti-
ful portrayals of the Christmas
theme in other papers by the
same artist, but yours far sur-
passed the others. How refresh-
ing and inspiring is this art in
contrast to the marly grotesque
creations which circulate in the
name of art, but which are re-
pulsive rather than edifying.
The whole Christmas edition of
The Advocate was beautiful, and
there were other beautiful Christ-
mas designs in the advertising
pages. We look forward to re-
ceiving the paper each week, and
prize it for tlie fine set-up and
presentation of current Catholic
events, and particularly for the
allocutions of the Holy Father.
We also like especially the edi-
torial page, with its comments on
various subjects, its questions
and answers,' and the excellent
articles by Mr. Budcnz.
Guild fur Blind
Cites Emplover
NEW YORK (ItNS) - A photo.-
finishing company here which
employs | blind persons and a
newspaper columnist who wrote
about it received citations here
front the Catholic Guild for ne
Blind.
. Fotochrome, Inc., was awarded
a scroll citing its employment
of some 30 blind persons in a
department which also is super-
vised by a sightless employe.
Ralph Miller, photography col
umnjst for‘the New York World-
Telegram & Sun, received a
scroll for a column he wrote on
the successful employment of the
blind by Fotochrome. ' •
Pope to Broadcast
VATICAN CITY (RNS) - Pope
John XXIII will give a short ad-
dress on the Feast of the Holy
Family, Jan. 8, which will be
broadcast by the Vatican Radio
to listeners throughout the world,
it was announced. The Pope will
speak immediately after the reei-
lat inn of the noonday Angelus.
Caps Philanthropy Career
With $15 Million Bequest
CHICAGO (NO—Catholic instl-
tutions and charities will receive
more than SIS million under the
.will of Prank J. Lewis, 03. who
gave another $lO million to the
Church during his lifetime.
Victor lledberg, counsel for
Mr. Lewis and the Prank .1. Lew
is Foundation founded in 1027,
made this estimate after making
public details of the will.
The will makes specific nc-
quests of $200,000 each to the
Lewis Memorial Maternity Hos-
pital,"Lewis College of Science
and Technology and Catholic
Charities of the Chicago Arch-
diocese Relatives, employes and
friends will receive more than,
$2 million.
The rest of the estate is to be
distributed by the Lewis Pounda-
tion over the next 15 years to
Catholic charities and institu-
tions. 'I lie will calls for the mon-
ey to be used for such purposes
as support of priests *n needy
areas, distribution of Catholic
liferaturc, education of students
in Catholic schools, and building
and repair of schools and church-
es in mission states
Lewis died last Dec. 21 at his
winter home in Palm Beach, Fla.,
of a coronary thrombosis. A Re-
quiem Mass was offered Dec. 23
by Bishop Coleman Carroll of Mi-
ami in St. Edward’s Church
there. The body then was brought
to Chicago and Cardinal Meyer
presided at another Mass in-St.
Ambrose Church.
Lewis was appointed a Papal
count in 1954 because of his
philanthropic work. The honor is
the highest the Church can give
a layman.
His gifts helped to build
more than 100 chapels across the
country, gave Chicago a materni-
ty hospital, supplied De Paul, Uni-
vi rsitv an 18-story building, gave
Loyola University a 17-story
.structure and helped Loyola oper-
ate a medical-dental school.
"I feel that I am a partner of
the Lord," he once said. "I’ve
been dividing with him all mv
life and I am going to continue
to do so."
The industrialist made news an-
nually for the past 11 years with
his yearly gift -to the Catholic
| Church Extension Society, which
aids /home missions.
His total contributions to the
society came to about $l.l mil-
lion, often presented in $lOO,OOO
checks privately pressed into tne
hands of a society official.
AID Member Volunteers
For 2nd Hitch in Mexico
CLEVELAND (NC> - Frank
Pavis, 42, a former beer and
wine salesman here, has signed
up for two more years as a lay
apostle in Mexico.
lie has been visiting his fam-
ily here after two years m .Mex-
ico's Morelia Diocese as a mem-
ber of Association for Interna-
tional Development (AID), AID
founded three years ago, nas
headquarters in Paterson. Its
aim is to carry the social pro-
gram of the Church to undevel-
oped nations.
Pavis a bachelor, was one of
the first to join AID. He was
given a training course in the
Church's social program plus
lessons in Spanish.
Before returning here for a va-
cation. he organized or laid the
groundwork for 32 credit unions
in the Morelia Diocese. He will
return to Mexico in mid-January.
Camden Catholics
Top Fund Coal
CAMDEN (NC) - With a total
"f 86,284,138 already pledged, the
‘‘amdon diocesan educational
fund drive is well hryond its
inimum goal of $5 million and
teturns are *stili incomplete.
Heavy snow delayed returns.
Scholar to Draft
New China Atlas
WASHINGTON (HNS) - A Chi-
nese scholar at the Catholic Uni-
versity of America has been giv-
en a grant to assist in making
an atlas that will show the
changes that have occurred in
the face of Ked China since com-
'iminists took over in 1049. ,
The Social Science Research
Council has made a grant to Dr.
Chiau-Min Hsieh. associate pto-
fessor, of geography, at Catholic
University. His research assistant
on the project will he his wife,
a specialist in map drawing.
Priest's Novel Banned
CAPETOWN. So. Africa (RNSi
An anti-segregation novel writ-
ten by a priest here has been
banned by, the South African gov-
ernment.
Orchid to ‘Play’
For 'Emmanuel'
Frank D. Clift,
Seton Hall University,
South Orange.
Editor:
Channel 13’s selection of
“Emmanuel’' as “The Play of
the Week” was a really wel-
come surprise. That the station’s
management would pick a drama
with a spiritual, delightful mes-
sage for the week before the
holy season of Christmas indi-
cates after all a sincere inter-
est in the good taste of the view-
ers. I am delighted to learn also
that* we shall have the opportu-
nity during the coming Saturdays
to see the president of Seton Hall.
Msgr. John J. Dougherty, mod
crate a television series at 10
a. m.
May I complete this message
(it congratulations to Channel 13
with a suggestion that they
choose some more really worth-
while dranrts for “The Play' of
the Week" during the coming
year: such dramas as Maxwell
Anderson’s “Mary -of Scotland";
James Barrie's "The" Admirable
Crichton”; T. S. Eliot’s “Mur-
der in the Cathedral”; Christo-
phcr'Marlowc’s “Dr. Faustus”;
John Marquand’s “Late George
Aplcy” and Hubert Sherwood’s
“There Shall Be No Night”
(1940 version).
New Jesuit Review
LONDON ( RNS)—English Jes-
uits this month will publish the
first issue of “The Way,” a quar-
terly review of Christian spiritu-
ality.
The tuaga/.ine will go to press
under tife joint editorship of Fa '
thers James Walsh, William Yeo-
mans and Philip Caraman.
Asks Prayers
In 'Crucial Years’
H. E. Froelicher,
Pines Lake.
Editor:
The year 19(11 will he a cru-
cial one. Modern martyrs from
communist prison cells have
warned us: “Be vigilant, for war
is being waged against God.”
Shall we lost* heart? The oppo-
site: The coming of anew year
will give us new courage and
confidence in God's, mercy.
Since this conflict is cssentialr
ly a spiritual one, it must be
fought not only with the very
important military preparedness,
but primarily with spiritual weap-
ons. So pray and get as many oth-
ers as possible to pray for our
new President and his government
They all need more than ever
the Light of the Holy Spirit to
guide them in their tremendous
responsibilities and decisions
decisions which may affect the
fate of the world.
Move Against Movie
Cruelty to Animals
WASHINGTON (NC) The
National Legion of Decency and
two humane societies have agreed
on cooperative action against bru-,
talitv to animals in movies.
The World Federation for the
Protection of Animals and the
Humane Society of the United
;States which have headquarters
here, will supply the Legion with
technical facts about cruelty to
animals in film production. The
legion will use the information
in its rating of films, according
to a statement from the IJ. S.
Humane Society.
Man of the Year
NEW YOHK (NC) Pope John
XIII has been named man of
the year in religion in the annual
Associated Press poll It was
the third straight year the Pope
had been chosen.
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RUBENSTEIN'S
CITIZENS
mu\:
General Insurance
Executive Vice Preiident
E. H. Kingibury, C.P.C.U., C.I.U.
licensed Surplus Agents
786 BROAD ST.
MA 3-1720 * NEWARK. N.J.
INSTITUTIONAL BUYERS!!
TASTY MEATS
FORST'S
FORMOST
PROVISIONS
PHONE
COILECT /7ns!•
PHONE LLECT f U.S. ,
CSS M,.\ ~~ t *NSAECTtO ,
...
KCIPTMCI KINGSTON f»*p passed by
MA 2-1505 •, ffl* •/ „ , department op I
\V, if -'/ FE 1-3500 agriculture J
£ST. 132/
YOUR TRIPLE GUARANTEE
AT FIRST NATIONAL...
1961 JANUARY 1961
wM
765432
1098
1918171615
2625242322
313029
DEPOSITS MADE ON OR
BEFORE JANUARY 10
WILL DRAW INTEREST
FROM JANUARY 1!
For those whodotft have a First National Savings Account,
there’s no better time thanright now to star! one. It takes just
a few minutes of your time at any one of First National’s
10 conveniently-located offices throughout Hudson County.
There’s probablyone near your home or where you work. And
remember, First National pays the highest rate of interest on
eavinga that any cnmm«nri»l hank may pay.
THE ST
FIRST I NATIONAL, BANK
.«»*!». I 1
OF JERSEY CITY
fltenbgai Wwroi'Ce Corporation • Federal Roiervc Sytie*
■ain Office: One Exchange Place, Jersey City
...and nine other convenient offices in
torsey City, Hoboken, West New York, Harrison and Kearny
For a Delicious,
Nutritious Bread
Serve ...
tech^i
I#/^
Your entire family will love
this wonderful- bread,
rrSkti 1*.,..
lii Couldn't lit Biller Breid
THE FACE IS
AMERICA...
THE TASTE IS
CANADA DRY • <r
■
sparkling
Canada Dry
ow-calorie
beverages
tow calorio
OF EE
Try the exciting new low*
calorie Coffee Drink made
from real coffee extract
And thereareallyourother
favorite flavors in big 16*
ounce, no-return bottles:
ORANGE • CREAM > LEMON
BLACK CHERRY • ROOT BEER
GRAPE • COLA • GINGER
MIDTOWN
SAVINGS
MIDTOWN
SAVINGS
Blanket
siie 72" x
90" . . . satin
bound . . . com-
pletely washable.
Individually sealed in
plastic baa.
with Eb ch
New $5OO Ac-
count Of Addition
of $5OO to Present Ac-
count. Only one Blanket
to Each Account.
INCREASED
DIVIDENDS
DRIVE-IN WINDOW 1
—Fill PARKING
ON PRIMISH
OPIN DAILY
? AM..TO 4 P.RL < v
*
Money received by the 15th of each
month earns dividends from the Ist.
MdVtDAV'Tif 6
,f|sr* 1030 Broad St;
MIDTOWN S
Newark (at Clinton Aye.) MA 2-3366
Recruiting Laymen
For Home Missions
CHICAGO (RNS) - The Cath-
olic Church Extension Society has
announced that it will begin to
recruit lay missionaries for serv-
ice in the American home mis-
sion field.
To be known as “Extension
Volunteers,” the program will
utilize qualified Catholic single
persons and married couples be-
tween the ages of 21 and 55 who
agree to serve one year or long-
er.
ACCORDING TO Rev. John L.
May, general secretary of the
society with headquarters here,
the program was developed to
meet an urgent need for home
missionary personnel after a six-
month survey of needs and op-
portunities in 36 mission di-
oceses throughout various sec-
tions of the United States.
Father May said the society’s
new project would be a coun-
terpart of the Papal Volunteers
program endorsed by the Holy
See, "except that its mission
field will be restricted to the
United States.”
The Catholic Church Extension
Society was founded in 1905 to
preserve and extend the Catho-
lic religion in the U.S. and its
dependencies through the collec-
tion and disbursements of funds
for the missions and "in other
reasonable ways.”
Noting that the society had
served the material needs of the
poorest of the American- home
missions for more than 50 years,
Father May said “the even
greater need for home mission
personnel has become increasing-
ly important.”
“The Extension Society," he
added, “consequently ■ decided to
set up its Extension Volunteers
program to enable dedicated
Catholics to give not just their
money but themselves to the
home missions.”
Mission Benefactor Finds
God Assists His friends
A woman without a job had
been making daily visits to the
Blessed Sacrament. One day,
while visiting the church, she de-
cided to make a donation to the
Society for the Propagation of the
Faith.
Going to the bank, she with-
drew $25 from her account and
offered it in reparation for her
sins and for the conversion of
sinners;
“It really meant cutting into
my funds,” she writes. But one
morning shortly after, she con-
tinues, she was heartened when
a friend telephoned "to acquaint
me with a position now open
along the I am familiar
with, and for which I had al-
ready passed the required exam-
ination.”
“God is good! lie always takes
care of His friends," she con-
cluded her letter.
Tells of Appreciation
For Financial Aid
“Please remember the good
people of Korea in your Masses
and prayers,”, writes Rev.
Aloysius Schwartz, who says that
as “never before they are turn-
ing to the Church.”
His letter,, in appreciation of
gifts from. members of the So-
ciety for the Propagation of the
Faith, compares the current sit-
uation in the Vicariate of Pusan
(with that of 10 years ago.
At the start of the decade
“there were less than 20,000
Catholics in the entire area,”
he says. “Today the number
exceeds 60,000 and shows no
signs of slackening.
“My Bishop is very happy at
this turn of events but his joy is
mingled with painful anxiety lest
the present opportunity for the
Church shall have vanished with
out our being able to take full
advaritage of it.
“We lack personnel (less than
40 priests for the area which
inumbers four million souls). We
lack funds (less than $20,000 total
annual income). I write this to
tell you how much your kind
gifts are appreciated.”
Relates His Need
For Church-School
In the Diocese of Shillong, As-!
sam, India, there are six differ-
ent linguistic divisions, which
means, writes Bishop S. Fcrran-
do, “six different dioceses in six
different languages.”
Just back from a visit to a
new center among the Mikirs, the
Bishop describes the set-up in
that location: "The Fathers’ re
sidence is a cottage with four
rooms plus the kitchen. For al-
most two months the Fathers
lived in a temporary hut made
of straw. To my great sorrow I
noticed they are badly in need
of a school-church where they
can keep the Blessed Sacrament
permanently; a religious house
without Jesus is inconceivable.
"You may inquire why the
Christians do not help us. They
do help. Asa matter of fact,
during a celebration I was the
recipient of three bags rice,
200 eggs, 15 hens, five goats,
vegetables and $74 in rupees,
all for the Church.
"But, a decent small church
will cost at least $6,000. Our new
center among the Mikirs is one
of the most neglected areas in
Assam, where the missionaries
are doing pioneering work, and
their hardships and sacrifices arc
beyond belief.
"Many Mikirs are really to
send their children to our school
when it is ready. We have al-
ready 1,000 Catholics amongst
them and I have just had printed
the Catechism and prayer books
in their language, which they will
be able to read when they have
learned how to do so.”
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D., Ph.D., L.L.D
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArkct 2-2803
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.’ Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson: »
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrassc St., Paterson 1, N. J. Phone: ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society lor the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
Bishop Stanton
At Linden
Bishop Stanton will make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith
on Jan. 8 at St. John the Apos-
tle, Linden, Rt. Rev. Msgr.
Thomas F. Mulvaney, pastor.
Bishop Stanton wishes to ex-
press his deep gratitude to
Msgr. Mulvaney and to the
other pastors of the Archdiocese
for their cooperation in making
these appeals .possible.
Obituary
It is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of our readers the
repose of the souls of the fol-
lowing who have recently de.
parted this life:
I)r. Joseph A. darken
Elizabeth Doyle
John C. Finn
Michael A. Chmely
MemdhantParish Lists
Msgr. Dougherty Talk
MENDHAM Msgr. John J.
Dougherty, president of Seton
Hall University and noted Bibli-
cal scholar, will discuss the Dead
Sea scrolls at a tea-social in St.
Joseph’s auditorium here Jan. 15
at 8:15 p.m.
The talk is being sponsored by
the Baylcy-Ellard Parents Asso-
ciation. Rev. John Hewotson, pas-
tor, will introduce the speaker.
Chairman Edward Covert has an-
nounced that a question and an-
swer period will follow Msgr.
Dougherty’s address.
Pray for Them
Death Claims Oldest
Christian Charity Nun
MENDHAM Sister Quirina, S.C.C., the oldest and
longest professed of all the Sisters of Christian Charity in
North and South America and Europe, died Jan. 1. Sister
was 97 last July and had been a member of the
Sisters of Christian Charity for 82 years. She died at Holv
Family Convent, Danville, Pa.,
the rest home for aged and in-
firm Sisters of the congregation's
eastern province, which, has its
provincial house at Mallinckrodt
Convent here.
Sister Quirina was the last liv-
ing Sister at whose reception into
the congregation the foundress,
Venerable Mother Pauline von
Mallinckrodt, was present. The
beatification, cause of Mother
Pauline, who founded the Sisters
ot Christian Charity in Germany,
is currently under consideration
in Rome.
Sister Quirina is survived by
two sisters, including Sister
Erica, S.C.C., 85, also at the Dan-
ville home. They were among the
14 children of Mr. and Mrs.
Adam Scheidcl of Wilkes-Barre.
In a recent interview with Bish-
op George Leech of Harrishurg,
reported_ in the Danville Times,
Sister Quirina recalled that she
had taught "more than 50,000
children.” She had been for an
extended period principal of St.
Benedict’s School. Brooklyn, and
had taught also in the eastern
province’s schools in Philadel-
phia, Harrisburg, Wilkes-Barre,
Chicago and Detroit.
Although a resident of the rest
home for 21 years. Sister Quirina
remained active, crocheting and
embroidering altar linens and
bazaar items, until Dec. 30 when
she suffered a broken hip in a
fall.
Sister Quirina’s funeral took
place Jan. 4 at Holy Family
Convent.
Sister Helen I)e F’aul
, EAST ORANGE A Requiem
Mass for Sister Helen De Paul
Kelly of the Sisters of Charity
of St. Elizabeth was offered Jari.
2 in Our Lady of Ail Souls
Church here. -She died Dec. 29.
1 A native of County Tipperary,
Ireland, Sister Helen De Paul
was the daughter of the late
James and Ellen Currivan Keliv.
She entered the Sisters of Char
|ity of St. Elizabeth at Convent
Ion May 5, 1910, and last May ob-
served her golden jubilee.
During her fcligious life she
served for 23 years at St. Paul
of the Cross, Jersey City; Holy)
Name, East Orange; St. Brendan
Clifton; St. Bridget’s, Newark;
and for the past four years at'
Our Lady of All Souls.
Surviving are three sisters,!
Sister Anna Clarita, St. Antonin-1
us, Newark; Mrs. George Cole-
man in Maryland, and Mrs. Jo-
seph Gonsloser, Jersey City.
Sister Mary Francis
NEWARK 'A Requiem -Mass
for Sister Mary Francis Ceslaus,
0.P., was offered Dec. 24, at the
Dominican Monastery, 13th Ave.
here. She died Dec. 22.
A native of Lithuania, Sister
Mary Francis Ceslaus was the
daughter of the late Peter and
Martha Daukshus. She entered
the Dominican Nuns of the Sec-
ond Order of Preachers of Per-
petual Adoration at the Monas-
tery of St. Dominic on July 16|
1909, and celebrated her golden
jubilee in 1959.
Surviving are a brother, Mich-
ael Daukshus of Newark, and
two sisters, Mrs. Stanislaus Ush-
karitys of Irvington, and Tecla
Daukshus- in Lithuania.
Mrs. H. Skarhek Sr.
UNION The funeral of Mrs.
Henry F. Skarbek Sr.,' 1075
Woolcy Ave., took place Dec 31,
with a Requiem Mass in St.
Michael’s Church here. She died
Dec. 28.
Surviving besides her husband
arc three sons, including Brother
Peter Skarbek of the Society of
Mary, Washington, D. C., three
daughters and 10 grandchildren.
John C. Finn
TEANECK With his son the
celebrant of the Requiem Mass
in St. Artastasia’s Church here,
the funeral of John C. Finn took
Place Dec. 28. He died Dec. 25.
Celebrant of the Mass was Rev.
John W. Finn, Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel, Ridgewood. Also surviv-
ing is the wife of the deceased,
Mrs. Gertrude Glacscr Finn, an-
other son. a daughter, a brother
and seven grandchildren.
Mr». E. F. Ryan Sr.
ARLINGTON A Requiem
Mass for Mrs. Edward F. Ryan
Sr., 101 Magnolia Ave., was of-
fered Dec. 29, in St. Stephen’s
Church here. She died Dec. 26.
Surviving are three sons, five
daughters, several nieces includ-
ing Sister Mary Chrysostom, Our
Lady of the Elms College,
Chicopee, Mass., and 26 grand-
children and 12 great grandchil-
dren.
Apostleship of Prayer
Removal of Unity Obstacles
Is the Intention for January
Pope John’s general intention
for January is: "That the ob-
stacles which prevent the effec-
tive renewal of Christian unity
may be removed by the truth
and love of Christ.”
The obstacles
to Christian re-
union are fun-
damental and
enduring. Prot-
estantism is
founded on the
principal that
no man can be
infallible and
that every man
is his own
supreme authority in matters of
faith and morals.
This is the same as saying
that there is no religious author-
ity in the world and that there
cannot be a body of truths which
all men-must believe in order to
be saved.
MANY DENY that Christ was
God, that He worked miracles,
that He founded a Church, that
He made Peter His vicar on
earth, that the successors of Pe-
ter act in the name and power of
Christ Himself, the Son of God,
the Judge of the living and the
dead.
There can be no reunion with-
out an abandonment of the prin-
ciple of private judgment, a full
submission to the universal au-
thority of the Pope in matters
of faith and morals.
A miracle of grace is neces-
sary. God will grant it if the
whole Church prays and works
in union with the. Holy Father
for the reunion of all Christians
in one fold.
Morning Offering
First Practice
O Jesus, through the Immacu-
late Heart of Mary, I offer Thee
my prayers, works, joys and suf-
ferings of this day for all the
intentions of Thy Sacred Heart,
in union with the Holy Sacrifice
of the Mass throughout the
world, in reparation for my sins,
for the intentions of all our
associates, for the reunion of
Christendom, and in particular
for Christian reunion.
Second Practice
To attend Mass and receive
Communion weekly, monthly, or
as often as possible in reparation
for sin and to implore the Divine
mercy.
Third Practice
To say the Rosary each day
in honor of the Immaculate Heart
of Mary. (One decade is suffi-
cient to gain the indulgences at-
tached to this practice.)
Mission Intention:
Conversions through the Mass.
FOR FURTHER ( information
write to the Archdioccsan Direc-
tor, Rev. Anthony J. Connell, 81
Lynn St. Harrington Park, or to
the county directors, Rev. Ed-
ward J. Larkin, Seton Hall Uni-
versity, South Orange; Rev.
James McKenna, 156 Hancock
Ave., Jersey City 7; Rev. George
Dillon, 1235 George St., Plain-
field; Rev. Charles Stengel, 194
Washington Ave., Little Ferry.
Housing for Aged
PUEBLO, Colo. (RNS) - A
$350,000 rental housing develop-
ment for elderly and retired
citizens in the southwest part of
the city is being sponsored by tha
Pueblo diocese.
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Ladies Catholic Benevolent Ass'n
legal Reserve life Insurance for the. Whole Family
Horn* Officti JOS Wait Sixth Strait, Eric, Pa.
MISS BERTHA M. LEAVY, Supreme President
MRS. REGINA BREMSETH MRS. SARAH J. FELLER
286 Franklin Straat Supr.m. Tru.t.a
140 R°^^ (r 23i)
WHITE MONUMENT CO.
Designers and Builders of
MAUSOLEUMS • MONUMENTS
• MARKERS
Quality • Workmanship Guaranteed
• Cemetery lettering
15 Maybaum Ava. Newark, N. J.
Robert Gallicchio EStex 3 0771
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful andunderstanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
I BERGEN cowry, I
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlas 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD N J
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,’
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbster 9-0098
tsstx COUNTY
JOHN J, QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldf 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY,
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N.J.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldf 3-2600
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J,
ORange 4-4445
• MArket 2-2530
OPACITY
FUNERAL HOME
722 Clinton Avenue
Newark 8, N. J.
ESsex 4-6677
Michael J. Murray, Mgr.
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Wozniak,
Directors
ESsex 3-0606
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MUHIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
PLymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
ESsex 2-1600
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
HUDSON COUNTY
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-1000
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
WILIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
HEnderson 4-0411
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N>. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE,.
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLdfield 9-1455
OLdfield 9-1465
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
MORRIS COUNTY
BERMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON, N. J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
TARTAGLIA'S
COLONIAL FUNERAL HOME
71 WASHINGTON ST.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
JEfferson 8-6878
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N, J.
PRescott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
ELizobeth 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD & SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELizobeth 2-5331
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELizobeth 2-6664
MASTAPETER
FUNERAL HOMES
400 FAITOUTE AVE.
ROSELLE PARK, N. J.
CHestnut 5-1558
ELizobeth ,8-4855
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY '
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELizobeth 2-1415
For listing in this section call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
As Long
As You Live
you will receive a
1)111*ENDABLK and
OOOD INCOME 1
you Invest your «av
Inge In our
s V I). ANNUITY
PI.AN.
You also share In the
great work o( the Missions
and help In educating
I’rlasts and Brothers for
the Missions.
• Certain tax adyantaues.
• A Lasting Memorial and ,
remembrances In many 1
Masses and prayers.
WllTf foil FREE INFORMATIONS
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity Dppt. GIRARD, PA
A
wm
'*■<s% C.Sfl-x
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
WY 1-2266-67
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
Opposite Holy Cross Cemetery
339-341 RIDGE ROAD NO. ARLINGTON, N. J.
Vi *lt Our Specious Indoor Showroom
We are the largest manufacturer ••inf. incmnrufe in the state. Our
customers ate assured of substantial savings by buying direct frommMniifai'luror . 1
Earn 4%Savings Insured to $lO,OOO
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAYINGS
and LOAN ASS'N
SH 1-4111I COLT ITlin PATIIION. N. I
STONY LODGE
Ossining-on-Hudson, New York
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely equipped (or
Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental and Nervous Conditioni.
Insulin Coma Electroshock Psychotherapy
Masses and Sacraments Available
LEO J. PALMER, M.D.
Medical Director
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Maurice J. O'Connor, M.D.'
Associate Director Associate Director
Telephone 914 Wl 1-7400
TO BEG, THEY ARE NOT ABLE
\s
To dif, however, they are not aahamed—prohibited by Turklah
law from begging in Turkey, the LITTLE SISTERS OF THE
POOR in ISTANBUL find it extreme*
Iy difficult to maintain the Home for
the Aged which they founded there
in 1892. No Catholic Sister is afraid
of, or ashamed of, hard work and
these Sisters, being no exception, la-
bor long hours in caring for their
charges. Thh rule of life of the LIT-
TLE SISTERS OF THE POOR re-
quires that they beg the money need-
ed to support their institutions of
mercy; in every country where they
have their Homes they beg the neo-
essary money locally but since they
are unable to do this in Turkey they have written to us for
help. Their Home In ISTANBUL is In very bad need of repair
and they particularly need anew kitchen for the more econom-
ical preparation of food. It will cost $4,000 to remodel the build-
ing which houses them and the old people. We, and they, would
appreciate any financial help that you might give.
Tbt Holy Father's Missm Aid
far the Oriental Church
FROM THE SISTERS OF CHARITY NOVITIATE in LEBA-
NON many of the newly professed Sisters go out' each year to
begin their life's work in a school, an
orphanage or a hospital, in either Beth-
lehem or Naxareth or Jerusalem. SISTER
CECILE and SISTER YVONNE are novi-
ces at this novitiate in Lebanon —one
day In the not too distant future they
may be fortunate enough to go to one
of these Holy Places on their first Mission
assignment. You will share In the merits
_
of their work If you pay for their training. The cost Is $3OO and
It may be paid In Installments.
WK HAVE SEEN HIS STAR in the East and have come to
adora Him . . . and opening their treasures they offered Him
gifts of gold, frankincense and myrrh." The generosity of tho
Magi has been Imitated many thousands df times since the first
Epiphany by devout people who have seen the Redeemer not
with their physical eyes but with the eyes of their Catholto
faith—they have opened their treasures to Christ by their sun-
port of His Church and all its activities. At the beginning of
this New Year we wish to thank once again all our benefactor*
—truly they are imitators of the Magi.
THERE ARE IN THE WORLD 60.000 Catholics of the Syria." te, moat of then. In the Middle East; algo living In this are
* r « 90,000 dissident Christians of the Syria.
Rite, known as Jacobites. Lately the Jacob
lies have shown a tendency to return to th
Church and all Syrian Catholics are prayln
for re-union. EDMOND FARAJ and ELIA!
I TABE are students for the priesthood at th
SYRIAN PATRIARCHAL SE.WIINARY li
LEBANON—on these boys and on others Ilk
them rest the hopes of bringing back thJacobites. It costs $6OO to educate such a boy for the pries!
hood. Could you finance the education of one of these boys?
Th* beginning of anew year gives most of us pause as w,look back and wonder where the time went. As year follow
year and w* get older we take more and more interest In
rangements for our care in old age. In our day of longer life
spans we are pleased to see the number of Congregations «Sisters specially dedicated to the care of th* aged A» if
Communities of Nuns need financial help to carry on the?work To aid such Sisters in the Middle East in caring for 01,people we have established a PALACE OF GOLD CLUB Thdues are $l.OO a month. Will you help? ÜB> Th '
L*tL
<)2earHst(Rissioosj^
MANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN, President
Msgr. Joseph T. Rye*. Natl s*«>
eh coauaealcatloes to.
.CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
480 Uxlngton Avt. ol 46th St. NowYork IZ,M. Y.
Many Catholics Were Prominent Civil War Figures
By Thomas E. Kissling
N.C.W.C. News Service
The regiment, made up most-
ly of Catholics, was poised for
one of the bloodiest battles in
history. Its chaplain, a priest,
raised his hand above the men
Iri general absolution.
Earlier and elsewhere a
priest-chaplain bent to hear the
confession of a dying soldier.
A bullet found its mark, and
the confessor died before the
penitent.
At another place of battle, a
priest, the chief-of-chaplains,
was taken prisoner with the
men to whom he ministered.
These are Incidents ot the
American Civil War, the cen-
tennial of which the nation will
observe for five years, begin-
ning Jan. 8, 1961.
Many members of the Catho-
lic faith played important roles
In the War Between the States.
WHEN THE CIVIL WAR be
gan, with the attack on Fort
Sumter, Apr. 12, 1861, Catholics
comprised about 10 per cent of
the nation’s 32 million inhabi-
tants. More than 50 Catholic
generals served with the Union
and 20 with the Confederacy.
Of the then 43 U. S. Arch-
bishops and Bishops, three-
fourths lived in Union territory.
Catholic newspaper files from
1861 to 1865 show many
speeches and letters of the bish-
ops pertaining to the war. They
mainly' urged both priests and
people to prayer and penance.
As early as Aug. 8, 1861, Pope
Pius IX, writing to Archbishop
John Hughes of New York said'
"We cannot refrain from de-
ploring the terrible civil war
waging amongst you, nor do
We cease imploring God to
grant you peace.”
The Pontiff wrote identical
letters on Oct. 18, 1861 to
Archbishop Hughes of New
York and Archbishop John
Odin of New Orleans urging
them to "arouse your clergy
and people to fervent prayers,"
..and to do "all in your power
4? bring the war to an endrLet
r.o occasion pass to reconcile
the warring parties and remind
the people and their fulers that
there is nothing so harmful to
a nation as civil war.”
AT THE OPENING of the
war there was but one priest
for every 1,390 Catholics. Con-
sequently the number able to
serve as full time chaplains
was small. To help them In
their ministrations, the Sacred
Congregation for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith issued a letter
on Feb. 15, 1862, giving to all
Catholic chaplains in the North
and South far-reaching facul-
ties.
Civil War chaplains were ap-
pointed by the President upon
the recommendation of Bishops
and religious superiors. They
had the rank of captain of the
cavalry and were paid $lOO per
month, with two rations per day
while on duty. The records of
some 54 Union and 28 Confed-
erate “official” chaplains were
collected by Rev. Aidan H. Ger-
main, 0.5.8., in 1929.
Five of these chaplains be-
came Bishops of U.S. dioceses:
Union Chaplains John' Ireland
of St. Paul, Minn., and Law-
rence S. McMahon of Massa-
chusetts, and Confederate
Chaplains Dominic Manucy, of
Mobile; Anthony D. Pcllicier of
San Antonio and Francis X.
Leray, of Natchez.
PROBABLY the most noted
of the Union chaplains was
Notre Dame University’s Rev.
William Corby, C.S.C., who
served with the 88th New York
Infantry through three years of
the fiercest fighting in the war.
A monument stands on the
Gettysburg battlefield near the
spot where he gave general ab-
solution to the "Fighting Irish”
Brigade before they entered
battle. A tablet on St. Francis
also commemorates the inci-
dent. This church, and many
others near battle areas were
used as hospitals.
On the Confederate side, Rev.
Peter Whelan, served as chap-
lain-in-chief of all Catholic
chaplains. He was taken pris-
oner at Fort Pulaski, Apr. 11,
1862. Rev. Emmeran Bliemel,
015.8., of St. Vincent's Arch-
abbey, Pa., served with the 10th
Tennessee Regiment and was
killed Aug. 31, 1864, at the bat-
tle of Jonesborough, while
hearing the confession of a dy-
ing soldier. <*
In addition to the duly ap-
pointed chaplains there were
many “unofficial” ones. Among
these was Rev. Abram Ryan,
poet-priest of the South.
WHEN THE CIVIL War
broke out, there was no or-
ganized nurse corps. The only
trained corps of women ready
and willing to serve were the
Catholic Sisterhoods. At least
571 arc known to have served
in the hospitals, military pris-
ons, hospital ships and in the
field.
"They comforted the dying,
nursed the wounded, carried
hope to the imprisoned, gave
in His name a drink of water
to the thirsty,” according to the
inscription on a monument
erected in their honor, opposite
St. Matthew’s Cathedral, Wash-
ington. Several died during the
war and received a soldier’s
burial.
AMONG THE Catholic gener-
als of the Union Army were:
Philip H. Sheridan, James
Shields, William S. Rosccrans,
Thomas F. Meagher, Henry J.
Hunt, John W. Kearney, Ed-
ward 0. C. Ord, Michael Cor-
coran, James A. Hardie, John
Newton, Patrick R. Guiney,
Samuel D. Sturgis and Martin
T. McMahon.
In the Navy Were Admirals
Daniel Ammen and Augustus
H. Kilty; Commodores Andrew
H. Harwood, Theodore Hunt and
Benjamin F. Sands; Comman-
ders John C. Febiger, John C.
Beaumont and James H. Ward,
who was the first federal naval
officer killed in action, June
27, 1861.
The Confederate cause was
served by Catholic Generals Pe-
ter G. T. Beauregard, Patrick
R. Cleburne, William L. Cabell,
William J. Hardee, Lawrence
O'Brien Branch, William 11.
Carroll, Paul J. Semmcs and
others. Gen. James W. Long-
street became a Catholic after
the war.
Stephen R. Mallory of Flori-
da, a Catholic, was Secretary
of the Navy in Jefferson Davis’
cabinet. Commander Raphael
Scmmes of the "Alabama" cap-
tured or destroyed 69 Union ves-
sels before he was defeated by
the "Kcarsagc” off Cherbourg,
France, June 19, 1864. Comman-
der Frederick Chatard of the
Confederate Navy was a. neph-
ew of Bishop F. S. Chatard of
Indianapolis.
IN THE DIELOMATIC field-
Archbishop John Hughes of
New York was sent by Lincoln’s
Secretary of State, William H.
Seward, on a successful mis-
sion to the Court of Napolean
111, to dissuade France from
recognizing the Confederacy.
In 1862, Bishop Michael Dom-
inec, C.M., of Pittsburgh, was
sent to Spain on a similar mis-
sion.
Among those laboring over-
seas for the Southern cause was
Rev. John Bannon, of St. Lou-
is, Mo., relieved of his duties
as a chaplain on Sept. 3,’ 1863
and sent overseas as Confed-
erate Commissioner to Ireland.
While there he suggested en-
listing the sympathies of Pope
Pius IX and Jiis legates in the
Catholic countries of Europe.
Consequently, in the Spring of
1864, Jefferson Davis appointed
Bishop Patrick N. Lynch of
Charleston, S. C., as Confed-
erate Commissioner to the Pa-
pal States.
He was instructed to press
for recognition of the Confed-
eracy by the Holy See, if pos-
sible; otherwise, to maintain
such informal relations as
might prove fruitful. lie had
interviews with .Papal Secre-
tary of State, Cardinal Antonel-
li, and an audience with the
Pope in July, 1864, but wa»
received solely as a churchman.
The cause of the Confederacy
was never given recognition.
THE CIVIL WAR ended in
April, 1865. Though Catholics
had fought Catholics, and Bish-
ops had disagreed with their
fellow Bishops over the princi-
ples involved, there etherged a
remarkable display of religious
unity.
Less than a year later, on
Feb. 16, 1866, Pope Pius IX,
granted a petition of the Bish-
ops and appointed Archbishop
Martin J. Spalding of Baltimore
Apostolic Delegate to convoke
and preside over the Second
Plenary Council of Baltimore,
Oct. 7-21, 1866. Seven Archbish-
ops and 38 Bishops assembled.
One commentator observed
that the Church "walked forth
before the eyes of the nation,
clothed in a panoply of un-
diminished strength and of un-
broken unity," with "loyal Bish-
ops of the South mingling with
loyal Bishops of the North in
one of the largest Church coun-
cils outside, of Rome since the
Council of Trent.”
Essex Businessmen Keep Daily
‘
Appointment ’ at St. Patrick’s
By Anne Mae Buckley
NEWARK In the confer-
ence room of an oil company
an executive vice president
looks at his watch, turns things
over to an assistant, and makes
his excuses for a hasty exit to
keep a pressing appointment.
The appointment is for 12:15
pm. in the sanctuary of St.
'Patrick’s Pro-Cathedral, where
the vice president will become
an altar boy for the midday
Mass.
More than a dozen business
executives, like George H.
Smith, vice president and gen-
eral manager of Petroleum
lleat and Power Cfo. of N. J.
who organized the group, have
weekly assignments as Mass
servers at the 12:15 Mass in St.
Patrick’s, At the request of
Msgr. James F. Looney, pastor,
three years ago, Smith recruit-
ed about six men, all members
of Scrra. Smith is vice presi-
dent of Scrra International.
THE GROUP has grown, with
new members, not Serrans, em-
ployed with firms in Nutley,
Bloomfield, Irvington and the
Orangbs as well as Newark.
But more men are needed to
assure two servers six days a
week at the well attended Mass.
Smith invites volunteers to con-
tact him at Ml 2-8130.
“The men regard it as a
-great privilege thi* oppor-
tunity to serve Mass,’’ Smith
observes. Busy as they may be,
they manage to make their
weekly assignment, and in ex-
when pressures of
business make it impossible,
they make phone ealls until an-
other member of the group can
be found to act as substitute
that day.
The men arc predominately
of middle age, and Smith ob-
serves that about half of them
had never been Mass-servers
before. Smith himself confides
a long-standing “regret." “I
didn’t know how to Serve Mass
and my son was ordained a
priest. Since we started this
three years ago and I learned
how to serve, I’ve served my
son’s Mass many times." (The
son is Rev. Richard A. Smith
of Tilton, N. H.: Smith’s daugh-
ter is Sister Mary Assumpta,
0.P., of the Bronx.)
THE MEN learned about
serving from booklets supplied
by Msgr. Looney —and were
ready to begin just a few days
after receiving the booklets for
study.
Sacrifice is indeed involved
in the project. Smith admits.
But the "rare privilege" that it
is “for adult men to have such
an opportunity to serve Mass’
far outweighs it, he says. That
is why, Smith says, "it occurs
to me that more men would
welgpme an opportunity to join
the group.”
Obscenity? Censorship? Pressure?
Pamphlet Answers Entertainment Queries
By Joe Thomas
NEWARK-When it comes to
questions about morality and
entertainment. Rev. Paul J.
Hayes has practically all the
answers, having painstakingly
sought them out over the last
eight years.
Now, with the help of St.
Paul Publications, he has put
jtbcm in print to make them
‘readily available to parents
and other laymen Interested In
.motion pictures, television and
"decent literature.
[- You will find the questions—-
■Sz of them, alt completely an-
swered—in “Moral Guide of
Entertainment,” a 24-page
pamphlet published this week.
THE BOOKLET was pre-
pared by the Legion of Decen-
cy, Office of Communications
and Entertainment, Archdio-
cese of Newark. That means
Father Hayes, because he has
been director of the office under
the supervision of Msgr. Aloy-
sius S. Carney since it was
established four years ago-by
Archbishop Boland. Msgr. Car-
ney is director of the Legion of
Decency in the Archdiocese.
"Moral Guide of Entertain-
ment” is a direct result of all
the questions fired at Father
llayes during those four years
and in the preceding four when
he. served as assistant execu-
tive secretary of the National
Legion of Decency’ in New
York.
THESE QUESTIONS ran the
gamut from simple queries on
the history, purpose, adminis-
tration, ' authority and compe-
tency of the Legion of Decency
(which gives moral evalua-
tions to new movies, at the di-
rection of the Bishops) and the
National Office for Decent Lit-
erature to such toughies as
“What is obscenity?” “What is
an adolescent?” “Aren't the
two offices actually ‘pressure
groups’?” and “Should the
Church engage In
ship’?”
But, with those eight years
behind him, Father Hayes nev-
er flinches, giving a straight,
concise, informative answer to
the tough as well as to the
easy questions.
Thus, for instance, he says
that if by “pressure group” is
meant "a group of citizens
working to influence public
opinion in order to accomplish
an end desirable for the good
of a community,” then the Le-
gion of Decency and NODL are
“pressure groups.” But, he also
points out, “labor unions are
pressure groups; the American
Medical Association is a pres-
sure group; the National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers is a
pressure group . . . This is
democracy in action.”
AS FOR CENSORSHIP, Fa-
ther Hayes says it “implies a
legally constituted public au-
thority empowered to prevent
publication, showing or distri-
bution of material which is
judged to be harmful to the
public good.” Neither the Bish-
ops nor any Church organiza-
tion, he adds, "engages in pub-
lic censorship.” The Legion of
Decency and NODL, he ex-
plains, “present a moral eval-
uation primarily for the guid-
ance of Catholics . . . They do
not censor, they classify."
Other tough questions fielded
by Father Hayes arc these:
May adults attend "B” (objec
tionable in part) movies? Sup-
pose I do not speak the words
of the (Legion of Decency)
pledge, does this leave me free
to attend any movies? What
can I do about television?
Aren't the Legion of Decency
and NODL foo negative? Aren’t
boycotts un-American?
"These arc the basic ques-
tions we're always asked,” Fa-
ther Hayes said. A number of
current booklets, contain some
of the answers, he explains,
but “we felt the need to com-
pile them under one cover
in easy question-and-answer
form."
GETTING A GO-AHEAD
on the idea from Msgr. Carney,
he approached the Society of
St. Paul (a religious society
which has as its special apos-
iolatc the press, radio and mo-
tion picture fields). From the
start, Father Hayes says, "they
were enthusiastic."
The result Is "Moral Guide
of Entertainment," a valuable
guide not only for parents and
others interested in the field
but for every Catholic who has
ever been asked about the
Church’s activities in these
areas.
ACOLYTES IN BUSINESS SUITS: Rev. Denis J. Whelan’s servers at the midday
Mass in St. Patrick’s Cathedral are businessmen on their lunch hour, Clem Rachel,
left, and George Smith, right.
KINGS COME AGAIN; The
event of Epiphany, Jan. 6,
is dramatized by colorful
processions through many
European towns, like the
one above in which people
of Tortona, Italy, portray
one of the Magi with his
gift-bearers on his way to
pay his visit of homage to
the Christ Child.
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Friar Tuck Inn
Route 23 (Newark Pompton Turnpike) Cedar Grove, N. J.
For Reservations CEnter 9-4500
an ° Rohm Hood Inn
1129 VALLEY ROAD, CLIFTON, N.J.
For Reservations Pilgrim 4-4510
COMPLETE PRIVATE BANQUET FACILITIES
ACCOMMODATIONS FROM 15 TO 500
Speitulhing to ,
• WEDDINGS t • SOCIAL & FRATERNAL
• SHOWERS FUNCTIONS
RUILIC DINING ROOM AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
OPEN DAILY (Closed Mondays)
SirtiMg
Family Style Dinners Businessmen's Luncheons
New Jersey'! population of 0,080.782, according to the 1900
Census, shows a growth of 1,231,453 over the 4,035,329 counted in
1950, or an increase of 25.5'/*. Gainful employment increased from
approximately 1.000,000 to 2,000,000 or.about 25%.
Revenues of Public Service Electric and Gas Company, serving
electricity or gas, or both, in communities with nearly 80% of The
state’s population, increased during that period from $106,000,000 to
$395,000,000*, or 112%.
During the ten-yearinterval the Company has spent $1,042,000,000
for new facilities to keep ahead of the demand for those twin servants
of Man— Electricity and Gas.
Those prognosticators of the future —such as the Regional Plan
Association tell us that the state can expect even greater growth.
For Instance, Regional Plan estimates the population increase for 8
northeastern counties of the state during the next 15 years to be
2,373,000, up from 4,041,000 in 1960 to 0,414,000 with 2,293,600 Job
opportunities in 1975.
We have reason to believe*that large increases in population and
job opportunities in other counties of the state will be substantial.
Public Service Electric and Gas Company is building for this
growth and we intend to fulfill our responsibility by having adequate
Electric and Gas service for the new industries that ore bound to come,
and for the employees they bring.
*(11 month* actual 1 month estimated)
Uanua/ui
is Grace Period Time
J
15ExtraDividend
Days at Carteret
Savings deposited on or before
January 15th will earn
dividends from January Ist.
T
Current Dividend
_/0
4 per annum
Compounded and Credited Quarterly
Your Savings are insured up
to $lO,OOO by the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation
A LARGEST IN NEW JERSEY
Carteret savings and Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
and that additional eight ojfictt:
NEWARK: 550 Bloomfield Avonui 744 Brood Street
Sprlngfleld-Bergen:359 Springfield Ave. Roseville: 487 Orange Street
Commuter: Penn Railroad Station City line: 712 Springfield Avenue
EAST ORANGE: 60& Central Ave. SOUTH ORANGE: 159 South OrangeAttt
Senior Young Advocates Send in Over 1,000 Christmas Cards
By June Dwyer
At long last the snows have stopped, the late entries
have been checked and the judges have chosen the winners
in the Young Advocate Christmas contest.
We were afraid that the bad weather would keep our
number of Christmas cards down—but it wasn’t so! Despite
late mails, no school and the
other hardships of the recent
months, 1,080 Senior Young Ad-
vocates entered our contest.
We are so proud of their work.
The beautiful story of the Nativ-
ity and the bright star came to
life again and again in a hun-
dred different creative ways.
The boys and girls from the fifth
through the eighth grades paid
a fine tribute to their teachers,
their homes and to the wonder-
ful idea of keeping Christ in
Christmas.
BEFORE we announce our
winners we want to remind you
all that each winner and each
honorable mention winner, too,
will receive a box of gingerbread
N.J. We’ll get the prizes in the
mail as soon as we can.
The beautiful masterpiece that
won the $5 first prize in our con-
test was made'by Mary Jane
Suruda, an eighth grader at St.
Ann’s (Polish), Jersey City.
Mary Jane did something very
unusual: she told the whole story
of the Nativity in a 15-page card
that opened like a file. The key
words on the card were done in
different colors of sparkles and
each page had an illustration.
(We cannot reprint the card be-
cause it is so large.) -
It must have taken Mary Jane
days to make her card which is
one of the nicest we have ever
seen anywhere. She shaded the
paper under the lettering to
match the sparkles; she told the
story in a lovely scrolled hand-
writing; and she put the whole
card together as neatly as a pro-
fessional.
Congratulations, Mary Jane.
Your check and prize will be in
the mail to your home at 53 Ter-
race Ave., Jersey City, very
soon. Sister Mary Gertrude, your
teacher, and your classmates
must be very proud of you.
SECOND prize of $3 is being
sent to Janis Stephen, a mem-
ber in long standing- from St.
Bartholomew’s, Scotch Plains.
Janis decided to bring the one-
world idea into her Christmas
greeting. She painted a picture
of a Chinese Madonna holding
the Baby Jesus and the little
children around the mother. The
picture is reprinted on this page.
Janis lives at 1509 Ashbrook
Dr., Scotch Plains, and is taught
by Sister CLarice Bucci, M.P.F.
Third prize of $2 is going to
Christine Krupa of Our Lady of
Czestochowa, Jersey City. Chris-
tine drew the beautiful picture of
the two little angels at the crib.
She very neatly dotted the rose
with a pink sprinkle and gave
Jesus a crown of golden sprin-
kles.
Christine lives at 102' Bright
St., Jersey City, and is taught
by Sister Mary Annuncia.
HONORABLE MENTION cer
tificates are awarded to the fol-
lowing Senior Young Advocates
(names are listed in alphabetical
order):
Fran Adamczyk, St. Michael’s,
Union. Sister Gertrude Agnes.
Jane Agin, St. Mary’s, Closter.
Sister Mary Alphonse.
Donald J. Arner, St. Michael’s,
Union. Sister Gertrude Agnes.
Carol Ann Banko, St. Rose of
Lima, Newark. Sister Mary Alex-
andrine.
Joseph Bcdnarczyk, Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel, Bayonne. Sister
Mary Roberta.
Lewis Beeken, St. Bartholo-
mew’s, Scotch Plains. Sister An-
gelica Valenti.
Lynn Berry, St. Batholomew’s,
Scotch Plains. Sister Clarice.
Donna Boulars, Our Lady
Queen of Peace, Maywood. Sister
Annella.
Dennis Boyle, St. Bartholo-
mew’s, Scotch Plains. Mrs. Deg-
nan.
Dorothy Cameron, Queen of
Peace, Maywood. Sister Frances
Masiella.
John Caruso, St. Joseph’s, East
Orange. Sister ' Angelina Del
Corso.
Nicholas Carvagni, St. Jo-
seph’s, East Orange. Sister An-
gelina.
Ronald Ciccone, St. Joseph’s,
East Orange. Sister Lorraine.
Diane Conforti, St. Valentine’s,
Bloomfield. Sister Mary Alodia.
William Cotter, St. Michael's,
Union. Sister Gertrude Agnes.
MaryannDames, St.
Kearny. Sister Regina.
Barbara Di Niscia, Queen of
Peace, Maywood. Sister Frances
Masiello.
Christine Dwyer, Queen of
Peace, Maywood. Sister Annella.
Dennis Fackelman, St. Mi-
chael’s, Union. Sister Gertrude
Agnes.
Mary Ellen Fay, St. Michael’s,
Union. Sister Gertrude Agnes.
Robert Graham, St. Peter’s,
New Brunswick. Sister Mary
Jean.
Barbara Filippini, Queen of
Peace, Maywood. Sister Ange-
lina.
Robert Godfrey, St. Mary’s,
Closter. Sister M. Alphonse.
Arlene Gubernat, St. Bartholo-
mew’s, Scotch Plains. Sister The-
rese Masiello.
Jacqueline Kadish, St. Ste-
phen’s, Kearny. Sister Regina
Immaculate.
Ronald Kozakiewicz (twice),
St. Ann’s (Polish), Jersey City.
Sister Mary Gertrude!
Barbara La Penna, Sacred
Heart, Lyndhurst. Sister Mary
Kevin.
Barbara Lee, St. Ann’s (Po-
lish), Jersey City. Sister Mary
Gertrude.
Robert Lee, St. Michael’s, Un-
ion. Sister Gertrude Agnes.
Juliana Martino, St. Vincent’s
Academy, Newark. Sister Francis
Catherine.
Mary Mauriello, St. Aloysius
Academy, Jersey City. Mrs.
Mary Cody.
f
Patricia Moritz, St’. Michael’s,
Union. Sister M. Christine.
Carolyn Paluba, St. Valen-
tine’s, Bloomfield. Sister Mary
Alodia.
Linda Ponzio, St. Bartholo-
mew’s, Scotch Plains. Mrs. Deg-
nan.
Corlise Puchel, St. Bartholo-
mew’s, Scotch Plains. Sister Clar-
ice.
Valerie Rice, Queen of Peace,
Maywood. Sister Frances Mas-
seleo.
Mary Robbins, St. Michael’s,
Union. Sister M. Christine.
Steven Samich, St. Joseph’s,
East Orange. Sister Rose Gallo.
Mary-Alice Silkiewicz (3 times)
St. Ann’s (Polish), Jersey City.
Sister Mary Gertrude.
Carol Ann Smith, St. Bartholo-
mew’s, Scotch Plains. Sister
Therese Masiello.
Evelyn Strohmeyer, Queen of
Peace, Maywood. Sister Frances
Masiello.
Christine Szaniawski, St. Val-
entine’s, Bloomfield. Sister Mary
Alodia.
Michael Szymanski, St. Hcd-
wig’s, Wilmington, Delaware. Sis-
ter M. Melanie.
Philip Tennis, Queen of Peace,
Maywood. Sister Angelina.
Zita Truskolawski, St. Ste-
phen’s, Kearny. Sister Regina
Immaculata.
Sandra Van Duyne, St. Bar-
tholomew’s, Scotch Plains. Sister
Therese Masiello.
Greg Waters, St. Michael’s,
Union. Sister Christine.
Cookie Box
cookies and a free pass for them-
selves and an adult to attend the
Gingerbread Castle in Hamburg,
$ll7 Million
Sent Abroad
WASHINGTON (RNS)— Amer-
ican religious and voluntary
groups distributed $117,025,115
worth of food, clothing, and other
supplies to needy persons over-
seas during the first six months
of 1960, the Advisory Committee
on Voluntary Foreign Aid of the
International Cooperation Admin-
istration reported here.
This was a 16% increase over
the amount of aid sent by the
voluntary groups during the first
half of 1959.
Most active agency in the over-
seas program was Catholic Relief
Services NCWC which sent $60,-
378,329 worth of aid overseas dur-
ing the first half of the year.
This included $30,540,573 worth
of surplus food donated by the
government.
Church World Service, the in-
terdenominational Protestant
agency, sent $14,585,788 worth of
supplies overseas during the first
six months of the year, which
included $7,697,243 worth of sur-
plus food.
The report added that CARE
sent $2,257,000 worth of supplies
abroad during the first half of
1960, while Dr. Thomas A. Dool-
ey’s MEDICO group shipped
$791,668 worth of material aid and
Boys Town of Italy sent $286,975.
Lives of the Saints
St. Veronica
The saints have come to us
from all walks of life and from
all countries. This week’s saint
lived in a small village near
Milan known as Binasco. She
is St. Veronica who lived dur-
ing the 15th century.
Veronica did not have any
schooling and could neither
read nor write but she did have
education in the spiritual life.
Her father was a poor man hut
he would not even sell a horse
without pointing out to the buy-
er the faults of the animal so
he would not cheat the man.
The family was very poor
but Veronica’s father and moth-
er taught her the simplicity of
believing l in God and staying
close to Him —ofdoing everv-
thing for God.
VERONICA grew holier and
stronger. She helped her fanvly
in caring for the farm and
with the other work. She was
a good worker and very obedi-
ent. She loved to be alone and
even when working in the fields
with a group would try to keep
herself apart so she could con-
centrate and talk to God.
The maid was so close to God
that when she prayed she
would often burst into, tears
which would flow to the ground,
forming little streams. When
the other workers came upon
her, Veronica would be so deep
in her thoughts of God that she
would not even notice them.
VERONICA decided that she
would like to give her life to
God as a nun but she was up-
set because she could not read
or write. She therefore sat up
night after night to try and
learn these things.
One day as Veronica was up-
set about knowing so little, the
Mother of God spoke to her and
told her to stop worrying. Mary
said there were only three
things that Veronica had to
know: (1) setting her whole
heart on God; (2) never to be
impatient with the sins or mis-
behaviors of others, but to hum-
bly pray for them; and (3) to
set apart some part of the day
to meditate on the Passion of
Christ.
Veronica was faithful to the
three conditions and after three
years of preparation she was
admitted to the religious rule
of St. Martha, of the Order of
St. Augusline in Milan.
AS A NUN the young wom-
an did everything perfectly ful-
filling even the smallest duties
to perfection. She was so obedi-
ent to the wills of her superiors
that she would sometimes obey
before the command could even
be spoken.
The tears still flowed when
the young nun was in prayer.
When the other Sisters would
put a plate beneath the holy-
nun to catch her tears they
would collect a quart or more.
Veronica converted many by
her goodness and was consid-
ered by her community to'be
full of (he grace of God. She
died in 1-197 at the exact time
she said she would. She was 52
years of age.
Today Veronica is known as
Blessed Veronica and is hon-
ored on Jan. 14, the day she
died.
Springfield Cubs
Honor Den Mother
SPRINGFIELD Mrs. Wil-
liam Lynch, den mother of St.
James Cub Pack, received her
five-year pin at a holiday party
for the Cubs and their families.
Ridgefield Park, Lodi Win
Bergen Journalism Awards
FORT LEE—The Bergen Coun-
ty CYO has announced the win-
ners in its journalism contest for
grammar schools which was pre-
ceded by a journalism course.
St. Francis, Ridgefield Park,
took first place in the newspaper
division with “Angels Echo.”
“The Gem,” of St. Joseph’s, Lodi,
won the first place magazine
jaward.
FIRST PLACE winners will re-
ceive a parish plaque and cer-
tificate and will be entered in
the archdiocesan journalism con-
test. The second and third place
winners will receive cerlificates.
St. Andrew’s Westwood took
second place with its newspaper,
“Live Wire."
Other magazine winners in or-
der were: St. Peter’s, River
Edge, "The Vicar”; Our Lady
Queen of Peace, Maywood, "The
Jewel”; and Our Lady of Mt.
Virgin, Garfield, “Virginette.”
Awards will be made at the
Bergen County Teenage Confer-
ence in June.
Lima's Manuel Teaches Lesson
LIMA, Peru Nine-year-old
Manuel is a hero among his
classmates today for having
saved his enemy, Pedro, from
being blown to smithereens by
Rev. John J. Lawler, a Mary-
knoll Missioncr here.
Since Lima school children
celebrate the end of the school
year with fireworks, it wasn't
long before Manuel came run-
ning to the rectory crying be-
cause Pedro had burned his
new trousers by throwing fire-
crackers at him.
Father Lawler hastened to
the scene of the crime and con-
fronted the culprit. Solemnly,
the New Bedford, Mass., Mary-
knoller dug into his cassock
and pulled out a giant fire-
cracker confiscated earlier
that morning. Asa crowd of
children gathered around the
place of execution, he placed
the explosive in Pedro's back
pocket and prepared to blow
the pants-burncr to kingdom
come. Mouths gaped open and
a hush fell as the end ap-
proached.
SUDDENLY, Manuel, who
had been enjoying the pros-
pects of being freed forever
from such explosive attacks,
remembered something h"6' had
learned In the parish school.
“Can I forgive him?” he
sputtered.
"You’re the only one who
can,” replied the grave exe-
cutioner, striking a match with
a dramatic flourish.
“I forgive him!” he cried,
"I forgive him!”
There followed, an embrace
such as Peru has never'seen,
with all the school children
roaring their approval.
And now who are the best
buddies in St. Rose of Lima
school? Manuel and Pedro, of
course.
HOLIDAY GREETING: The children of the Italian
Catholic Action were fortunate to be in Vatican City
for the holidays where they met the Pope and were
able to wish him a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year.
Miracle Boy
Has Prayer
Of Pope
ALTOONA, Pa. (NC) Folks
called 10-year-old Sammy Hev-
erly Jr. “The miracle child."
And the boy recently received
a message from the Vatican Sec-
retariat of Stale assuring nim
that Pope John XXIII will re-
member the boy in his Masses
and offer prayers for his inten-
tion. The message included the
Pope’s blessing. The boy had
sent the Pope a greeting card
for his birthday in November.
Sammy Hcverly’s intention is
for a more complete recovery
from an accident which almost
cost his life in 1957. He was
struck by an automobile as he
chased a baseball into a street.
His legs and arms were broken,
but today he walks with only a
slight limp.
The accident left Sammy blind,
hut he now has some percep-
tion and can distinguish large
objects. He attends Western
Pennsylvania School for Blind
Children.
U.S. Irish Nuns
Telephone Home
JEFFERSON CITY, Mn.
(NC) Six nuns from Ireland
called home for Christmas,
tnanks to the generosity of their
pupils at St. Joseph’s School.
The Sisters were away from
Ireland on Christmas for the
first time - in their lives this
year. Asa Christmas present
their students chipped in money
to pay for their trans-Atlant’c
calls to their homes.
A Pudding
For the Children
NOTTINGHAM, England
(NC) The children of Naza-
reth House received a 35-pound
Christmas pudding from the
Dried Fruit Growers’ Associa-
tion of Australia. The institution
is conducted hy the Sisters of
St. Joseph of Newark, whose
headquarters are in Spring
Lake, N. J.
CHRISTMAS WINNERS: The above Christmas cards
won second and third prize in the senior division of
the Young Advocate Club. The top card won second
prize for Janis Stephen while the tiny angels at the
bottom won a third prize for Christine Krupa.
Midwest Schools View TV
Via a Flying DC-6 Classroom
LAFAYETTE, Ind. (NC) - The
sky’s the limit literally for
educational television in a six-
stale Midwest area.
Beginning around Feb. 1 a fly-
ing'“classroom” boused in a DC-
-6 circling at 23,000 feet will beam
videotaped instructional pro-
grams to a half-million students
in 16,000 classrooms.
The programs will be carried
on ultra high frequency to Indi-
ana, Ohio,- Illinois and parts of
Kentucky, Michigan and Wiscon-
sin.
THE VENTURE is being con-
ducted by Purdue University with
the assistance of a $7 million
Ford Foundation grant and funds
from other private groups.
Among universities cooperating
in- the project is the University
of Detroit. The Jesuit Fathers’
school has prepared three TV
courses totaling 128 shows: a
French course for third and
fourth grades; a science course
for fifth and sixth grades; and
an American government course
for high school juniors.
The flying classroom project
will continue on an experimental
basis until next June. The TV
courses are designed to supple-
ment but not replace regular
classroom instruction. •
Belleville Group
Gives Yule Party
BELLEVILLE - Children from
St. Peter's School—and a few
younger brothers and sisters—-
entertained at the Little Sisters
of the Foor Home for the Aged,-
Newark, over the holidays.
The children, ranging in age
from four months to 15 years,
presented a program and gave
gifts to each of the 200 guests.
The Sisters reciprocated with a
party in honor of the traveling
players.
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PLfIM NOW
The Reading Center
AT PATERSON
Seton Hall University
offers
Remedial Instruction in Reading for the younger
child. Reading Improvement for theolder student.
New classes begin
February 11, 1961
Registration limited
For appointment and information
Call Ar 5-3425
or write to
MargaretG. Murphy
8.5., A.M. DIRECTOR
Seton Hall University
151 eilison street
PATERSON 2, NEW JERSEY
A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
>e»r»»l fcu Jomy C*>, N. J.
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You Get These EXTRAS Only
In A BROADWAY BANK
CONVENIENT
CHECKING ACCOUNT
1. FREE BOOK of CHECKS PRINTED WITH YOUR NAME
2. PAY ONLY 10/ EACH TIME YOU USE A CHECK
3. NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED
4. NO MONTHLY
MAINTENANCE CHARGE
5. WE PAY POSTACE BOTH WAYS »h« ,M b«* b,
3%InterestOnSavings
Park Free At
Our Lot On
West Broadway
Half Block
From Bank
IHI FRIENDLY NEIGHBORLY BANK
BROADWAY BANK
& Trust Company
VlMeie MOIUAt OlfOM' 'NNURANtt CO*P MDIW Ai m|S|Sv| S«M|m
BROADWAY, Cor. WEST BROADWAY. PATERSON
THE
ROBERT
TREAT
HOTEL
PARK PLACE, NEWARK
CORDIALLY INVITES YOUR
RESERVATIONS FOR
• COMMUNION
BREAKFAST
• ORDINATION
DINNERS
• WEDDING
RECEPTIONS
• OTHER SOCIAL
FUNCTIONS
Modern air conditioned
banquet facilities fine
food and service always.
STANLEY J. AKUS
Manager
I FOR RESERVATIONS
Call MArket 2-1000
A KNOTT HOTEL
ALBERT W. STENDER. Pr.iid.nl
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacists "Says"
m
NEWARK
Sam A Oeoraa Martorana. PraM.
LIU' PHARMACY
Ketabllaheri ovar 90 rear*
Four Raclatarad Pharmaeiata
Fraa Dallvary Opan Kvary Day
Trom 9 a m. to 11 p m.
7»4 Mt. Prospect Avanua aor,
Montclair Avanua
HU 1-4749 Newark, N. J.
JERSEY CITY
VALENTI'* pharmacy
JO»EPH VALENTI, R. ( . Phar.
Praacrtptlona Baby Naada
rhoto [)«pt, —fre« DallvaryMl Will t Ida Av.„ „pp, r.lr\7.w
Jar tav City. N. J.
PHONE: OE 3 1044
WESTFIELb
CENTRAL PHARMACY
Ml.h.tl I. c.rmiia, Ran- Phar.
Praaarlptlnna Cara/ully '
Compnundad
Dm*. Parfumaa CemiUN
Sick Room fttippllaa
11l Cantral Ay»„ Wl.tr,.| d i-MH
NUTLEY
■AY DRUG CO
Jtmtt Rlttlo, Rap. Phar.
Bab. Naada
Praacrtptlona Promptly ruiad
c»«nata Druta and (namallca
111 Pranklln Ava. North Mll'
ORANGE
PORD'I DRUG STORE
Paul Danial, Ph.G
1 Praaarlptiona Callad lor
“and D»U»»rad
, Pray DallvaryI*l Main Sir.at Oranyy, N. J
GIFTS FOR MOMS: Students from Holy Angels Academy, Fort Lee, presented
Christmas gifts to patients in the maternity section of Holy Name Hospital, Tea-
neck, as a holiday project. Left to right are: Mary Win O’Brien, Sister Mary Can-
ice, maternity supervisor; Elaine Tront and Mrs. Janet Stravalle of Fort Lee, a
new mother.
North Jersey Date Book:
Publicity chairmen are Invited to make use of this
service. We will need the name of the speaker (If any)
and topic, and the name of the chairman.
Information received by 10 a.m. on Monday of the
of publication will be Included in the Date Book
Information pertalnln* to school groups will be found
in the PTA column.
JAN. 5
Caldwell College Alumnae (Hudson County
chapter) Meeting at home of Connie Ryan,
Jersey* City, 8:30 p.m.
JAN. 6
Essex Suburban District Council of Catholic
Women Holy Hour, 8 p.m. Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel, Orange. Rev. Joseph Mezzanotte,
0.F.M., Cap., pastor, celebrant.
JAN. 7
Paterson Diocesan Council of Catholic Women
Reception-luncheon, honoring Mrs. Richard
F. Gormley, newly elected director of the
Province of Newark on national board of Na-
tional Council of Catholic Women, at Alexan-
der Hamilton Hotel, Paterson. Bishop McNul-
ty, guest; Mrs. Robert D. Donaldson, chair-
man, Mrs. Eugene Klein, vice chairman
JAN. 8
Immaculate Conception Rosary, Montclair
Meeting and Christmas tea, 3-5 p.m. Mary
Grasso of parish choir will sing; Mrs. Daniel
Griffin, Caldwell, will give readings. Mrs.
Richard Jones, chairman.
Junior Seton League Meeting, Little Theater
of Seton Hall University, South Orange, 3
p.m. Rev. John E. O’Brien, dean of Seton
Hall, speaker.
JAN. 9
League of St. Mary’s Hospital, Orange—Meet-
ing, 8:30 p.m., Nurses’ building.
JAN. 10
a’Kempis Meeting, 2:15 p.m., Robert Treat
Hotel, Newark. Mrs. Harriet Clingman,
speaker: “Today’s Home Fashions for To-
morrow’s Living.”
St. Francis Hospital League, Jersey City
Meeting, 8:30 p.m., Fairmount Hotel, Jersey
City. Barbershop quartet, "The Clef Hang-
ers,” will entertain.
St. Patrick’s Rosary, Chatham Meeting, 8:15
p.m. Miss Graycee, Millburn, demonstration
on cosmetics.
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Rosary, Ridgewood
Covered Dish Luncheon, auditorium, 1 p.m.
William F. Johnson, speaker; Mrs. W. T.
Rogers, Mrs. G. W. Russell, Mrs. G. L. Si-
monetti, chairmen.
JAN. 11
St. Cecilia’s Rosary, Kearny Meeting, 8:15
p.m. Film.
JAN. 12
Woman’s Guild of Seton Hall College ol
Medicine and Dentistry Meeting-coffee
hour, 12:30, dormitory, Seton Hall, South Or-
ange. “Famous Women of New Jersey,” by
Bell Telephone representative.
Marymount College Alumnae, Bergen Chapter
—Meeting at home of Mrs. Richard Moran,
Englewood Cliffs, 8:15 p.m.
JAN. 15
Essex Newark District Council of Catholic
Women Meeting, 3 p.m., St. Peter’s
' Chapel, "Newark.
JAN. 17
Catholic Woman’s Club of Elizabeth Lecture
on flower arranging, Mrs. Ruth Kistner, 2
p.m., Hotel Winfield Scott, Elizabeth.
' JAN. 18
Our Lady of Peace Rosary, New Providence-
Fashion show-luncheon-bridge, B. Altman’s,
Short Hills, 12:30 p.m. Mrs. Robert Sharkey,
chairman; Mrs. William Flynn, assistant.
A Nun and Seventeen Ham Recipes
Win a Two-Week Trip to Poland
CLEVELAND (RNS)—The 17 ham recipes
which Sister Maria Izaslawa of St. Stanislaus
Convent here prepared were adjudged good
enough to win first prize in a national cooking
contest.
And it’s a good thing they were that good,
because the 30 Sisters of the Order of the Holy
Family of Nazareth, for whom Sister Maria
cooks, got practically nothing else to cat ex-
cept Polish ham during the two weeks that Sis-
ter was kitchen-testing the recipes and photo-
graphing them for the contest.
More than 1,000 women entered the contest
sponsored by the Atlanta Cos., importers of Polish
bam. First prize is a trip for two to Poland
and Sister Maria will take Sister Philomena,
of the order’s Pittsburgh motherhouse.
SISTER MARIA is a native of Poland and
left thpre 28 years ago, shortly after entering
the order. The family of Sister Philomena is
also in Poland.
Dominican Honored
For Cuban Relief Work
MIAMI (NC) A Dominican Sister who has a major role
in the Miami diocese's relief efforts for the 30,000 Cuban re-
fugees here has been named one of Dade County’s outstanding
women.
The selection of Sister Miriam was made (Jan. 1) by the
Miami Daily News, the evening daily newspaper here. Dade
County embraces Greater Miami.
The member of the Sisters of St. Dominic of the Congre-
gation of Catherine de Ricci of Albany, N. Y., directs opera-
tions of the four Sisters attached to Centro Hispano Catolico
the Catholic Spanish Center. The 14-month-old center is the
cornerstone of the Miami diocese’s relief work.
SISTER MIRIAM, one of six women cited by the news-
paper. was praised for her wise dealing with hardship cases.
There is & constant stream of bewildered, unhappy, hungry
uprooted people who appeal to the center,” the news-
paper noted.
“Sister Miriam and her associates receive them kindly
listen, advise, aid. Days are endless; filed with service that
none appreciates as much as Cuba’s homeless, jobless money-
less, refugees," the newspaper said.
.t*veteran of 14 years of service in Cuba, she will mark
her 20th year as a Religious next summer.
'Trick or Treaters' Raised
Over $1 Million for UNICEF
. V, NI !,ED * lONS, N. Y. (UN’S) A $1 million check
for the United Nations Children's Fund was presented here to
UNICEF executive director Maurice Pate as a down payment
on monies collected by American boys and girls in Hallowe’en
projects, sponsored in many communities by churches and
synagogues.
OFFICERS for the U S. committee for UNICEF estimated
that the total ItHiO collection would substantially top the pre-
vious year, when the "trick or treat” pennies, nickels and
mines reached $1.5 million.
“Ten years ago, for the first time, UNICEF trick or treat-
cts raised S3G," Pate said.
Today, the Fund aids about 55,000,000 needy children and
mothers in- over 100 developing countries, he added.
Pope John XXIII Thanked Joey
NORTH QUINCY. Mass. (HNS) _ l, was a proud day
in six-year-old Joey Barron's life when lie stood before the
who e student body of St.- Ann's parochial school here to have
XXIIf
SSlnfi bcst0 "' l “l1 up "" -l,im in lhe name of Pope John
The story began when the Pope's 79th birthday on Nov. 25
was approaching and Joey's father, Deputy Fire Chief Wil-
liam Barron suggested: "You should make a little sacrifice
and give him a present.” - .
JOl-.Y promptly sat down, wrote the Pope a greeting card
and put it into an envelope along with his present —a stick
of chewing gum.
Three days before Christmas, Joey got bis thank youfrom the Holy Father.
Apostolate Plan
Opens in Ohio
LOVELAND, Ohio (NC)-The
Grail, an international lay apos-
tolate group for women, will
conduct a four-month training
program for young women in-
terested in apostolic service in
the U. S. or overseas.
The training program will be-
gin Feb. 1 and will be conduct-
ed at Grailville
Anne Mulkcen, Grailville di-
rector, said the four-month pro-
gram is “an unusual step we
are taking because of the need
for trained lay people in so
many parts of the U. S. and
Canada, as well as in Latin
America, Africa and the
Orient."
Woman Phones;
Gets St. Thomas
ST. LOUIS (NC) - Mrs. Don-
ald W. Weidcnhaft dialed the
“Lives of the Saints” telephone
number here and got St. Thom-
as Aquinas.
A 17th-century painting of the
Angelic Doctor was given her
for being the millionth caller
to the telephone inspirational
service begun in September,
1958, by the Catholic Informa-
tion Service.
Parents’ News
Fair Set
In Newark
NEWARK Guests at the
country fair sponsored by the Bt.
Francis Xavier Parent Teachers
Association Jan. 5 will be bidding
for gifts donated by Governor and
Mrs. Mcyner, Mayor Steinman of
Bloomfield and Mayor Carlin of
Newark. The party will be held in
the auditorium at 7 p.m.
Our Lady of Czestochowa, Har-
rison The Mother’s Guild will
meet Jan. 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium.
St. John Kanty, Clifton—The
PTA has planned a Communion
breakfast Jan. 8 following the
7:30 Mass in the Church.
Andrew Ashenbrenner of Lodi, a
member of the Passaic County
Holy Name Speaker’s Bureau,
wll address the group. Mrs. Wil-
liam'Junic is chairman assisted
by Mrs. Frank Rich.
St. Luke’s, Hohokus Mr.
Bertram Biewitt of the Catholic
Forum Speaker’s Bureau will ad-
dress the Parents’ Guild Jan. 11
at 8:30 in the auditorium.
Madame
President
MRS. WALTER S. BOOTH
(Bender Memorial Academy
Mothers’ Club, Elizabeth) has
four children: Patricia, a sen-
ior at Boston College; Nancy,
a freshman at Mary Washing-
ton College, and Susan and
Walter at Bender. The wife of
a doctor, she has headed the
Associated Guilds of St. Eliza-
beths’ Hospital, and the Union
County Medical Society Auxili-
ary, and is heading the New
Jersey Medical Educational
Foundation Women’s. Auxiliary,
the Union County Women’s Aux-
iliary to the Medical Society,
and is a member of the Cath-
olic Women’s Club and the
American Association of Uni-
versity Women. Mrs. Booth’s
cliief interest is people.
MRS. EDGAR J. MOLONEY
(International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae, Suburban
Essex Circle) of East Orange
and Spring Lake, is in her sec-
ond term. Vice president of the
Archdiocesan Presentation Ball,
she is also a charter member
of the Ignatian Guild and the
Maryknoll Sisters Guild. The
sister of Rev. Leo E. McGov-
ern, a missioner in the Philip-
pines, she is a graduate of St.
Elizabeth’s College and is pres-
ently teaching at St. Stephen’s,
Kearny. Actively interested in
the Bayley Seton League, and
the Women’s Guild of Seton
Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry, Mrs. Moloney is the
recipient of the Pro Eeclesia Et
Pontifice medal from Pope
Pius XII. She is a past state
governor of the IFCA, and vice
president of her college alum-
nae.
LOOKING BACK: Mrs. Walter Place of Upper Mont-
clair, right, is showing off some of the work of the
Essex County sewing group to Eleanor Clark, Essex
County Mt. Carmel Guild president. The sewing group
produced almost 250 items for the Guild in 1960.
Chinese Band
Hopes to Play
For Inauguration
SAN FRANCISCO (NO A
$20,000 campaign is underway
here to send the popular St.
Mary’s Chinese Girls Drum
Corps to Washington to march
in the Jan. 20 inauguration pa-
rade of President Kennedy.
The corps, composed of 40
Chinese American girls who
play drums and glockenspiel, is
sponsored by the St. Mary’s
Chinese mission, which has-
been conducted by the Paulist
Fathers since 1902. All corps
members attended the mission
school. Red and gold uniforms
patterned after ancient China’s
imperial guards arc worn by
the girls.
The corps is one of three
California units invited to
participate in the parade. Local
groups are raising funds.
CHRIST IN CHRISTMAS: Star of the Sea Council,
Knights of Columbus, Bayonne, sponsored an essay
contest; “Keep Christ in Christmas,” for the seventh
and eighth graders in Bayonne’s parochial schools.
Grand Knight Joseph S. Ohalek, left, and the judges
presented the awards. The winners and judges in usual
order are: Edmond Suchodalski, Mt. Carmel School;
Dr. Francis Silvistris, Bayonne High School; John
Josefowicz, Washington School principal; Miriam Spec-
kin, St. Henry’s School; and chairman James J. Boyle.
Brazil Apostolate
LOVELAND, Ohio (NC)
Priscilla Rivera, assistant to
the director of the agricultural
department at Grailville Col-
lege here, will leave the U. S.
Jan. 1 for Brazil, where she
will do lay apostolate work
under the sponsorship of the
Daughters of Isabella.
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MODERN HATTERS
(ABC HAT CENTERS)
Homo of a Million Hall
At Lowest Factory Prices
Men's, Ladies & Children's
HATS - CAPS - BRIDAL
HEADWEAR
Hats for the Clergy
MEN'S GENUINE FUR
FELT HATS *4
Volum $7.30 to $2O.
Ladies Gorgeous Designer
Sample Hats Reasonably
Priced "
FACTORY OUTLET
313 3rd Street, Jersey City
0 Block off Newark Ave.)
CALL OL 9-9300
Brand- Outlett:
490 Communipaw Ave.
(at the Junction)
525 Jersey Ave.
(Opp. A A P Market)
CELEBRATING
JOURNAL SQUARE
DAYS
LISS 1
IS EXPLODING
with a
KING SIZE
JANUARY
JAMBOREE
Slock up on drugs, cosmetics, sun-
dries for the entire family.
Featuring the finest in quality
brand merchandise.
DRUG DEPT. STORE
51 Journal Sq., J.C.
HEndcrson 3 1004 7611
Open 363 Days a Year
Open Daily *til 1 A M.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Conduct'd by tho monks of
Saint Paul's Abboy
Pitas* mak* reservations early.
Writ* for Information toi
DIRECTOR OF RETREATS
Queen of Peac* Retreat House
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton, N.J.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
BLAIRSDEN, PIAPACK, N. J.
Ou«»t Houi* for Woman and
"•treat Houi*
ArUHIc French Chateau of breathUklna beauty In the Someraet Hill.
. m °dern facllltlee. Healthful
climate. Excellent meal*. Open year
round to Coavalaacenta, aacatlonlata
and permanent fuaita.
Retreat* from September to June
except the Thanka*lvln*. Chrlilmla.
and New Year’* Weekend.. Daya
- nd Evenings of Recollection.
Olrected by the Slitera of it. John
the Baptlit. PEapack 103)4 0105
A. GROSS CANDLE CO., INC.
_
UNDEN, NEW JERSEY
Candle Makers for Over “100” Years
haV
K
e develo Ped improved methods and
worthv nf L B !* 1,011 better and finer burning candles,ny of the purpose for which they are intended Our
•“"T:, Ir.'/'y’ b ‘ c lS »y—“TllsSrecord of one of the world’s oldest and largest manu-facturers of Church Candles.
DOLLY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
Undor Stott Uconto
An oitobllshtd horn# that It qulot,
restful and luxurious. Located an
spacious grounds. For the agod.
chronically llli and convolotcontt.
S4 Hoar Hurting Staff
SYLVIA NOLI BOLSTIR, R.N.
Dlrocfrott
UfaphuM LA»fc»rt S-7A77
M VALUY lOAD, CLIFTON. N. J
LASTING MEMORIALS
OSTENSORIA
from
$l5O
ALTAR
MISSALS from $2O
USM
Mitchell 3-2260
57 HALSEY ST., NEWARK 7, H.J.
m ve
SOMiTHINO
SPECIAL'
XT’ Kndy to ut In Its mm
t*n» sauce.-Sold hi heady . i»
uubls tliss tumblers. Bar at;
Acme, Food town, Good Desli
Shopriti Markets,or at your mirt
borhood food store.
TASTEE COCKTAILS. Inc , NEWARK, N. J., 81. 3-11.1),I
u
mt
• AMERICAN TOURISTW
• ATLANTIC PRODUCTS
• SAMSONITE
• OSHKOSH
• WINGS
•LARK
LIATHR OOODS A GIFTS FKII MONOGRAMMINO
W« Welcome DINERS’ Club, "International Chari#",
Carta Blanch# and American Express Charfee.
3$ Luccace Shop
)r HfIISEY ST., NEWARK 2, N.J. Mitchell 2-5090
!«*»■»« OermeiNl a»w. mi# AieUeeiT Street
FIRST liy HUDSON COUNTYI
PROVIDENT
PAYS INTEREST
* FROM
DAY OF DEPOSIT!
Transfer your account without charge
inperson or by mail
3 convenient locations in JERSEY CITY
• Washington and York Streets
. • Communipaw and Pacific Avenues
• Bergen and Harrison Avenues
_DsposjtsJnsured To $lO,OOO «Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
PROVIDENT
institution for
SAVINGS a
HUDSON COUNTY'S LARGEST MUTUAL
90
I
V
11
1 HIGHESTSAVINGS
BANK
2tATE IN
ERSEYI
Your money earns
immediately
\m
BANK BY MAIL.
we pay postage BOTH ways!
j m
Use HandyCoupon To Open Your Account Today I
PROVIDENTINSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS in Jersey City—dTdl"
Washington and York Streets, Jersey City, N. J,
P ‘
BANK Incorporated1839
A 1-3
□ Please send me PROVIDENT Bank-By-Mail kits
□ Enclosed Is $ to open an account In the name of
Mr./Mrs./Miss
„
PRINT NAME . ■ •
ADDRESS
CITY_ ZONE STATE.
(Use registered mall when sending cash)
SCORING ACES; Bill Smith, left, of St. Peter’s College and Hank Gunter of Seton
Hall lead their respective clubs in scoring this season. Smith has 200 points in nine
games for a 22.2 average, while Gunter shows 172 in eight games for a 21.5 average.
Immaculate, Marist, Don Bosco Tech
Score Impressive Holiday Tourney Wins
NEWARK The final results are now in on the
Christmas basketball tournaments and it adds up to asolid, if not overly impressive, performance by North
Jersey Catholic schools.
Of the 11 tourneys entered, five were won, including
the all-Catholic Essex Catholic
tourney and the largejy-Catholic
Don Bosco Tech and St. Mary’s
(R) affairs. In the first two, the
hosts prevailed, while Immacu-
late Conception swept through fhe
third.
The other winners were Our
Lady of the Lake, whose success
in the pre-Christmas Northwest
Jersey Conference tourney has
already been chronicled in these
pages, and Marist, which stormed
through the “B” division of the
Marist Brothers invitation tour-
ney against an otherwise all-New
York field.
MOST DISAPPOINTING of the!
tourneys were the Don Bosco in-
vitational, where the host went
down, 69-66, to Bergenfield, in the:
final round, and the St. Peter’s 1
Holiday Festival, where none of 1
the North Jersey Catholic schools
survived the first round. How-
ever, injuries played a part in
both of these setbacks, as Steve
Archer would probably have
made the Dons a winner but for
his broken wrist and Jimmy Bar-
ry would have at least gotten St.
Peter’s into the finals, but for
the torn ligaments in his ankle.
In the other tourneys, there
simply was no Catholic contender
who could match up to the com- 1
petition. St. Michael’s (JC) got
to the finals of the Jersey City
affair, but ran into Dickinson
and was ousted. 63-56. Nobody
even passed the first round in the
IICIAA, North Bergen and Chris-
tian Brothers festivals.
.THE MOST IMPRESSIVE
■showings among the winners
were those by Immaculate Con-
ception, Marist and Don Bosco
Tech. Immaculate emerged from
the St. Mary’s (R) tourney with
full rights to the head position
in The Advocate’s first Top Terf
ranking of the 1960-61 season.
Only St. Cecilia’s (K) in the
first round gave Joe Garvey!s
boys much of an argument be-
fore bowing, 59-50. The scmi-l
finals saw Immaculate avenge
one of its two losses with a 64-37
I rout of the hosts and, in the final,
'the Montclair boys pinned a sec-
ond loss on Queen of Peace, 75-55,
j running wild in the last three
! periods.
| With 61 points for the three
games, Prank Desmond earned
tournament MVP honors and a
premature report credited him
with passing the 1,000-point mark
for his career. This was about
KX) points short of the mark, but
Frank is sure to get there before
season’s end.
_Don Bosco Tech traveled a
downhill road to its title. The
Rams rallied to beat Saddle
Brook, 43-40, in the first round,
then topped Eastern Christian,
43-41 on two foul shots by Bob
Schlegel, tourney MVP, in the
semi-final. Then came the final
with DePaul, which had
trounced Morris Catholic and
Bayley-Ellard, but which suc-i
cumbed easily after a tight first
half, 50-32.
BY ITS NEW YORK victory,
Marist may have moved itself
up to the “A” division of the
tourney, a status it certainly will
reach as soon as it expands to
fit its new campus. Jim Deve-
ney’s boys breezed through this'
one, bouncing Dußois, 68-51, in,
the first round, and trouncing J
New York Cathedral, 70-45, in the
final. Charlie Aleksiewicz, with
20 points in each game, was
(MVP, Stan Nowicki also made
the all-star team, Bob Paradine'
took the foul shooting contest and j
the school received awards for
selling the most tickets and show-
ing the most spirit (this for the
fifth straight year).
Essex had more than a little
trouble in its tourney, defeating!
Walsh, 50-49, in the first round,!
then taking St. James, 60-55, in'
the final. Ron DclMauro was the
big noise in the first game with
14 points, while Hugh Mahoney
tallied 23 in the title contest.
Just what Archer, a 6-2 senior
•might have meant to Don Bosco
is evident from the fact that, ex-
cept for the opening game with
Dumont, five players did all the
scoring and almost all the playing
for Buck Freeman’s team. His
height also would have been a
big help against the giant Bcr-
genfield team (whose nickname,
ironically is the “Mites") in the
final. As it was, the Dons put up
a brave battle with Fred Fischer,
Dick Young and Bill Singer com-
bining for 51 points.
The Top Ten
1. Immaculate Conception
(5-2)
2. Marist (5-9)
3. St. Peter’s (4-1)
4. St. Benedict’s- (3-1)
5. Don Bosco (6-2)
6. Seton Hall (2-t)
7. Bergen Catholic (31)
8. Queen of Peace (5-3)
9. O.L. Valley (3.2)
10. St. Michael's (JC) (1-3)
New Student Center
PHILADELPHIA (NC) St.
Joseph’s College here has open-
ed a three-story student center
costing $675,000.
Slippery Going Marks
NJCTC Relay Events
SOUTH ORANGE They’llbe runningoff the second
and last of the New Jersey Catholic Track Conference
development relay meets at Seton Hall’s outdoor board
track on Jan. 7 and if a few boys bring along their ice
skates, you can't much blame them.
A combination of snow plus
rain on Dec. 29, plus freezing
temperatures on Dec. 30, made
the going mighty slippery for the
Dec. 31 races, which saw Seton
Hall win both varsity events at
cne mile and two miles. The
Pirates hope to duplicate that
trick at the Newark Armory on
Jan. 14 and thus win the NJCTC
indoor relay championships.
This week’s events arc six-lap
and distance medley relays for
varsity runners and six-lap re-
lays for freshmen and sopho-
mores. Starting time will be
moved up until 11 a.in., in the
hope that any overnight freeze
may melt and dry up by the
time the teams take to the track.
THERE WAS nothing startling
about the times run last week,
though Seton Hall’s 3:43 for the
mile relay was noteworthy under
the conditions. (Every other team
in the race fell down at least
once). The Pirate second team
his 8:48 in the two-mile. Seton
Hall also won the freshman re-
lay, but Essex Catholic took the
race.
Essex got a dry if still chilly
track for its Dec. 30 start in the
Irish Christian Brothers meet at
the unheated Newark Armory.
Jerfy Krumeich won the 00 in C.ti,
Hoger Callahan took the 410 in
55.5 and Jerry Smith won the high
hurdles in 8.0 for Ed Cryer’s club.
But lack of field event men cost
the Eagles the team title, which
went to Rice, .40-1/2-38. Bergen
Catholic won the two-mile relay
in 8:49.60.
Perfect conditions prevailed at
the 168th Street Armory, N.Y.,
on the same evening with several
NJCTC teams taking part in nov-
ice and open medley relays.
Tom Donoghuc anchored Our
Lady of the Valley to a second
place finish in the novice event
and St. Peter’s, with Frank Koch
running an opening. 1:14.7 600 leg,
won its section of the open event.
For those who prefer hothouse
conditions on Jan... 7, a sprint
medley relay will be run at the
same site at 6:15 p.m.
Union Bowlers
Open Jan. 14
ELIZABETH The Union
County junior bowling leagues for
girls and boys will open play on
tbe weekend of Jan. 14-15, with
at least 30 teams entered.
Girls will bowl on Saturdays
at Twin City Lanes and tbe boys
on Sundays at Federal Lanes. If
an overflow develops in the girls’
loops, some of the teams will
also roll on Sunday at Federal
Lanes.
League supervisor Lou Freidel
announced that play will continue
through Apr. 26 on a handicap
basis, with the champions enter-
ing the archdiocesan playoffs on
May G at either llayncs Lanes or
Elizabeth Lanes.
Both of the 19(10 champions, St.
Mary’s (Elizabeth) boys and Im-
maculate Conception (Elizabeth)
girls are back to defend their
title. Immaculate also won tbe
archdioccsan title last year.
Title for Pooch
NEWBURGH Cornelia
(Pooch) Harrington ' of DePaul
High School swept every event
to win the Middle Atlantic out-
door speedskating championship
on Jan 2. It was her 'first bid
for the title.
Pirates' Comeback Buoys Tournament Hopes
By Ed Grant
SOUTH ORANGIJ In four days this
-week, Scton Hall University will play three
basketball games which could make or
break its bid for a place in the 1961 Na-
tional Invitation Tournament.
Right now, the Pirates’ chances look
pretty good after their fine comeback to
take fifth place in the Eastern College Ath-
letic Conference Holiday Festival. Their 40-
point loss to Ohio State in the first round
was at least partially atoned for by the
victories over Providence and St. Joseph’s.
The Hawks were the first of the three
major opponents to be met this week by_
Selon Hall orv Jan. 4 at the Palestra in
Philadelphia. On Jan. 6, it will be powerful
Detioit at Walsh gymnasium and the next
night the Pirates go up to Buffalo to meet
Canisius. It's a rough ordeal for Richie
Regan's boys and one local pundit (not this
writer) takes the dimmest possible view
and picks Seton Hall to lose all three.
'ST. PETER’S, whose holiday tourna--
mcnl experience paralleled that bf the Pi-
rates, also has some important business
this weekend as it makes its only Madison
Square Garden appearance of the season
against Manhattan on Jan. 6. The Peacocks
have never won one in the New York arena,
but should end this jinx against the Jas-
pers.
Should both clubs come through these
tests with flying colors, their own Jan. 13
meeting at Seton Hall will take on added
importance. It could even become the de-
cisive contest in the race lo become the
No. 2 local team in the N.I.T. behind St.
John’s.
Things really looked bad for Seton Hall
after the Ohio State debacle. This was a
case of nothing going right from the
pre-game strategy of concentrating on
Olympian 'Jerry Lucas to the actual
court performance of each and every one
of the Pirates.
Coming after a bad showing at Dayton,
it seemed to put any tournament hopes of
the club right out the window.
BUT THE exceptionally strong field
garnered for the festival this year gave
the Pirates a second chance. Providence,
unbeaten until its first round loss to St.
John’s,_jyas a first class opponent and
Seton Hall took the Friars almost in stride,
92-83, with Art Hicks doubling his total of
the two previous games with 30 points and
Hank Gunter tossing in 22.
The St. Joseph’s, game was not exactly
an artistic performance, but still an im-
pressive one, particularly for Hank Gunter,
who hit a career high with 36 points as
lie matched the Hawks’ Johnny Egan al-
most point for point. A big early lead en-
abled the Pirates to hold on against St.
Joseph’s late rally for a 91-83 victory.
St. Peter’s had expected a tough game
with LeMoyne in the first round of the Mid-
dle Eastern College Athletic Association and
it proved to be a mite too tough as the
Peacocks went down, 64-62. It was,, their
first bad. performance of the year and
couldn’t have come at a worse time.
The later victories over Wagner, 74-
65, end St. Francis, 108-95, found the Pea-
cocks regaining some of the form of their
earlier wins over Georgetown and Fairfield.
In the St. Francis game, no less than six
players hit double figures, with Bill Smith
hitting for 31 and running a streak of suc-
cessful foul shots to 22.
Press Box Paragraphs
The Real 'Villain'
Are Christmas basketball
tournaments really necessary?
This question inevitably pops
up every year after the flood
of holiday festivals, jambo-
rees, etc. have clogged the
sports pages during the week
between Dec. 25 and Jan. 1.
The answer depends entirely on
your points of view.
The players themselves are
in favor of them—they’re in
favor of anything that will
give them a chance to chuck
that ball at the hoop. Coaches
of young, inexperienced squads
are also on the pro side—the
tournaments give them extra
games in which to try out
their new boys.
Coaches of more experienced
teams will look with favor on
a tournament that gives their
club a chance to earn more
prestige—one like that con-
ducted by St. Peter's College
and Prep or by Don Bosco.
They may not be quite so char-
itably inclined toward those
tourneys which are merely a
preview of a coming league
season—such as sponsored by
the Hudson County Interscho-
lastic Athletic Association or
Northern New Jersey Inter-
scholastic League.
TWO GROUPS, without
doubt, detest all Christmas
tournaments: coaches’ wives
and the sportswriters of the
daily newspapers. Little ex-
planation is necessary for the
first group: they’d simply like
their husbands to be able to
spend a little time with the
family at the holiday season.
But what about the writers’
beef, as so aciduously set out
in several papers during the
past two weeks? Covering bas-
ketball is their job, so why
should they complain?
One reason is that, believe it
or not, sportswriters are also
human beings, have families,
and used to be able to look
forward to a period of quiet
rest between the holidays, dur-
ing which they might even
take their wife out to dinner
and a show.
ANOTHER IS that they sec
no particular purpose to be
served by most of the tourna-
ments—except possibly to spoil
any anticipation fans might
have for the later regular sea-
son league games.
Few of the games arc much
to watch from tlie professional
point of view—though they can
get quite exciting, to the parti-
san of cither school. Boys who
have spent long hours the week
before Christmas filirg letters
in their proper slots at the post
office often have trouble the
week after Christmas finding
the proper destination for the
basketball. Intercepted passes
and missed shots are the order
of the day.
When you add the simple
difficulty of trying to keep tab
on 10 or more tournaments,
make sure each game goes
into its proper place in the
paper and travel around on icy
roads to cover the main con-
tests, it is easily understood
why the gentlemen of the
fourth estate take a dim view
of the whole proceedings.
HUT >VE WOULD take issue
with their complaints on one
point. They seem to direct
them at the schools and/or
the tournament directors. One
writer even suggested that
Clarke Folsom, originator of
the Don Bosco tourney, be
rather extravagantly punished
for getting the idea rolling in
Bergen County. In our view,
the chief villain, if there be
one, is the executive commit-
tee of the NJSIAA.
During the past 10 years, the
same decade which has seen so
many tournaments springup,
the executive committee has
sponsored a set of restrictive
rules, supposedly designated to
prevent member schools from
overtaxing the players on their
basketball teams. They have
cut down the total number of
games allowed during a sea-
son, limited teams to playing
no more than two games a
week, moved up the season
starling date and generally
promoted the idea that every-
one opposed to these restric-
tions is somehow guilty of
wishing to overemphasize ath-
letics. Since no enlightened ed-
ucator would dare be caught
in this dire crime, the rules
passed with heavy majorities.
SO LET’S TAKE a look at
the rules and at the calendar,
do a little figuring and see
why Christmas tournaments, if
not necessary, arc at least in-
evitable.
The NJSIAA decrees that a
team may play 18 games (or
20 if they take no part in a
Christmas tournament), with
no more than two games each
week as measured from 12:01
a.m. on Sunday to midnight
the following Saturday. The
season must begin no earlier
than the second Friday of De-
cember.
For 1960-61, that meant that
the season began on Dec. 9
and must end before the state
tourney starts on Mar. 1. How-
ever, almost all teams actually
end their season by Feb. 24
(ony three games are sched-
uled after that date by North
Jersey Catholic schools). And
many end it even earlier than
that to leave room for county
tournaments or league playoffs.
NOT COUNTING Christmas
week, there are theiefore 10
full weeks in the present sea-
son, plus two extra days at the
start of the season and three
at the end. At first glance,
this looks like ample room to
squeeze in 18 games at a two-
a-week pace. But take away
that last week and a half,
throw in a week for exams
and there's just about room.
SINCE THE NJSIAA kindly
allows a team to play in a tour-
ney—or play two extra regular
season games during Christ-
mas week—most schools take
advantage of it. Coaches pre-
fer a tournament, since the re-
sults of these holiday affairs
canned count against them in
league play: if they win, it’s
fine; if they lose, they can
chalk it off to post-officeitis
and forget about it.
And if the squeeze play is
rough this year, think what it
will he when the season begins
on Dec. 13 or 14, as it will in a
few years. There will then be
just 10 weeks in the season
(nine not counting the last one
in February) and no place to
put the game or games dislo-
cated by exams. But perhaps
by then, a reform movement
will have swept the NJSIAA
and the association will give
the scheduling of games back
to the individual schools where
it belongs and Christmas tour-
neys—in the mass sense, that
is—will be a thing of the past.
League Games
Top Cage Sked
NEWARK League activity
gets into full swing for North
Jersey Catholic high school
teams this week with almost
half the 56 listed contests hav-
ing conference implications.
Top games in the three Cath-
olic circuits are Bergen Cath-
olic at Queen of I’eace in the
Tri-County Catholic Conference
on Jan. 6; St. Michael's (JO
at St. Mary's (R) in the North
Jersey Catholic Conference on
the same date; and St. Mary’s
(P) at Don Bosco Tech in the
Passaic-Bergcn C.C. on Jan. X,
, St. Peter’s is at Dickinson
in a key Hudson County south-
ern division and just hopes that
Jim Barry will be recovered
in time for the game. Marist
will find ot)t‘ its league staUis
on Jan. 11 when it plays host
to the defending divisional
champ, Snyder. In North Hud-
son, St. Michael's opens de-
fense of its county title against
Union Hill on Jan. G and visits
Holy Family on- Jan. 10.
Oratory, with its high-scoring
Fran Pinchot, will test. Newark
Academy on Jan. 10 at Newark
in an Ivy League encounter,
with Dclbarton paying a visit
to the same court on Jap. G.
Our Lady of the Lake has a
Northwest Jersey Conference
date with Sussex on Jan. G.
School, College
Sports
COLLEGE /
Thursday, Jan. 5
Scion Halt <P> at Kiwis (N.Y.)
Friday, Jan. 6
SI. Peter’s at Manhattan (MSG)
Detroit at Setnn Hall
Saturday, Jan. 7
Seton Hall at Canisius
Paterson State at Seton Hall <P)
Seton Hall Divinity at Brooklyn Cathe-
dral
Wadnasday, Jan. 11
National Atones at Seton Hall (P)
Seton Hall Divinity at Dickinson Eve-
ning
SCHOOL
Thursday, Jan. S
Don Bnsco Tech at St. Cecilia’s (K)
•St. Itonaventure at St. Joseph's (P)
* St. Luke's at St. John’s
Hanson at O.L. Valley
Friday, Jan. 4
••• Hertien Catholic at Queen of Peace
••• St. Joseph’s at Don Uosco
••St. Michael’s (JO at St. Mary'fl <R)
Passaic at Pope Pius
Immaculate Conception at St. Aloysiua
St. Mary’s (JO at St. Anthony’s
St. Janies at liarrinKcr (aft.)
St. Michael's (N) at St. Patrick's
Walsh at Essex Catholic
WTchawken at Holy Family
Marlst at Ferris (aft.)
St. Bernard’s at Oratory (aft.)
o.L. Lake at Sussex
DePuul at Pompton Lakes
C.B.A. at Hosclle Catholic
South Side .it Si Benedict’s
Union Hill at St. Michael's (UC) (at
Jersey City Armory)
St. Peter's at Dickinson
Delharton at Newark Academy (aft.)
St. Mary’s (E> at Jefferson
Saturday, Jan. 7
Holy Trinity at Westfield
Trenton Catholic at Seton Hall
Delharton at Hun (aft.)
Sunday, Jan. B
(all afternoon uumes)
•St. Itonaventure at DePnul
•St. Mary's <P> at Don ltosco Tech (A)
•St. Joseph’s (P) at St. Luke’s (A)
•• Holy Traity at Walsh
••Sacred Heart at St. Michael’s (N)
••St. Aloysius at St. Mary’s (JO
Seton Hall Divinity at Queen of Peace
Harrison at St. Cecilia's <K>
St Peter’s at St. Michael’s (JO
Immaculate at Hay ley -Ellard
Monday, Jan. 9
St James at Bloomfield Tech (aft.)
St. Mary’s <P) at Bayley-Ellard
Tuesday, Jan. 10
•St. Luke's at Don Bosco Tech
••Holy Trinity at St. Mary’s (It)
Paiamus at Bergen Catholic-
St. Anthony's at St Michael’s (JO
SL Michael’s «N) at Essex Catholic
(aft.)
St. Michael’s iL'O at Holy Family
Morris Catholic at Netcons
Oratory at Newark Academy (aft.)
O.L. Lake at Florida (N.Y.)
Jto>elle Catholic at ’Essex Catholic JV
(aft.)
St. Peter’s at Lincoln
St. Patrick’s at St. Mary’s (E)
Seton Hall at Jefferson (aft.)
Eastern Christian at Delharton (aft.)
Wednesday. Jan. 11
•••St. Joseph’*, at Pope Pius (aft.)
St Bonaventure at Paterson Tech
••
s.„ i,,! Hr.,it .tt m. ( erilia's (K)
Snyder at Marist
•••Tri-County C.C.: ••North Jersey
C.C.i • Passaic Bergen C.C.
Seton Hall Bowler
Fourth in Tourney
NKW YORK Bowlers from
Seton Hall and St. Peter's'finish-
ed fourth and fifth, respectively,
in the Eastern Intercollegiate in-
dividual bcwling tournament on
Jan. 2.
Art Haast of the Pirates rolled
1.465 for eight games and Ray
Farley of St Peter's hit 1,453 as
they finished close behind the
winner. Ira Koondcl of N.Y.U.
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CLEARANCE
Prictt Slashed on Entire Stock of
New 1960 FORDS
• OAIAXtES • EAIRIANES
• FALCONS • THUNDERBIRDS
<A P HIGHEST TRADE-INS!
3 • CASH REFUNDS
OF ALLOWANCEI
DOWN • LOW BANK RATESI
UPON CREDIT APPROVAL
■*»y Mvmente _ i ow blnk r ,„,
Immediate credit approval
Open till t:J» P.M.—l.t. till t pju.
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3. N. J.
Ml 3-8000
No Matter How
You Get There
W GET
OUR
DEAL
ON THE NEW
1961
• IMPERIALS
• CHRYSLERS
• PLYMOUTHS
• VALIANTS
Now on Displayl
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
MURPHY BROS.
Motor Sales
ELizabeth 5-5600
501<-511 No. Broad Streat
Op.n Doily 8 A.M. to 9 P.M:
Saturday* to 6 P.M.
“AFTER WE SELL - WE SERVE"
STATION WAGON
HIADOUARTERS
metal ROOIES from S2M
All Makes
tad Models
PACE MOTORS
n CENTRAL AVI
EAST ORANGE
kt. m*
NEW YORK
Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
(Est. 1893)
Delicious Luncheons and Dinners
served In Homelike Atmosphere
Daily and SUNDAY Air Cond.
Convenient to Coliseum & Theatres
Choice Wines and Liquors. Musak
SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES
ACCOMMODATING IS to 60
729 Eighth Ave., (at 46th St.)
NEW YORK CITY
i
There's still time.;
-G-L/v
There's still time to.
start your 1961 Christmas
Club. Plan now to make the
holidays next year happier than ever...
by making sure you get your own personal
November "bonus"... and by making sure it's
big enough to pay all your year-end billsl
//
But remember,jt's January already andyou have to act fast!
PATERSON
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BrojtJiJyitMjiMon At.
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Stri ct St. itPifkAr.
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NATIONAL BANK
OF PASSAIC COUNTY
ILOOUmCOALEUSMiinSt ' RINCWOOOCi»u«oMt CnliMfckß*
MOUNTAINVIIW Ssoclocßillßoslin BOROUGHof TOTOWAWwiWstYwiA
POMPTONLAKES MWssjqwAi. MANAOUEBOROUGHRint»i»dA*.it<tli»<
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FOR ALL WINTER SPORTS
VISIT NEW JERSEY S
•WINTER WONDERLAND
OF All WINTER
SPORTS EQUIPMENT
AT .
..
DENVILLE
BOAT & SPORT CENTER
Rt. 46, Denville. OA 7-3030
Open Mon. thru Sat. till 9 PM.
♦ LAKE MOHAWK
JOSEPH F. MURPHY
REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
*AI.L* - IU\
#t \|s hi
PARKWAY 9 5280
• SPARTA. N jBOX 1041
JosephH. Browne
Company
1904 OUR 57th YEAR 1961
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ASH CANS • MATS « SOAR
ROUSH • IROOMS • IRUSHIS
WAX • SRONOIS • RAILS
• TOILET RARER
• MORRINO EQUIRMINT
RARER « RARE* TOWELS • CURS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
MfeJenee 1-0471
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
*
Residential Rnofing
* Leaders & Gutlers
*
Siding
EL 3-1700
*43 NEW POINT ROAD
ELIZABETH, N.J.
ESTABLISHED 1913
CWV Sponsors
Speech Contest
NEWARK The annual ora-
torical contest for Catholic high
school students sponsored by the
Essex County Chapter of the
Catholic War Veterans will be
held Jan. 8 at 2:30 p.m. at' St.
Francis Xavier auditorium.
Topic for the contest this year
is “What Are We as Catholic
Youths Doing Today to Prepare
for the Future?” Each contestant
will give a speech of five min-
utes duration and one boy and
one girl winner will be chosen
The county champions will then
represent Essex at the state fi-
nals to be held sometime in Feb-
ruary. Co-chairmen for the con-
test are George Southwick and
Miss Mary Crilly, while Very
Rev. George E. Sherry, 0.5.8.,
'county chaplain, heads the hon-
orary committee-
Christmas Gift
ELIZABETH Members of
the Union Senior CYO Council
donated $3O toward purchase of
Christmas gifts for seven boys
in the juvenile detention quar-
ters of the Union County Jail.
A is a
generic term covering all orders,
congregations and societies of
men and women religious.
INDIAN COLLEGE: One of the premier colleges at Madras University in Madras,
India, is the Jesuit s Loyola College. It has about 1,900 students studying for degrees
in arts, science and commerce, and about 300 students studying and doing research
for master’s degrees. The vast majority of students are Hindus with only 320 Cath-
olic students of the Latin and Syrian rites. At left, in the center of the 100-acre cam-
pus is Christ the King Church. Upper right is the college’s science building. Lower
right, students are passing the main arts building of the college.
St. Joseph's Leads in Title Defense
ELIZABETH - St. Joseph’s
(Roselle) and St. Genevieve’s
(Elizabeth) are deadlocked for
the lead in the Union County
CYO intermediate boys basket-
hall league after the first mo'lth
of play.
Both teams show 4-0 records
and hold a one-game lead over
Holy Rosary (Elizabeth) and St.
Michael’s tCranford), which are
3-1. St. Joseph’s, which_won the
title last year, has now taken 16
games in a row over the two
seasons.
• In the junior boys loop, split
into two divisions this year, St.!
Anthony’s (Elizabeth) leads one
half with a 3-0 mark, while St.
Genevieve’s leads the other with
a 4-0 mark.
The suburban grammar boys
loop is topped by St. Joseph’s
(Roselle) with 3-0.
SS. Peter and Paul (Elizabeth)
has two undefeated teams going
for it in the girls leagues. In
grammar school play, it is dead-
locked with St. Michael’s (Eliza-
beth) at 4-0 and, in Division 1 of
the junior loop, its 4-0 record is a
half-game better than the 3-0 of
St. Jonn the Apostle (Clark-Lin-
den).
In Division 2, St. Elizabeth’s
(Linden) leads with 4-0.
Vocation Notes
'Act Well Your Part'
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
Actors and actresses, from what we read, sometimes do
strange things. But I don't recall ever having read of anyone
of them having been so strange as to decide not to act their
part in a play, and, instead, deliberately to try to act the
part of someone else. With no one playing their part, and with
their trying to play a role which someone
else had been trained to play much, better,
the whole play would, of course, be
ruined.
Born Actors
According to Shakespeare we are all
aclots. In his play, “As You Like It,” he
wrote —and rightly so:
"All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women players on it."
Life is a vast and mighty play. God is
the author of it. And not only has He
carefully composed each part in the play. He has done what
no other playwright could ever do, He has created the actors
to play all the parts.
Nothing to Fear
Perhaps you are afraid that you won’t like "playing the
part” of a priest —or a Brother —or a nun. Have you ever
asked one of them what “playing the part” is like? I am
sure they would be in complete agreement with what a Mary-
knoll priest in South America wrote in answer to a letter
written by Bing Crosby. Bing had referred to missionaries as
"real heroes." "We’re not heroes,” said the Maryknoller,
"we’re having fun!”
For Real
In 1942, the famous actor, Jose Mojica, gave up mansions,
millions and a movie career to become a priest. And it all
started while he was preparing to act in a play the part of a
Franciscan. Deciding that he would be much happier out of
the world of make-believe, he became a real Franciscan
priest.
And as to the importance of parts in plays, Bing Crosby
ought to know. Here is something he wrote for a little book-
let a few years ago: "A while ago I gave a small piece of
my mind on this business of vocations. As I spend most of my
time in Hollywood, I naturally thought of it in movie terms,
and I said, ' ... The boys and girls who take the roles of the
Brothers and the Sisters and the Father O’Malley’s are the
real stars in life's big show.’ "
A Good Guido
Necessary to the success of every play is a good director.
For your director in the great play of life I refer you to
"Holy Virginity" written by Pope Pius XII. In it he quotes the
advice of St. Ambrose to nuns and future nuns: "Therefore
let holy Mary guide your way of life."
The same advice holds good for future priests and
Brothers.
Apostolate for Vocations
Newark Archdiocese Msgr. William F. Furlong, Seton
Hall University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone: SOuth Or-
ange 2-9000.
Paterson Diocese: Rev. John P. McHugh, DePaul High
School, Wayne, N. J. Telephone OXbow 4-5759.
Bergen Group
Plans Retreat
CRESSKILL A retreat at
Carmel Retreat House in Oak-
land on Jan. *2O-22 for girl mem-
bers will feature the January
program of the Young Catholic
Adults of Bergen County.
Joan Stevens is chairman of
the affair and requests all those
intending to take part to bring
the deposit of $5 to the Jan. 8
meeting at St. Therese’a Church!
hall.
This first meeting of the
new year is scheduled for 8 p.m.
and will be followed by a social.
Other activities scheduled for
the month include an executive
board meeting on Jan. 11, a re-
ception on Jan. 13, a meeting of
the discussion group on Jan. 18.
a mystery night on Jan. 27 and
the monthly Communion break-
fast on Jan. 29.
The Young Catholic Adults Is
open \o membership to all single
Catholic men and women 23 and
over in the New Jersey-New
York area.
Winter Jaunt
For Gregorians
ORANGE A winter week-
end at Oak ’n Spruce, South
Lee, Mass., on Jan. 27-29, will
feature the January schedule of
the Gregory Club of New Jersey.
Ann Princiotta is chairman.
Other events of the month will
include a general meeting on
Jan. 6, at which an executive
board election for one vacancy
will be held; an apologetics
meeting on Jan. 13, at which
Rev. Denys llennessy, 0.5.8.,
will discuss the forthcoming
Ecumenical Council; a current
events meeting on Jan. 20 at
which Abbot Charles V. Coris-
ton, 0.5.8., of St. Paul’s Abbey,
Newton, will discuss "The Afri-
can Situation"; and an informal
night for stay-at-homes on Jan.
27.
All of these programs will be
held at the clubhouse in Grau-
lich’s, 3(59 Park Avc., Orange.
Parish
CYO Briefs
Blessed Sacrament (Eliza-
beth) juniors will enjoy an eve-
ning of ice skating at Asbury
Park’s Convention Hall on Jan.
6 . . . Seniors at St. Rernard'i
(Plainfield) will hold an Ha-
waiian Night dance on Jan. 14
and hope to obtain simulated
palm trees for decorations.
Plans for an ice skating party
later this month will be dis-
cussed at the Jan. 9 meeting
of the St. Elizabeth's (Linden)
juniors . . . St. Michael’s
(Cranford) plans a roller skat-
ing party for its juniors on Jan.
13 at Elizabeth.
Gregory Club Plans
Retreat Weekends
ORANGE Reservations arc
now being accepted for the an-
nual women’s and men’s re-
peats of the Gregory Club of New
Jersey, which will take place on
the weekend of Feb. 24.
Co-chairmen for the retreats
are Virginia Clohosey and Joe
Palestrino.
Holy Trinity Wins
Union Tournament
WESTFIELD Holy Trinity
won the first annual Union Coun-
ty Parochial Grammar School in-
vitation basketball tournament on
Dec. 27 when it defeated St. John
the Apostle (Clark-Linden), 22-14,
at Holy Trinity High School.
Bill Imperato and Mike Cooney
did almost all of the scoring for
the winners with 10 points apiece.
Hawaii Pop Songs Come
From Pen of Order Priest
HONOLULU (RNS) As the composer of a number
of popular Hawaiian songs, Jt appears that fame and for-
tune await a priest of Honolulu who has a vow of poverty
and no musical training.
Under the pseudonym of George Donn, Rev. Gregory
Shea, SS.CC., writes the music
and lyrics for Haleakala_ Rec-
ords distributed by the Theresa
Cecilia Music Association,
Maui, Hawaii. The firm’s new-
est recording, “Christmas in
Hawaii,” made the hit parade
in the Islands.
FATHER SHEA’S “Lei Day
in Hawaii” was chosen the of-
ficial May Day song of Hawal
in 1960. Other songs by him
include “My Waikiki Wahine,”
"Ave Maria Ave,” “Whispering
Waves,” “My Angel was Sing-
ing Hawaiian," “My Little
Brown Baby,” and “White
Sands of Makena."
Father Shea, a native of
Rhode Island, loves to
sing (tenor) and for years has
put his own words to music for
amusement. One day a friend
asked, “Why don't we get on
the hit parade?”
“Good idea,” the priest ra-
plied. “Let's.”
And that's how Theresa Ce-
cilia Music Association, a
closed corporation of four mem-
bers, was started to make the
recordings.
BEFORE COMING to Hono-
lulu, Father Shea was gradu-
ated from Catholic University,
Washington, earned a law de-
gree, and was ordained in 1949.
He became assistant superin-
tendent of Catholic schools In
Hawaii after serving two years
in Molokai and six years in
Haleakela.
While pastor of a small
church on the island of Maul,
there was need for a pianist.
Father Shea borrowed an in-
struction book and taught him-
self to play the instrument.
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ACADEMY OP
SAINT ELIZABETH
JEffaraon 9-1600
Founded In 1899 by the Sitter* of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convont Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Arts College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N. J.
Boys - Young Men
WANTED
IMMEDIATELY!
To serve Christ in the
Classrooms of America as
Christian Brothers
of Ireland
• QUALIFICATIONS
Love of God, Generosity, Common
Sense, Average Intelligence, Good
Health
• OPPORTUNITIES
Unlimited Spiritual Advancement,
Intellectual Achievement, Genuine
Happiness
For information, visits
Bergen Catholic H. S.
Oradell
Essex Catholic H. S.
“ Newark
For details, writes
Rev. Br. E. C. O'Connor
715 North Avenue
New Rochelle, New York
(i>
Dedicate your life to Christ
and His Blessed Mother in
helping teen-age girls with
problems . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIES:
Serial Work, Toothing, Dlotatio,
Nursing, Clarlral Work, at*.
High Sthool racommandad.
For further Information writ* to
MOTHER SUPERIOR
Ctnvtnt af tha Oood Shaphard
M 6 Suiaax Avtnua
Morriatown, N. J.
MwrmMßiiM i n*MM4«M4 iMMiur.lmwn.ll m i imiw*.
THE
TBINITARIAN FATHERS
•ffer on opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lock of fund* no Impodiment.
Write to.
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
8741, Baltimore 8, Maryland
—R*<eM*we»aeeweie>*»m»»aaNi>t>ia««a.'>
PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A Franciscan Community)
Activities Hospitals: nurslnf. pharmacy,
laboratory. X-ray. office, library, and domestic
work. Schools: catechetical, elementary, and
secondary schools: professional and practical
•chools of nurslnf Homes for the aied. the
convalescent, and homeless children. Korelfn
missions. Afe: 14 to 30.
Writ* to Vocational Directress,
10 Morris Avenue, Denvllle, New Jersey
(Telephone: OA 7 9008)
You are invited to enroll yourself or a
loved one
Leatherette bound certificate matted immediately
CUSTOMARY OFFERING:
Perpetual Individual Membership
_
$5.00
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY UNION
135 West 31st Street, New York 1, N.Y.
LOngacre 3 0077. It no answer, call
PE 6 2249
BE A FRANCISCAN PRIEST
Christ In All Things
Do HIS Work In Parish**, School*,
Homo 4 Foreign Mission*
For further information write:
FRANCISCAN FATHERS.
St. Bernerdine'i Monastery, Boa 177
Hollideysburg, Pa.
*
Camp St. John’s
A Lakeside Mountain Camp
Boy* 6-16, 2,300 ft. olf. Sandy b.ach on Hunter Lake, N. Y. 100 milt* from
N.Y.C. Modern buildings. Lavatory In tach cabin. Hot thowtri. Excellent meals.
Diversified activities, recreational and instrumental. Mature, professional teachers
and coaches from top-ranking colleges and prep schools. Ono counsellor for
every four boys. Jesuit Chaplain. One all-inclusive fee. Recommended by Oood
Housekeeping. Catalog. %
Wrlto Robert X. Oiegengack, Yale Unlv. Athletic Ass'n, New Haven, Conn., or
Phono ORogon 7-4566 (N.Y.C.); VAlley Stream S-IRII (Long Island).
For Persons Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, East Paterson, N. J.
THE ORCHESTRAS OP
JOE PAYNE and DUKE COLLINS
(On Alternate Weeks)
Directions:
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
TAKE TV* MUItIY OUT POP
FREE PARKING
AIR CONDITIONED
Specializing In HOMt MADE
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
Under Perienal Supervlilon
PETER ILVENTO
Jersey City. HE 3-8945
*Mia
KOHLER’S
Suiss Chalet
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR
•
PARTIES TO 1000
lUNCHEON and DINNERS
Diamond 2-2711
120 W. PASSAIC ROCHELLE PARK
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
Invites you to enjoy its superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
Par Reiervationi Coll COHoe 1-454 J - Route 17, Paromue, N' J.
LOYOLA SCHOOL
(Grades 9-12)
A JESUIT DAY SCHOOL
FOR BOYS
Announces
Scholarship
And
Entrance
Examination
Sat., Jan. 28, 1961
FOR APPLICATION FORM
Apply to:
Reverend Headmaster
Park Avenue at 83rd Street
New York 28, Nr Y.
BUtterfield 8-6200
GOOD CATHOLIC FILMS... ? ?
CERTAINLY...!
Pop* Pius XI said " . . . there exists today no moans of
influtncing tho manoi mart potont than tho cinema."
Horo aro films that will bo Influonco toward botfor Catholic living.
They will incroaso attondanco at mootings promoto Catholic Action
to now hoights Incroaso Intorost In tho teachings of Christ —and
make sanctity moro dosirablo . . , Thoso feature length films can reap
a spiritual harvest for you |ust at they've done for others. They
can be an effective supplement to the good work you aro now dolngl
"Loyola—The Soldier Saint" "life of St. Francis af Assisi"
"Virgin of Guadalupe"
,
"St. Benedict" "Christ The King"
"Cure of Ars" "life of Mother Soton"
FOR FULL INFORMATION SEND FOR THE 1961 EDITION
CATHOLIC FILM DIRECTORY
Now availabl. mor. than 230 Catholic R.ligiou* Filmi d.icrib.d In
annotat.d lilting. FREE to cl.rgy and raliglaui $l.OO t« •thin.
Dept. AD 29 Salem Way, Yonkers, N.Y.
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES
REMEDIAL AND
IMPROVEMENT SERVICES
For Children and High School Students
READING
SPRING SEMESTER 1961
Seton Hall University offers afternoon and evening pro-
grams In remedial and improvement services at the Uni-
versity Campus, South' Orange, New Jersey, Im
READING
These services are provided for students between the
ages of eight and eighteen.
Children will be interviewed and tested and will then
be assigned to small-group classes taught by spe-
cialists.
Interviews and testing will be held at University Campus,
South Orange, New Jersey, until January 14, 1961.
Twenty semi-weekly sessions will be held beglnlng Jan-
uary 16, 1961. Enrollement is limited.
For application and further information contacti
Mr. ANTHONY B. SURACI
Director of Remedial Services
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SOUTH ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
Telephone: SO 2-9000 Ext. 171
ITS NOT TOO LATE
TO JOIN OUR
CHRISTMAS
CLUB
Regular weekly deposits
t tar ted now can pay all your
holiday expenses next year.
ph; i 10 EXTRA INTEREST DAYS
MTOSITS RECEIVED ON OR BEFORE
JANUARY Kith DRAW INTEREST
FROM JANUARY lit
3%% Interest on Savings from SS. to tJSfiOO.
Payable and Compounded Quarterly
ORANGE SAVINGS
cßank
fcd«f«| Dspos* Bunco Carp.
Dominican Sisters
Start New Infirmary
CALDWELL Archbishop Boland broke ground Dee.
28 for St. Catherine of Siena Infirmary to be erected at
the mother-house of the Sisters of St. Dominic here. The
infirmary, which will house 100 aged and ill Sisters, is ex-
pected to be completed by April, 1962.
The infirmary is part of a
threefold building program un-
derway at the molherhouso here.
The other projects are the re-
cently completed three-story
classroom and science wing for
Caldwell College for Women and
'the college dormitory for 200 stu-
dents and 35 faculty members
which is under construction.
The infirmary will contain in
addition to 100 patients' rooms,
chaplain's quarters, guest rooms,
dining room, community room,
solaria, kitchen and two ele-
vators. Nurses' stations will be
situated on the second and third
floors. An intercommunication
system will link all parts of the
building, which will be air-con-
ditioned throughout. A convent
garden is included in the plans.
The exterior will be of buff
brick to match the college and
academy buildings.
The community, which was
founded in 1881, now numbers
526 Sisters, 22 novices and 29 pos-
tulants. It conducts 40 parish
elementary schools, one parish
high school, three academies and
Caldwell College. In the ele-
mentary schools there is a total
enrollment of 25,267; in the high
schools, 1,424, and in the college,
Pl 9.
Besides the Newark Archdio-
cese and the Paterson Diocese,
the Sisters are stationed in the
Boston Archdiocese and the Dio-
ceses of Trenton, Bridgeport and
Mobile.
BEGIN SISTERS’ INFIRMARY: Archbishop Boland breaks ground for St. Cath-
erine of Siena Infirmary for the Sisters of St. Dominic of Caldwell. Assisting at the
ceremony are Rev. John J. Ansbro, left, chaplain of Caldwell College for Women,
and Mother Dolorita, O.P., superior general of the community. The ceremony took
place Dec. 28 on the grounds of the motherhouse, Mt. St. Dominic.
Renew Grant to
Father Schuh
JERSEY CITY Rev. Joseph
Schuh, S.J., chairman of the bi-
ology department at St. Peter’s,
College, has received a renewal!
of the $2,000 grant awarded him;
last year by the Brown-llazcn
Fund of Research Corporation,
New York City, for his research
project.
Father Schuh will conduct his;
research at St. Peter’s College;
and at the Marine Biological
Laboratory, Woods Hole. Mass.,
where he is now on sabbatical
leave collaborating with Dr. Paul
Nace of McMastcr University, Ca
ada, on experimental diabetes.
The Jesuit priest was recently
appointed to the executive com-
mittee, Jesuit Research Council.
Jesuits to Say
Alumni Mass
JERSEY CITY - A triduum of
Masses"by the 40 Jesuits at St.
Peter's College will be offered
for the families of the alumni on
the three days preceding the feast
of the Holy Family, Jan. 8, it
was announced this week by Very
Rev. Edward F. Clark, S.J., pres-
ident.
In a message to the alumni,
Father Clarke stated that “start-
ing in 1961, we the St. Peter’s
Jesuit family will annually ex-
press in this way our belief in
the sanctity of the home and our
affection and-interest in the lives
of our alumni.”
Would Preserve
Catholic Values
VATICAN CITY - Cardinal Ot-
taviani, Secretary of the Sacred
Congregation of the Holy Office,
has founded and will direct an
organization to preserve and
strengthen the influence of Chris-
tian ideals in society.
The institute .will be named for
St. Pius V and will “give new
means • to persons and or-
ganizations engaged in promoting
Christian ideals,” including as-
sistance to poor schools and par-
ishes and promoting vocations.
To Restore Dominican
Friary in England
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE, Eng-
land (NC) —A pre-Rcformalion
Dominican frairy here is to be
restored and returned lo the Do-
minicans.
The well-preserved ruins are
described as probably the most
complete example of Dominican
monastic development in the
country. The restoration will be
paid .for through a national ap-
peal for funds.
CCD Courses Begin
Week of Jan. 8
NEWARK The Teacher Training Course conducted
by the arcluiiocesan Confraternity of Christian Doctrine
will begin its Spring session the week of Jan. 8 in five
centers of the Archdiosese.
Attendance at the 13-week doctrine, course is a partial
requirement for a certificate to
teach in the parish Confraternity
Schools of Religion. Adults who
completed a course in 'methods;
last November will receive a cer-
tificate at the, end of the Spring
season. New registrations will be
accepted for those who wish to
begin l now and complete the
methods course next Fall.
Registration is also open to
those who wish a refresher
course in Christian Doctrine. The
registration fee of $5 covers both
the methods and doctrine courses
and includes all textbooks.
THE CENTERS for the courses;
are as follows: .
Wednesdays, 7:30-9:30 p.m.,
starting Jan. 11: South Orange,
McNulty Hall (Science building),
Seton Hall University (parking in
the gymnasium area); also West
New York, Our Lady of Libera
School, 5808 Iloulcvard (turn at
(10th St., to parking lot in-roar
Of. school).
, Thursdays, 7:30-9:30
starting Jan. 12: Bayonne, St.
Vincent's School, 90 w, 47th St
(between Ave. I? and Ave. C);
Fair Lawn. St'. Ann’s School An
nex, Route 4 and Summit Ave.;
Scotch Plains, St. Bartholomew's
| School, 2032 Wgatfield ,Ave.
(Route 22 to Exit).
Archbishop’s
Appointments
SUNDAY, JAN. 15
3 p.m., Confirmation for adults,
Sacred Heart Cathedral, Newark.
To Show Firearm
Collection at
Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE An out-
standing collection of firearms
and other weapons used during
the French and Indian, and the
Americjin_ Revolutionary Wars
will be exhibited during January
at tlie Seton Hall University Mu-
seum in the library here.
Outstanding in the display will
be the only complete Hessian
“Brunswick Dragoon” halbert ex-
tant, a rare “over and under"
Jaeger rifle from about 1725, an
English “Brown Bess” musket,
a “wall gun” used aboard ships
and colonial fortresses in lieu of
cannon, a rare left-handed Ken-
tucky rifle, and the powder horn
carried by the “turn-coat” Ebcn
Farrington during the Revolution-
ary War.
The greater part of the dis-
play is from the collection of
Joseph E. Fritzinger, West Or-
range. Other contributors are
L. C. Bauer, Caldwell; Karl
Krueger, Orange; J. K. Watson,
South Orange and William Rob-
ertson, West Orange.
Wadsworth to
Speak at Seton
Convocation
SOUTH ORANGE - James J.
Wadsworth, U. S. Ambassador to
the United Nations, will address
the student body and faculty of
Seton Hall University on Jan. 13,
at 11 a.m. in the Archbishop
Walsh Auditorium.
His appearance is part of Seton
Hall’s Career Convocation series
which has been presented by the
University the past 11 years.
Msgr. John J. Dougherty, pres-
ident of Seton Hall, will introduce
the Ambassador. Leonard Drey-
fuss will serve as moderator for
the question and answer period.
German Spanish Club
BOCHUM, Germany (NC —•
Catholic authorities have opened
l "Club Espanol” here for the
2,000 Spaniard' working in the
Ruhr industrial area.
Kindergarten Association Unit
Formed in Newark Archdiocese
NEWARK—A unit of the Na-
tional Catholic Kindergarten As-
sociation will be formed for the
Newark Archdiocese at a meet-
ing of principals and kindergar-
ten teachers Jan. 7 at 2 p.m. in
St. Rose of Lima School. Msgr.
Joseph P. Tuite, archdiocesan
superintendent of schools, will
preside.
Msgr. Tuite said the purpose
of the affiliation with the national
association is to enable Newark's
schools “to share in research
done on a national basis and to
form a better program for our
kindergartens.”
The meeting will be ad-
dressed by two members of the
national association: Sister Cor-
rine, S.S.J., of Jamaica, L.1.,
secretary of the national group;
and Sister Mary Bertille, S.S.J.,
of Brentwood, 1,.1.
Planning for the affiliation has
been done by Sister Matthew Jo-
seph of St. Rose of Lima School,
who is chairman of the archdio-
cesan committee on kindergar-
tens, and for 25 years a member
of the national association. The
committee is planning to release
anew curriculum for kinder-
gartens next June.
NEWLY APPOINTED officers
the archdioccsan unit of the na-
tional association who will he in-
troduced Saturday are; Sister
Margaret Rosaria, S.S.J., St.
Vincent's, Bayonne, president;
Sister Rita Vincent, S.C., St.
Stephen’s, Kearny, vice presi-
dent; Sister Margaret Gregory,
S.C., Our Lady of Lourdes, West
I Orange, recording secretary; and
Sister Maria Goretti, C.S.J., St.
Joseph’s -Village, Rocklcigh,
Urea surer.
Sister Matthew Joseph outlined
the aims of the national associa-
tion:
“To give the children under
our care the best of training,
taking all circumstances of
time and place into considera-
tion, to lead them, and through
them their parents, closer to
God.”
Sister Matthew Joseph said
there are 115 kindergartens in
schools of the Newark Archdio-
cese, and called their contribu-
tion "very important."
“Equipping a kindergarten in-
volves money well-spent," she
commented. "The chief value of
a kindergarten is that we get the
children very young and begin
training them in the love of God
which they in turn bring home to
their parents.
"Our kindergartens arc not
play-schools,” she added,
j "They are a preparation for
, the first grade with such ac-
i tivities as 'reading readiness’.”
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6 CONVENIENT OFFICES
HACKENSACK
Main and Barry Straata
Open 0 to 4 dally • 'till 8 on Monday
TEANiCK \
Cadar Lim at Larch Avanud
Opan 9to 4 dally oto 8 on Friday
CLIFFSIDE PARK
740 Andarton Avanua
Opan 0 to 4 dally . s to 8 on Friday
PALISADES PARK
SS3 Broad Avanua
Opan 0 to 4 dally • A to 8 on Monday
PARAMUS
Oardan Stata Plata, Rtt. 4 and 17
Opan 9 to 4 daily • A to 8 on Friday
RIDGEFIELD
401 Broad Avanua
Opan 0 to 4 daily • 5 to 8 on Monday
rSAVINGS INVESTED
BEFORE THE 10« h OF
* EVERY MONTH
I EARN DIVIDENDS
1 FROM THE FIRST
4%O
COMPOUND*®
quartimy
rM Iffitrll j
EQUITY
SAVINGS and loan Aim.
583 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY* WYman 1-0101
Daily, 9-3; Thuri. to 7 p.m.
DRIVE-IN WINDOW
FREE PARKING on premb«i^
r
B A
28 YEARS FAMOUS FOR SUPERIOR FOODS!
L..2
OPEN THURSDAY & FRIDAY 'TIL 9:30 - SATURDAY 'TIL 6 P.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY AS ALWAYS! SHOP MONDAY 10 TO 9 P.M.’
■"• w % % iii’ii'fp
FRFFStT HT C^
RLD S mST GROCER,K j
iSN£ CACHES - 1
GMPEFW/r SEctions
i" h.„vy !yrup 29 . o t jsJ25 e Jcan
AppLE SAUCE
rfrifT tea BAGS
Packard's COFFEE
2 £r3T
16-02.
cans
25-02.
jar
J c safe
Br eol(faif
pkg.
3||
25 e il
DIAMOND CRYstai
SAIT
HEINZ
St 55'
of 64
"'hife
wwo «tMSi,r.MtoScKe
***«! HANKIES
p,ain
®r iodized
Club
ft 59'
VeOelarfan
26-02.
box
with pork
or
or colors
7
*"2 lfe fjH
~ pk 9 6 C y
2 'citoz 47c
1 ‘
All price* (t
it- * Sn* U'rdoy,'
V
j on
,r ° m Sunday j„b,,t ' ,o *» **». oSsr..^
7-02.
can
/umbo
Pkg.
AS*
SPECIALLY SELECTED PRODUCE
Hard ripe, Florida
TOMATOES
box 19
..•ok Sweet-eating California 2
1 29c
GRAPES *”
. .
*_i. "?;,19c \
SPINACH -Readytocook equiv.
to -lVi lbs*
. .■ LJI,., flat, tutti (rvml, brnon P“>.
el,ron '
”"“ r " d " u “ ° n '
l """
IVEN-FRESH BAKED GOODS —i
sh rolls baked daily on thein lls aked premises!
Our famous old fashioned plain
IND
lb. 49
m
FINE DAIRY PRODUCTS
NEW YORK STATE, SHARP
CHEDDAR jf
CHEESE lb 09
Mode from raw, WHOLE milkl
IMPORTED HAFNIA BRAND
Luncheon Meat
IMPORTED CrAkiniMAwii
• DANISH
“" Hrc »» ”'cur * 99c
I PORTED SCANDINAVIAN
Nokkel or Bond Ost »>• 79c
IMPORTED, FRESH GRATED ITALIAN g
Parmesan/Romano 39c &
IMPORTED, GENUINE ,
French Camembert ": 39c *
v>( nnv.:
!fe
sZM
>=?•'
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PACKARD-BAMBERGER & CO. • MAIN AT TEMPLE • HACKENSACK, N.J.
